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Abstract
This qualitative multiple case study aimed to explore the impact of network engineer
configuration on the campus network performance. A convenience, multi-stage, and systematic
sampling methods were used to reach out to network engineers working for public universities in
the Midwest United States. Three theories, namely the Swiss cheese model (TSCM), competitive
parity (CP), and SWOT analysis, were included in the conceptual framework. The primary
concepts under study were garbage in, garbage out, and a chain is only as strong as its weakest
link. The study made use of questionnaires and surveys. A total of 67 network engineers
completed the questionnaire, and 10 participated in interviews. The impact of network engineer
configuration on the campus network performance manifested itself through the actions done my
network engineers. I established that network engineers design, configure, and maintain the
campus network infrastructure. Network engineers’ actions directly impacted campus network
performance. The network engineers compromised network performance by using outdated and
inaccurate network design documentation. The network engineers confronted the challenges of
resource constraints. Organizations experienced poor network performance due to legacy
systems and incompatibility issues. Network engineers performed reworks after completing the
change management configuration. Rapid technological advancement resulted in a widened gap
for engineers with the latest needed skillsets for supporting the campus network. Experienced
network engineers could quickly identify and fix network problems.
Keywords: network engineer, network design framework, campus network performance
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Section 1: Foundation of the Study
The impact of network engineer configuration on campus network performance was the
focal point of this study. The inquiry focused on network engineers' failure to use correct
network design configuration frameworks that potentially result in the poor campus network
performance (Mushi & Dutta, 2018). I used a flexible design multiple case study to add and find
reasons network engineers failed to use the correct network design frameworks. The public
universities in the Midwest United States defined the sampling scope. I studied and detailed
different actions performed by network engineers when designing, configuring, and maintaining
an organization’s network infrastructure.
In Section 1, I provide a brief overview to contextualize the study. The problem statement
follows, outlining the proposed general and specific phenomenon. I documented a purpose
statement specifying the aim and focus of this study. I documented research questions that aided
the inquiry. The nature of the study includes detailed research paradigms, discussion of design,
discussion of methods, discussion of triangulation, and a summary of the nature of the study. A
conceptual framework followed, and I discussed concepts, theories, actors, constructs, and
relationships between concepts, theories, actors, and constructs, to further summarize the
research framework. Definition of terms, assumptions, limitations, and delimitations followed
next. After that, I documented the significance of the study, including identified gaps in both
professional and academic literature, the implication for biblical integration, benefit to business
practice, and relationship to the researcher’s cognate. Furthermore, I discussed business
practices, the problem, concepts, theories, and constructs of related studies and anticipated and
discovered themes collected from the literature review. Finally, I concluded this section by
summarizing Section 1 and transition details.
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Background of the Problem
Organizations continue to experience network performance issues and associated risks
globally (Brous et al., 2020). The golden standard for good network performance recommends an
uptime of 99.999% (Stallings & Case, 2013). Network uptime refers to the average percentage of
time during which a given network accomplishes its intended function (Todinov, 2013).
Humayun et al. (2020) stated that in the year 2020, 90% of Fortune 500 organizations
experienced service disruptions in their configured and designed networks. Any lost hour
because of network performance issues translated into lost revenue.
Network engineers, as human factors, perform different actions that affect network
performance (Awadhiya, 2020). Therefore, the failure of network engineers to use correct
campus network design configuration frameworks with predictive self-healing contributed to
documented root causes of network performance issues (Reshmi & Azath, 2020). Network
designs come in varied forms and contribute to overall campus network performance. For
example, software designed by humans correlates to campus network performance. Network
engineers executing planned maintenance affect network performance. Hardware degradation
due to wear and tear as configured by engineers can lead to defects within a campus network.
Additionally, environmental factors based on physical location as designed and selected by
engineers affect campus network performance (Stair & Reynolds, 2018).
Subsequently, organizations use campus networks in a quest for competitive advantage in
the global market (Gamble et al., 2019). Operation managers aim for state-of-the-art campus
networks that support real-time data execution around the clock (Simchi-Levi, 2008). Any
changes that affect network performance negatively derail an organization’s goals and mission.
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Hence, a need to better understand the impact of network engineer configuration on campus
network performance is essential.
Institutions of higher learning have continued to adopt asynchronous learning in the
United States after changes to the Higher Education Act took place in 2006 (Clinefelter et al.,
2019). Similarly, live interactions continue to gain traction for the synchronous learning mode.
Recently, the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak led to the drastic transition from face-to-face to
videoconference learning for most colleges worldwide (Bozkurt & Sharma, 2020). In both cases,
a computer network provided the needed backbone and platform for learning (Barrionuevo et al.,
2021). However, Onyema et al. (2020) documented that 70% of online learners experienced
network issues, unavailability, and accessibility. Given these circumstances, I aimed to discover
the impact of network engineer configuration on campus network performance.
Problem Statement
The general problem addressed was the failure of network engineers to use correct
network design configuration frameworks resulting in poor network performance. Arslan et al.
(2015) stated that many network engineers fail to use correct network design configurations
resulting in poor network performance. In a recent study, Ogata et al. (2020) found that the
failure of network engineers to use correct network design configurations was the biggest
contributing factor in poor network performance. Mushi and Dutta (2018) supported these views
by explaining that the ability of organizations to have good network performance is related to the
network engineer’s ability to use correct network design configuration frameworks. The specific
problem addressed was the failure of network engineers to use correct network design
configuration frameworks within the public universities in the Midwest United States, potentially
resulting in poor network performance.
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Purpose Statement
The purpose of this flexible design multiple case study was to add and find the factors
why network engineers fail to use correct network design configuration frameworks in public
universities. I sought to explore an in-depth study of the impact of network engineer
configuration on campus network performance. The general problem of network engineers
failing to use correct network design configuration frameworks resulting in poor network
performance was guided by a deeper investigation of the differences between network design
choices and other change initiatives and network engineer actions in public universities in the
Midwest United States.
Research Questions
Research questions aid investigators in carrying out a research study (Robson &
McCartan, 2017). Research questions should not predict the final project outcome (Morgan et al.,
2013). Robson and McCartan (2017) explained that research questions define the project.
Alongside the researcher, investigators also use research questions to determine the project
compass. Consequently, research questions provide guidance in searching for relevant literature
reviews. Finally, scholars use research questions as a barometer for success based on data
collected and analyzed. I used three research questions for the study.
RQ1: How do network engineers fail to use the correct network design frameworks?
RQ1a: Which network engineer actions contribute to the failure to use the correct
network design frameworks?
RQ1b: Which network engineer actions contribute to success in the use of correct
network design frameworks?
RQ2: How are network design choices different from other change initiatives?
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RQ2a: How do these differences manifest themselves in the ability of the
network engineer to use the correct network design frameworks?
RQ3: How do implemented network design frameworks impact network performance?
The purpose of using research question RQ1 was to help in focusing on network
engineers as human factors that failed to use correct enterprise network design configuration
frameworks. RQ1 assisted in understanding the factors behind how network engineers failed to
use proper enterprise design frameworks. The purpose of using research question RQ2 was to aid
in discovering how network design choices differed from other change initiatives performed by
network engineers. I used research question RQ3 to examine how implemented network design
frameworks affected network performance. The outcome of RQ3 helped in possibly discover
specific recommended solutions for optimal network performance. Elements of the problem
statement included network engineers, network performance, enterprise design configuration
frameworks, and public universities in the Midwest United States. Therefore, using RQ1, I put
more emphasis on network engineers. Research question RQ2 targeted network performance,
and I used RQ3 to study design configuration frameworks. Lastly, the research questions
targeted public universities in the Midwest United States, as the boundary scope.
Nature of the Study
Researchers use the nature of the study to outline methods and select design options for
the topic under study. Researchers discuss their research paradigm, research design, and research
methods. Researchers often use the nature of the study to discuss qualitative, quantitative, and
mixed methods as the three available research approach for investigators to use (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). I discussed different qualitative design approaches. I provided reasons for the
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selected design type. I provided an overview of triangulation. Lastly, I provided a summary of
the nature of the study.
Discussion of Research Paradigms
Researchers use paradigms as structures to organize their reasoning, assumptions,
observations, and principles (Park et al., 2020). An investigator uses paradigms as a demarcation
of defining a broad framework that stipulates how to operate prearranged practices and theories
(Cronje, 2020). Paradigms allow researchers to work within predetermined structures that assist
in the conceptualization and understanding of how to interpret social reality (Molina-Azorin &
Fetters, 2019). Researchers can have either positivism paradigm, post-positivism paradigm,
constructivism paradigm, or pragmatism paradigm as worldviews that they bring to a given study
of interest (Robson & McCartan, 2017).
Positivism. The positivist worldview aims to discover a single objective reality. The
researcher is more concerned with empirical knowledge while the investigator verifies
hypotheses to establish facts (Park et al., 2020). A researcher conceives an idea, performs the
needed test, and reports results in a positivist worldview. The researcher remains independent
from the subject under study (Robson & McCartan, 2017). The researcher aims to discover laws
that govern a specific behavior as a social reality. Positivist measures assure reliability and
validity (Lee, 2020). Reliability for positivism: Different researchers can use the same approach
at a different time to achieve the same results. Validity for positivism: Researchers provide
results that reliably answer research questions.
Post-positivism. Post-positivism strives to discover a single objective reality with an
explicit acceptance that proof of the problem under study will remain elusive (McMurtry, 2020).
Post-positivism rejects the fundamental tenets of positivism (Eun, 2020). Non-falsified
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hypotheses determine the nature of knowledge for the post-positivism paradigm (Ronkainen &
Wiltshire, 2021). The structure for post-positivism aims for prediction and control as researchers
base their understanding of truth on probability.
Constructivism. Researchers seek to understand reality as defined by an individual in a
constructivist worldview. Meanwhile, investigators base their findings on lived experiences of
research participants (Tomljenović & Vorkapić, 2020). Additionally, researchers rely on an
insider to better understand the research topic. Active participants involved in research assist in
driving socially constructed knowledge (Voon et al., 2020). These participants coalesce around
consensus and have a more profound understanding of the phenomena under study.
Pragmatism. In a pragmatism worldview, a researcher may use any tools available to
understand a research problem (Kelly & Cordeiro, 2020). The phenomenon under study forms
the focus instead of viewed reality. Researchers and participants establish a partnership to study
empirical research in a natural context in this paradigm. Researchers can use multiple contexts to
develop theory and design principles using different avenues of data gathering and analysis
(Akhwaba, 2020). A pragmatist researcher purposes of facilitating human problem solving rather
than finding truth or reality based on scientific inferences (Daws, 2020).
Research paradigms of positivism, post-positivism, constructivism, and pragmatism
provide a mechanism to guide researchers (Robson & McCartan, 2017). Each research paradigm
has its challenges and merits. Researchers can evaluate the merits of each research paradigm to
determine which fits well with the subject under study. Researchers can consider different
perspectives, such as research questions, supervisors’ viewpoints, personal viewpoints,
resources, and support a viable solution while selecting a research paradigm.
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Researcher’s Paradigm. I approached the study with a pragmatism worldview. I
focused on the outcomes of the research, situations, and consequences of inquiry instead of
antecedent conditions (Creswell & Poth, 2018). I used different methods and sources to collect
data that assisted in answering research questions as a characteristic of pragmatists (Faems,
2020). I emphasized the best means of conducting research that led to the correct way of tackling
the research problem (Creswell & Poth, 2018). As a pragmatist, I had the flexibility to select the
best technique, methodology, or design procedure that best addressed the research problem. A
pragmatist proposes to find solutions to real-world problems as a research goal.
Robson and McCartan (2017) listed more key features of the pragmatic research
approach. A pragmatic researcher aims for an intermediate ground between skepticism and
dogmatism philosophies. Hence, I ratified practical theory. Researchers prefer dualisms based on
how well they work in solving problems (Aken et al., 2016). I viewed current findings as
provisional with the understanding that things constantly change in information technology. A
pragmatic researcher acknowledges modern realities based on practical daily experiences to
ascertain what works for human survival (Kankam, 2019).
The pragmatism research paradigm aided the study. Hence, I anticipated study findings to
change with time. I used different sources to collect data and perform analysis. For example, the
study's outcome contains both primary and secondary data sources that assisted in answering
research questions. Secondary data sources from reputable journals assisted in answering the
research question: “How do implemented network design frameworks impact network
performance?”
I used best practices of conducting research, such as avoiding research in my own
backyard, as a key feature for pragmatists (Creswell, 2016). I studied a real-world problem as a
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component of a pragmatism research approach. For example, I collected data and analyzed how
network engineers failed to use the correct network design frameworks. I used different data
collection techniques such as an interview guide, document guide, and questionnaire.
Furthermore, I opted for the best design methodology and technique to answer research
questions.
Discussion of Design
Investigators use research design to specify a blueprint and a strategy for investigating a
specific inquiry. Additionally, investigators provide a strategic approach for how data gathering
and analysis will occur using a chosen research design (Alharahsheh, 2020). Researchers use
research design as a master plan detailing the methods and ways for gathering and analyzing the
required information (Cronje, 2020). A research design stipulates a conceptual structure for
conducting an inquiry (Schoonenboom & Johnson, 2017). Researchers consider research
questions, data, objectives, and the nature of the proposed problem when determining the
research design approach (Korstjens & Moser, 2017). Researchers may opt to use fixed, flexible,
or mixed methods designs (Creswell, 2016).
Fixed Design. A fixed design typically deals with quantitative data-driven by theories
(Robson & McCartan, 2017). Researchers perform a pilot study first when using a fixed design.
The researcher may include manipulation checks when considering dependent and independent
variables. The researcher has a clear study context and anticipated outcome when using a fixed
design. Researchers aim to confirm pre-defined hypotheses or predictions while analyzing data
(Zyphur & Pierides, 2020).
The fixed design approach has the challenge of analyzing a single individual’s social
behavior, more so when investigators aggregate research findings. However, researchers can
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transcend individual discrepancies by pinpointing obvious partners that align with a specific
group or organization when analyzing data. The researcher has no emotional attachment to the
subject under study. Hence, the fixed design approach delinking the researcher’s emotions from
the study assists in guiding against any biasness that may arise. Researchers can opt to use true
experiments, single-case experiments, quasi-experiment, or non-experimental fixed designs
(Robson & McCartan, 2017).
True Experiment Approach. The researcher randomly manipulates variables in a true
experimental research approach. The researcher controls independent variables to affect the
outcome (Morgan et al., 2013). The investigator has no control over the dependent variable.
Using a true experiment design approach, the researcher can establish cause and effect
relationships (Faems, 2020). Investigators randomly assign participants to either experimental or
control groupings.
Single-Case Experiment. Researchers opt for a single-case experiment when considering
a sample as one or a single participant (Soto, 2020). Investigators collect and analyze only one
subject at any time (Kazdin, 2021). The researcher can only manipulate one variable at any time
or stage of the study. Investigators can alter participants’ behavior gradually as the study
progresses. The single-case experiment is more suitable when studying how individuals respond
when exposed to some form of treatment at a given period.
Quasi-Experiment. Using a quasi-experimental design, researchers manipulate the
independent variable to observe its effect on the dependent variable (Miller et al., 2020). Quasiexperiment aims to establish the causal effect of the independent variable on the dependent
variable. The quasi-experiment design approach lacks a degree of control. Quasi-experiment
faces challenges for potential low internal validity. For example, the approach lacks
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randomization for the non-equivalent control group for the subject under study (Cho & Jang,
2018).
Non-Experimental Fixed Designs. Researchers commonly use a survey as a means of
data collection for non-experimental fixed designs. The researcher does not manipulate or alter
the subjects under study willingly. While investigators use non-experimental fixed designs for
descriptive inferences, researchers can use non-experimental fixed designs to measure the
relationship between two or more variables (Robson & McCartan, 2017). The purpose of the
non-experimental fixed designs approach can be either descriptive, predictive, or explanatory.
Ultimately, researchers can use cross-sectional, longitudinal, or retrospective designs as time
dimensions for non-experimental fixed designs.
Flexible Design. Investigators opt for flexible design when predominantly dealing with
qualitative data. Researchers can use both theories and concepts when using a flexible design
approach. Investigators mainly use inductive logic from collected data, leading to emerging
theories and concepts. Researchers use flexible design mainly for non-numerical findings.
Accounts involve verbal presentation, and the design evolves while research procedures occur. A
flexible design allows multiple qualitative data collection approaches. Qualitative research
occurs in the natural setting, and researchers emphasize meanings based on participants’
perspectives (Denny & Weckesser, 2018). An investigator recognizes the researcher and
participant's values for the proposed research inquiry.
Mixed Method Designs. Researchers use both features and characteristics of qualitative
and quantitative inquiries when dealing with mixed methods (Schoonenboom & Johnson, 2017).
For example, researchers collect data using both elements of quantitative and qualitative data
collections. Researchers refer to mixed method designs as multi-strategy since they enhance the
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validity of findings using triangulation. Researchers can use multi-strategy to complement the
weaknesses identified in either quantitative or qualitative methods. Investigators have more
expansive options of using different questions for mixed method designs. Mixed method designs
afford researchers different ways of studying complex topics (Stoecker & Avila, 2020).
Researcher’s Chosen Design. I conducted the study with a flexible design using
qualitative methods, specifically, a multiple case study design. Researchers can use different data
collection methods such as surveys and questionnaires, interviews and focus groups, tests and
scales, and observation (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Researchers mainly use surveys for nonexperimental fixed designs. Investigators ask participants questions when using interviews. I
used different data collection tactics such as telephone interviews, Internet based interviews, and
observation as flexible design features.
Unlike fixed design, flexible design inquiry evolves as research progresses. I began with
a single problem that had a chance to evolve into multiple relations. I used multiple cases,
starting with a single case. An engineer working within public universities in the Midwest United
States, formed a single case. I used triangulation to provide multiple realities in the real life of
engineers as sources of evidence. I played an integral role in data collection and reaching out to
participants as a requirement of flexible design. I played the role of collecting data and
communicating with contributors.
I used rigorous data collection, data analysis, and documented research findings. I
invested time in data collection, analysis of data, documenting, and presenting the findings. I
wrote in a captivating way for the readers to experience real life happenings of the studied topic.
I employed multiple levels of abstraction when analyzing collected data. I used different cases to
provide themes for analysis.
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I used a flexible multiple case study design focusing on contemporary happenings with
no control over behavioral events. This was because I did not intend to control variables as
required when using a fixed design. Research questions for the study took the form of “how” as a
requirement for a flexible multiple case study design (Yin, 2018). Therefore, I focused on the
failure of network engineers to use correct network design configurations that leads to poor
network performance as the central phenomenon in the contemporary world. In a real-world
context, this study of the central phenomenon occurred within public universities in the Midwest
United States. Unlike some fixed design approaches, the research did not occur in a controlled
laboratory. I did not intend to perform a wet laboratory experiment as a feature of a fixed design
approach. I intended to develop an in-depth analysis of multiple cases for the research focus.
Lastly, I did not use fixed or mixed methods designs due to financial limitations and tight timescale constraints required to complete a college project.
Discussion of Method
Qualitative research approaches include case study, narrative research, grounded theory,
ethnographic research, and phenomenological (Creswell & Poth, 2018). A researcher can opt to
use any of the mentioned methods. The selected method determines the research approach a
researcher can use. I used a case study as a traditional design method. I provided an in-depth
understanding of identified problem using multiple cases.
Case Study. A case study research is a qualitative inquiry methodology that involves the
investigation of real-life scenarios, a case or cases over time, using comprehensive, in-depth data
collection, reports, and case themes of social phenomenon (Creswell & Poth, 2018). I came up
with a general theme after an in-depth analysis of the case study. Case study research, case
studies, and case(s) form the trilogy of case study inquiry (Yin, 2018). The peculiar object under
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study becomes the case (Hyett et al., 2014). Time, place, and research environment bounds case
study (Creswell, 2016). The central question forms a major consideration for case study inquiry.
The primary question starts with how or why (Yin, 2018). The researcher inquiries about current
endeavors, and the investigator has limited control over behavioral happenings (Yin, 2018).
Intrinsic, collective, and instrumental cases form three qualitative case studies based on
the researcher’s aim of a case analysis (Creswell & Poth, 2018). The researcher uses an intrinsic
case study to understand the details of a single case (Hyett et al., 2014). Researchers opt for the
instrumental case study to refine a theory or gain insights into the case. Researchers may decide
to use collective case studies when multiple, nested cases, observed in unison, in parallel, or
sequential order form the basis of research inquiry. Researchers use case studies for either
exploratory, descriptive, or explanatory studies (Teubner, 2019). Researchers use case study
design to explore real life scenarios where detailed data collection entailing multiple sources of
information forms the basis of research work in a contemporary bounded system (Melder et al.,
2018). Researchers use case studies to answer how or question why. Investigators opt to use the
case study approach when they have no control over behavioral events. The research focuses on
contemporary happenings (Yin, 2018). Researchers use the case study as a form of qualitative
research to capture the complexity of the object of study while investigating and analyzing the
object as either a single or a collective case.
Researcher faces challenges in defining case study boundaries (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Case study publications vary, thus posing a challenge of harmonizing varied case study findings
as a research methodology (Hyett et al., 2014). The researcher must identify the case, select a
bounded system, and consider studying either a single case or multiple cases (Creswell & Poth,
2018). Case study research faces limited reporting compared to other qualitative design
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approaches such as grounded theory or phenomenology. Cases study experiences historical
tagging and perceptions about lacking thoroughness and well-known conceptual frameworks
(Cheek et al., 2018). Case study research continues to gain popularity despite the challenges of
case study design as more theoretical frameworks and principles for the case study are
established (Goffin et al., 2014). An investigator provides detailed descriptions of the
methodological foundation to help overcome the case study question lacking rigor (Hyett et al.,
2014).
Narrative. The narrative is a qualitative design approach of research used for specific
and chronological exploration of a story about an individual’s life and experiences in a habitat
(Tanaka, 2020). The narrative design type categorizes either data analysis strategy or narrative
types, including biographical study, autoethnography, life history, or oral history (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). The researcher collects data accounting for events, listening to individual
experiences, and chronologically reporting collected stories and narratives (Moyo & Perumal,
2019). Further, a narrative design definition can be distinct from a methodology or phenomenon
(Clandinin et al., 2017). Narrative design is appropriate when individual experiences form the
basis of research documentation and analysis.
Additionally, usages for narrative design are either a study method or the phenomenon
under study (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Researchers use narrative design as a tool for social
construction and configuring lived experience (Taeger & Yanchar, 2019). Narrative design
requires researchers to collect detailed data about an individual’s life experience and have a good
contextual understanding of the data gathered (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Unfortunately,
overlooking research participants’ language and misinterpretation of facts by researchers can
occur (Casey et al., 2016). The researcher faces power relations and multiple issues when
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collecting, analyzing, and narrating individual stories (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Hence, while
decontextualizing narratives, a researcher may ignore interactional and contextual factors related
to the participants' environment (Casey et al., 2016).
Grounded Theory Research. Researchers use the grounded theory research to either
create or discover a theory where all participants must have experienced the issue under study
(Rooddehghan et al., 2019). The data collected from interviewees form the basis of generating or
grounding a new theory (Jefferis et al., 2020). The researcher uses unique phases that occur after
some time to advance a new theory. Data collection and analysis take place concurrently and
iteratively. The systematic procedures of Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin and the constructivist
approach of Charmaz form the two significant types of grounded theory research (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). The researcher uses theoretical sampling and constant comparative data analysis to
conduct a grounded theory study (Al‐Dabbagh, 2020). The investigator uses open, axial, and
selective coding to analyze data (Creswell & Poth, 2018). In this case, investigators use
grounded theory to grounding new theories from multiple data collected from different
participants. An investigator who opts to use grounded theory faces the challenge of determining
sufficient details of the new-grounded theory. A researcher must collect massive data to develop
a concrete new theory when using grounded theory (Creswell & Poth, 2018). To overcome data
saturation, investigators use a discriminant-sampling strategy for the grounded theory research
approach (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Ethnographic Research. The researcher uses ethnographic research to examine
participants sharing the same process over a specific timeframe and in a confined geographical
area (Keränen & Prior, 2019). The investigator immerses the participant’s culture and day-to-day
life while collecting data for analysis (Kassan et al., 2020). At first, the investigator formulates a
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broader theory about the subject under study for subsequent guidance (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
The researcher spends time on the ground collecting data through interviews, observation,
artifacts, and diversified sources to help determine study patterns. Realist and critical
ethnography form the most popular types of ethnographic research approaches (Creswell & Poth,
2018).
Investigators use ethnographic research to study the culture of a given group. Using
ethnographic research design, the investigator determines patterns in the social settings of the
group under study. The ethnographic research approach is best suited for exploring a cultural
group’s lifestyle for people who have resided together for a more extended period (Keränen &
Prior, 2019). An investigator needs a better understanding of cultural anthropology when using
an ethnographic research approach (Creswell & Poth, 2018). When using an ethnographic
approach, the researcher must define a cultural framework for the subject under study. Extensive
time is required to collect data as the researcher spends time in the field using an ethnographic
design approach. In addition, when using ethnographic design, the researchers find themselves in
unfamiliar cultures while collecting data in the field (Oswald & Dainty, 2020). The researcher
needs to contextualize research work as a basis for prolonged fieldwork to overcome the
ethnographic design challenge of resource limitation (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Phenomenological. Phenomenology as a qualitative design approach requires
participants to have a common denominator and the essence of extraordinary lived experience
(Larkin et al., 2019). Phenomenological design requires researchers to recognize the broader
rational assumptions that are nonrepresentational for the subject under study (Creswell & Poth,
2018). Researchers can view phenomenology both as a methodology and a data collection
method. Researchers collect data and analyze it to arrive at a detailed description of the
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phenomenon under study. Transcendental and hermeneutic forms are the two types of
phenomenology researchers can use to do research work (Neubauer et al., 2019).
Researcher’s Chosen Method. I used a case study design. The empirical study took
place within the real-life context of public universities using multiple sources of evidence. The
study relied on collected evidence about actions taken by engineers. I used minor quantitative
components as applicable for a case study for triangulation purposes. I considered an engineer
working for a public university in Midwest United States as a single case. I used multiple cases
involving different engineers and universities. I did not intend to solely focus on how engineers
viewed themselves and the world around them as a requirement for the phenomenological
method. The ethnographic inquiry focuses on the cultural and social structure of a given social
grouping hence was not best suited for the specific problem of the study. I did not plan to visit
the same site repeatedly to collect data as a major component of the grounded theory study
method. Neither general nor specific problem touched on chronological exploration stories as a
requirement for the narrative design method. I exploited cases to exemplify the study (Morgan,
2019). Using the case study method helped in studying the social realm as a real-life problem. I
used theories and descriptive to drive independent cases (Ylikoski & Zahle, 2019).
Discussion of Triangulation
Researchers have four different types of triangulation they can use to enhance research
rigor. The four-triangulation approach includes data, observer, methodological, and theory
(Robson & McCartan, 2017). In data triangulation, researchers use multiple methods for data
collection (Yin, 2018). Researchers can opt to use more than one data collection method, such as
interviews, documents, observation, and any other. In observer triangulation, investigators opt to
use more than one observer for a proposed study. While in methodological triangulation,
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investigators decide to use both elements of quantitative and qualitative research approaches.
Finally, investigators use more than one theory or concept to advance research study in theory,
triangulation.
I used multiple sources to enhance the validity of the concluded case study. For example,
engineers in the same institution provided converging evidence via questionnaire. Engineers
working at different universities provided single cases with none converging evidence based on
institutional differences. Therefore, data triangulation assisted in collecting data from multiple
sources to corroborate the empirical study. Observer triangulation provided a better means of
collecting evidence where individuals had trouble expressing themselves via interviews. Hence,
observation triangulation enhanced research validity by allowing for a comparison of codes and
emerging themes collected from different interviewees.
Summary of the Nature of the Study
Researchers use the nature of the study section to clarify chosen paradigm, the research
design, and the various research methods. An investigator uses established fundamentals of
qualitative research design such as case study, narrative, phenomenology, grounded theory, or
ethnography. Triangulation provides a strong foundation for research validity. Researchers use
triangulation as a means for multiple sources of evidence. Triangulation enables researchers to
build strong evidence from multiple sources and develop a theme (Creswell, 2016). However,
researchers may run into superfluous complications where multiple approaches conflict. In
general, I used multiple and different sources of data. Different concepts and theories aided the
study. I used two concepts: garbage in, garbage out, and a chain that is only as strong as its
weakest link. I used three theories that include the Swiss cheese model (SCM), competitive
parity (CP), and strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis.
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Conceptual Framework
Researchers use concepts to provide more empirical and high-level inferences when
generalizing research findings. A conceptual framework entails the research objectives and
activities that answer the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of a given inquiry (Tobi & Kampen, 2018).
Researchers use conceptual frameworks to explain specific observations and provide context to
interpret their study findings. The research framework depicts an abstract that guides the
development of a proposed study. Moreover, it enables researchers to identify key concepts and
relationships within their study. Frameworks act as theoretical propositions that assist researchers
in simplifying and organizing lessons learned from collected and analyzed data (Yin, 2018).
Aside from researchers, investigators use theoretical frameworks to narrow their focus while
exploring or discovering unknown discussion topics. A conceptual and theoretical diagram
visually illustrates how theories, defined principles/concepts, and predetermined variables
interrelate. For instance, I used a research framework and its concepts and theories, as depicted
in Figure 1, to provide greater insights into the “why” and “how” of the concluded case study.
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Figure 1
Relationships between Concepts

Concepts
Concepts assist researchers in having an abstract understanding of the phenomenon under
study. Researchers use concepts to refine a proposed study. Researchers simplify the proposed
study using concepts. Concepts provide a comparable similarity for the idea being studied. For
this study, garbage in, garbage out (GIGO) and a chain is only as strong as its weakest link
formed the concepts for the studied phenomenon.
Garbage in, Garbage out. The concept of garbage in, garbage out stipulates that any
input to a system can determine the final output, more so when dealing with data (Kilkenny &
Robinson, 2018). For example, network engineers' use of flawed premises leads to poor network
performance. On the other hand, the use of correct network design frameworks will result in
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desirable network performance (Press, 2018). Figure 2 depicts the GIGO concept. Human factors
contribute to the weakest link for any network design configuration (Stair & Reynolds, 2018).
Network engineers, as human factors, play a major role while designing, deploying, and
maintaining enterprise networks (Preece et al., 2015). Thus, an engineer’s input and actions
determine how well a network system performs.
Figure 2
Garbage in, Garbage out Concept

A Chain is Only as Strong as its Weakest Link. The concept of a chain is only as
strong as its weakest link dates to 1786 in Thomas Reid’s essay “The Intellectual Powers of
Man.” According to Reid, in every chain of reasoning, the evidence of the last conclusion cannot
be greater than that of the weakest link in the chain, despite the strength of the rest (Wolterstorff,
2004). In the same breadth, a component within the network as configured by a network engineer
could become a single point of failure, and as a result, it poses challenges to the network
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performance (Stallings & Case, 2013). Furthermore, each component within a campus network
potentially represents a risk for network performance. Additionally, a disgruntled engineer as a
human factor can compromise network performance (Torten et al., 2018). Therefore, engineers
must plan and mitigate the weakest links within any campus network for desirable network
performance as a means of good design.
Theories
Researchers use theories to outline and define the focus and objectives of proposed
research (Creswell, 2016). A theory provides the initial step that assists in guiding a proposed
study to a certain goal. I used different theories for the study as part of a flexible design. Hence, I
used three known theories. The Swiss cheese model (SCM), competitive parity (CP), and
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis formed theories for the
proposed study.
The Swiss Cheese Model. The SCM advocates for a layered approach to mitigate
accidents. As depicted in Figure 3, the SCM outlines different types of mistakes, the levels of
mistakes, and the factors that contribute to mistakes (Krogerus & Tschappeler, 2018). SCM's
theory allows engineers to design and configure campus networks at every level that supports
systems reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS; Liu et al., 2016). Thus, network
engineers can apply SCM while designing, deploying, and maintaining campus networks. The
aim is to ensure that actions taken cannot compromise network performance.
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Figure 3
Kroger and Tschappeler’s (2018) the Swiss Cheese Model, adapted from (Waterson, 2014)

Krogerus and Tschappeler (2018) explained three different types of mistakes and further
categorized the levels of mistakes related to what happens when network engineers design,
configure and deploy campus networks. The mistakes include real mistakes, blackouts, and slipups. The engineer commits a “real mistake” by carrying out a wrong process. Meanwhile,
“blackouts” happen when a network engineer forgets part of the configuration and design
process. Lastly, a “slip-up” mistake occurs when the right process or design framework takes
place incorrectly. The levels categorized include skill-based, rule-based, and knowledge-based.
Network engineers can have different skillsets and knowledge bases, while the designed network
infrastructure can depend on different rules.
Competitive Parity. The theory of CP allows organizations to achieve golden standards
(Rumelt, 2017). An organization strives to achieve a competitive advantage in comparison to
other entities. The business owners raise the bar to achieve a reasonable performance level
compared to other competitors on the market. Leaders in an organization opt to implement best
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business practices as a key component of CP. As a result, network engineers use correct network
design frameworks as the golden standard for better network performance.
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats Analysis. The SWOT analysis
theorem allows network engineers to identify strengths for a given process, find areas that
require improvement, explore available opportunities, and develop plans on how to mitigate risks
(Gamble et al., 2019). Strengths and weaknesses form the internal organizational aspects for
engineers to focus on. On the other hand, opportunities and threats entail the external factors for
engineers to consider while designing and maintaining network infrastructure. The engineers can
use SWOT analysis to develop and use correct network design frameworks to mitigate network
performance issues.
Figure 4
The SWOT Analysis for Cloud Computing, adapted from (Ghaffari et al., 2014)
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Actors
The actors for the study included network engineers and public universities. Network
engineers: The people designated to configure, deploy, and maintain campus networks. In this
study, they are defined as the people within organizations that fail to use correct campus network
design frameworks, potentially resulting in poor network performance. Public Universities:
Institutions where network engineers configure deploys and maintain campus network.
Institutions of higher learning in the Midwest United States potentially experiencing poor
network performance because of the failure of network engineers to use the correct network
design frameworks.
Constructs
Researchers use constructs to delineate broad concepts in each study. Constructs act as
pointers to aid researchers in understanding the topic under study. Researchers cannot easily
quantify constructs. Constructs for the study include network engineer actions and network
design frameworks. Network engineer actions: Network engineer actions assisted with the usage
of different cases to provide the theme(s) for analysis. Network design frameworks: I used
network design frameworks to understand how network engineers implement design
frameworks. I used network frameworks to answer the research question, “How do implemented
network design frameworks impact network performance?”
Relationships Between Concepts, Theories, Actors, and Constructs
Figure 1 depicts the relationship between concepts, theories, actors, and constructs. I used
“GIGO” and “a chain is only as strong as its weakest link” as guiding concepts. The theories
included the SCM, CP, and SWOT. Actors entailed network engineers and public universities.
Constructs revolved around network engineer actions and network design frameworks. I used the
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mentioned concepts to study any possibly flawed actions taken by network engineers in public
universities that may impact network performance. I mentioned theories to analyze network
design frameworks used by network engineers to achieve the golden standards desired for
network performance.
Summary of the Research Framework
In general, research concepts provide the roadmap intended for a particular study.
Therefore, I studied public universities in the Midwest United States to assess network engineers'
failure(s) to use the correct campus network design frameworks that may potentially result in
poor network performance. I identified three research questions to aid in this endeavor. I aligned
with pragmatism as the form of research paradigm. I used flexible design multiple case study by
statistical triangulation. I used the GIGO concept, the SCM, CP, and SWOT as theories for
grounding the study.
Definition of Terms
Campus Network: For this study, a campus network denoted an enterprise network
infrastructure that enables end users to communicate with themselves and the outside world
(Hurley & Barken, 2006). I defined a campus network as an autonomous network infrastructure
controlled by a university (Ali et al., 2015). A campus network coverage scope may include a
metropolitan area or a confined geographical area that provides needed services to a university.
The network infrastructure was limited to local area network(s) within a specific public
university (i.e., a network mainly used by universities for intranet purposes; Zheng et al., 2017). I
considered the demarcation of campus networks as defined by network engineers for each
university.
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Design Framework: Established network principles and fundamentals that stipulate how
network engineers should configure, deploy, and maintain enterprise networks. Frameworks that
assist network engineers in deciding how to deploy a campus network. The design frameworks
included concepts, principles, tactics, and dimensions applied in information systems (Preece et
al., 2015). The design framework provides a network topology that network engineers can use to
benchmark the golden standard. I treated the design framework as an established model or a
guideline for deploying campus networks.
Network Engineer: A university employs a network engineer to manage campus
networks or information and communications technology for an organization (Rondeau et al.,
2017). They are individuals entrusted with the responsibility of designing, configuring, and
maintaining a campus network. Organizations employees that directly perform different actions
on campus that potentially affect network performance. The broader classification for network
engineers included people regarded as network and computer systems administrators. According
to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2020), the universities network engineers may have
different business titles such as Information Analyst, Information Systems Manager (IS
Manager), Information Technology Specialist (IT Specialist), LAN Specialist (Local Area
Network Specialist), Local Area Network Administrator (LAN Administrator), Network
Administrator, Network Coordinator, Network Manager, and Systems Administrator. As of
2019, the United States had 373,900-employed network engineers (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2020).
Network Performance: An assessment of the usefulness of the service level offered to
Internet Protocol (IP) traffic forwarded through a campus network includes availability, delay,
bandwidth, and loss (Hanemann et al., 2006). Network performance concerns analyzing traffic
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conditions related to media access control (MAC) address and transmission of frames within a
campus network (Dudhedia & Ravinder, 2021). Additionally, consider aspects of packet
retransmission while configuring the campus network. Therefore, consider network performance
in terms of all aspects of information systems.
Assumptions, Delimitations, Limitations
Researchers use reasonable assumptions to develop research instruments and theories
(Höfler et al., 2018). Assumptions have no known empirical facts but rather notions by the
researchers (Theofanidis & Fountouki, 2018). When stating assumptions, researchers typically
infer something perceived as authentic. As explained in any given inquiry, assumptions have no
basis for scientific grounding. Assumptions provide a good foundation for a research topic
(Shamali & Ostergaard, 2019). Different forms of assumptions exist and include universal
assumptions, assumptions based on theories, unwarranted, warranted, and assumptions needed to
conduct research. Limitations contain attributes to the study that may affect the outcome of a
given topic under inquiry (Mena & Bolte, 2019). Limitations point to the weakness of a study.
Researchers have control over delimitations. The scope sets required delimitations and assists
researchers in determining the boundaries of a given study. Delimitations may relate to chosen
research questions or the topic under study.
Assumptions
Deployed Network Design Framework. The study included numerous assumptions and
proposals concerning campus network design. The assumptions included universities having
geographically dispersed local area networks interconnecting to different builds (Stallings &
Case, 2013). The storage area network (SAN) resides in a data center with virtualized servers
supporting data mirroring, snapshots, and volume resizing (Li et al., 2005). Each university has a
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main distribution frame (MDF) and an intermediate distribution frame (IDF) that interconnection
of LANs takes place (Cuda et al., 2012). Firewalls, servers, core switches, and aggregate routers
reside inside the MDF to provide needed security (DeCusatis & Carranza, 2014). The IDF
houses distribution switches and access layer switches that conform to a top-down network
design (Oppenheimer, 2010). Each building’s network infrastructure connects to two Internet
service providers (ISPs) for redundancy purposes (Cisco, 2018). The routing protocols
configured include interior gateway routing protocol (EIGRP), open shortest path first (OSPF)
routing protocol, and Frame Relay (Stallings & Case, 2013). The modular network infrastructure
for each building depends on high availability: Campus routed access design and the CISCO
borderless network architecture (Cisco.com, Borderless campus 1.0 design guide, 2011). The
high availability campus network uses EIRGRP and OSPF as routing protocols. The design
included aspects for disaster recovery with multiple servers at different buildings (Stair &
Reynolds, 2018). The university’s campus network design has redundancy at each level of
connectivity to enhance serviceability, availability, and reliability (Stallings & Case, 2013). The
three-tier network design forms the backbone for each building equipment deployment and
configuration (Turban et al., 2018).
Participants. Participation was voluntary based on lived experience. Yin (2018) stated
that participants in case studies are recognized as individuals who provide primary data as a form
of lived experience for researchers to analyze. I chose respondents randomly from the sample
space until saturation was achieved. Saturation in that no new data or themes were still coming
out of additional participation (Tran et al., 2017). The contributors were required to have been in
their campus network administration and management role for at least 1 year. The participants
had to be individuals responsible for campus network design and implementers of change
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management (CM). The participants remained anonymous. The participants had to be at least of
the majority age (21 years) as specified by different States in Midwest United States. The
participants responded within a stipulated timeframe after consenting to participate. Marshall et
al. (2006) explained that participants who sign a consent form do not feel pressured to participate
and highly like to provide accurate information. Hence, respondents were expected to provide
accurate information for the study. The participants had a clear understanding of interview
questions emailed to them before the beginning of the interviews, which enhanced active
participation (Meho, 2006). The participants had a better experience of at least the traditional
three-tier campus network design framework. Creswell and Poth (2018) explained that an
experienced participant provides a deep understanding of a phenomenon under study.
Delimitations
The philosophical framework of pragmatism and flexible design method delimited this
inquiry. Hence, I did not hypothesize the study as a key flexible design feature (Creswell & Poth,
2018). I did not use quantitative data analysis methods. The selected population for study
targeted only public universities in the Midwest United States. Hence, I did not correlate the
findings with private institutions or other organizations using a campus network. Furthermore,
the study was delimited to only the failure of network engineers to use correct network design
configuration frameworks that potentially result in poor network performance.
Limitations
Investigator Inexperience. I had never performed any research work prior to this study.
I had no firsthand experience documenting and analyzing any extensive research work. Hence, I
sought guidance from the dissertation chair, who had experience carrying out research work. I
remained dependent on the timely advice offered by the dissertation team. I depended on
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scholarly materials and the university supporting committee to offset my naivety in research
work. Robson and McCartan (2017) stated that apprentices have predominantly executed
qualitative studies and the experts pointed them in the right direction.
Participants. I anticipated the challenges of access to experienced participants. I had
limitations on participants’ availability to complete questionnaires and interviews. However, I
purposefully continued sampling until reaching enough participants for saturation (Yin, 2018).
Furthermore, I used a flexible case study approach. Consequently, the research results were not
generalized to the broader population (Creswell & Poth, 2018). However, multiple cases were
used to generate themes for analysis and interpretation (Yin, 2018). I used triangulation using
multiple strategies such as questionnaires and interviews to reach out to more participants
(Robson & McCartan, 2017).
Researcher Bias. Researchers may find themselves carrying along with their
unconscious bias to a proposed study. The predilection may come along in the form of life
experiences or the researcher’s professional background. I used multiple cases until saturation
was achieved, hence eradicating personal perceptions (Farrugia, 2019). Data triangulation
assisted in collecting multiple viewpoints from different sources (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Time Constraint. I faced a time constraint considering strict timelines to complete the
DBA program. Students must complete their DBA program within a stipulated timeframe.
Nevertheless, within the stipulated timeframe for completing the DBA program, I expected limits
on participant availability upon reaching saturation for data analysis (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Additionally, secondary data sources supplemented primary data collected from participants
(Robson & McCartan, 2017).
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Significance of the Study
Actions performed by network engineers, such as maintenance and management of
campus networks, remain a challenge to many organizations (Kim & Feamster, 2013). Therefore,
it was necessary to understand the impact of network engineer configurations on campus
networks. I anticipated adding knowledge to the current business practices and related literature.
In this section, I will discuss reducing gaps in the literature. I explained the implications of the
study for biblical integration. Furthermore, I deliberated on how business practices can benefit
from this research. Lastly, I explained how the study related to the information system and its
general significance.
Reduction of Gaps in the Literature
A literature gap refers to a missing piece of data that other researchers have not fully
explored. Thus, a literature gap can touch on any aspect of research work, such as sample sizes,
research design type, or the geographical scope. For the completed study, I intended to contribute
to filling literature gaps that signify the missing elements of data concerning the impact of
network engineer configuration on campus network performance. I provided insights into
network design frameworks. I analyzed network engineers’ actions on campus networks and
their consequences on poor network performance. The activities included network design
frameworks and CMs on campus networks as selected and implemented by network engineers. I
studied specific cases found in the public universities in Midwest United States. Mushi and Dutta
(2018) explained that a need still exists for a more empirical and systematic inquiry concerning
human actions on enterprise networks. Hence, I carried out data collection using questionnaires
to study actions (i.e., CMs and network design configuration frameworks) taken by engineers as
human factors on campus networks. Arslan et al. (2015) concluded that opportunities exist for
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organizations to have a better way of knowing challenges within network management that
allows them to equip engineers with better skills and training. For the concluded study, I limited
the study’s scope to the public universities in Midwest United States. The outcome could
potentially assist public universities in understanding how to train or hire competent engineers to
manage their campus networks. The new knowledge could help network engineers have better
reasons for strictly using defined network design frameworks such as traditional 3-tier borderless
campus network design, mesh-based design, SDN, or cloud-based design framework.
Furthermore, Ogata et al. (2020) stressed that it would be helpful for organizations to
assess how engineers identify and address campus network problems. The significance of
identifying network problems correlates with how quickly network engineers resolve network
performance issues based on actions taken. Network engineers who can quickly identify network
misconfigurations and design issues can resolve network performance problems for an
organization. I intended to find how network engineers fail to use correct network design
configuration frameworks in the public universities and add to missing literature, filling the gaps
mentioned above.
Implications for Biblical Integration
Keller and Alsdorf (2016) inspired people to connect their work to God’s work. In the
book of Genesis 1:27, God created all humankind in his image as co-creators in a divine
economy (New International Version, 1978/2000). Hence, by extension, humanity engages in all
activities by the grace and mercy of Almighty God. In the books of Corinthians 12, Ephesians 4,
and Romans 12, God gave every humankind a unique gift that completes and complements the
divine economy ecosystem. Hardy (1990) encouraged Christians to discover their God-given
gifts, cultivate them properly, and use them to better other humankind. The process of
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conducting business research aligns well with the biblical perspective. First, researchers are a
creation of God (Keller & Alsdorf, 2016). The research work took place in the contemporary
world created by God himself. For example, research work typically occurs in different
environments such as schools, hospitals, government offices, and places of worship (Yin, 2018).
Additionally, entrepreneurs perpetuate the great commission work envisioned by Jesus Christ for
disciples to reach out to all nations and influence society's happenings (New International
Version, 1978/2000, Matthew 28:16-20). Researchers advance theories and concepts that may
assist entrepreneurs in executing their businesses with good strategic plans (Gamble et al., 2019).
The process of conducting business research has a well-defined structure and procedures
for investigators to follow. For example, the researcher must design a research concept with a
specific problem statement, purpose statement, nature of the study, research questions, and
theoretical framework. Similarly, in the biblical context, all things must happen in an orderly
way. This is evident in the First Epistle to the Corinthians as written by Paul the Apostle.
“However, everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way” (New International Version,
1978/2000, 1 Corinthians 14:40). Investigators must design a research project carefully and
meticulously to avoid ending up with a mess (Robson & McCartan, 2017). The Second Epistle of
Paul to Timothy encourages researchers to do their best in the eyes of God. “Do your best to
present yourself to God as one approved, a worker who does not need to be ashamed and who
correctly handles the word of truth” (New International Version, 1978/2000, 2 Timothy 2:15).
Consequently, investigators should give serious thoughts of what they intend to accomplish.
Researchers should uphold a code of conduct in order to handle the word of truth. Studying the
failure of network engineers to use correct enterprise network design frameworks within the
public universities in the Midwest United States potentially resulting in the poor network
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performance aligns well with a biblical viewpoint. I used the concepts and principles of an
applied research project in the real world. The research focused on a problem that touches on
institutions and humankind's experiences as envisioned in the biblical creation story.
Additionally, use the outcome to coach and train organizational leaders in different aspects of the
design and deployment of information technology infrastructure (Underhill et al., 2007).
I used a well-defined structure for the completed study (e.g., I used a flexible multiple
case study with statistical triangulation constructs). A flexible design allows researcher to
preplan while staying open for procedural changes as the investigation unravels. As written in
the first chapter of Luke, the physician Luke explained how Christians documented events after
carefully doing research. “With this in mind, since I myself have carefully investigated
everything from the beginning, I too decided to write an orderly account for you, most excellent
Theophilus” (New International Version, 1978/2000, Luke 1:3). Similarly, I prudently studied
the impact of network engineer configuration on campus network performance and documented
the research findings. The field study and individual interview responses assisted in writing
empirical evidence.
Researchers can use different approaches to investigate societal issues and problems.
However, investigators should follow systematic and ethical means of conducting their research
(Robson & McCartan, 2017). Additionally, researchers as followers of Jesus Christ should
exhibit a Christlikeness character. Therefore, I investigated and documented findings premised
on truth as anticipated from a biblical perspective. According to the fourth gospel of the New
Testament, Christian researchers are encouraged to walking in the truth. “Sanctify them by the
truth; your word is truth” (New International Version, 1978/2000, John 17:17).
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Benefit to Business Practice and Relationship to Cognate
Campus network performance plays an integral role in the process of higher learning
institutions’ strategy development and execution (Banu et al., 2020). An enterprise network for
an organization provides a much-needed platform for strategic decision-making. Moreover,
campus networks provide the core backbone for data traffic that revolves around various
business transactions. The leadership of an organization utilizes campus networks to capture
data, access the data instantaneously regardless of location when needed, analyze harnessed data,
and share information while collaborating with stakeholders (Turban et al., 2018). Another area
where businesses find campus network and IT viable relates to managing inventory levels.
Leaders can manage inventory well when using a distributed database configured on the campus
network, leading to reduced lead times within an organization for an optimized campus network.
Similarly, strategic thinkers find means of improving cycle times when using optimized campus
network design.
A well-configured enterprise network provides a much-needed backbone to support
modern businesses. A good campus network performance determines the quality of established
business practices when network engineers configure enterprise network aspects relating to
performance, throughput, delay, and security issues (Rajeswari, 2020). Furthermore, any
configuration changes done by network engineers could affect how organizations achieve
defined business practices. For example, a change to an organization’s campus network
infrastructure could affect the entire organization’s business model. The change could affect
different attributes and aspects of an organization, such as goods and service delivery (Turban et
al., 2018). As a result, campus network performance influences strategic thinking for decisionmaking (i.e., it can force a change in organization structure reporting). A campus network can
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enable a platform for a new market niche for better business practices. A campus network
deployment can redefine an organization’s geographical boundaries of operations. Using Intranet
and extranet as part of campus network can disrupt the supply chain and business collaborators.
Hence, a need arises to understand network engineers' actions relating to integrating and
configuring all aspects of an enterprise network. This study may add knowledge on how
engineers can optimize network performance for improved business practices. Understanding
actions taken by an engineer may benefit business communities to avoid unnecessary network
outages. The study may help in aligning structures of preventing and reducing network
downtime. Additionally, it may help reduce unprecedented stress on the campus network (Favale
et al., 2020). Zhao and Priporas (2017) stated that technology implementation resulted in global
markets for different business entities. An optimized campus network allows consumers to
purchase products and services anywhere connected to the Internet grid. Therefore, while
redesigning campus networks in the modern technological era, network engineers must consider
telecommuting, employee surveillance and monitoring, e-HR, and social networking to benefit
business practices (Mello, 2019).
Summary of the Significance of the Study
Campus networks provide the backbone infrastructure for organizations to connect
remote offices and electronic devices while operating seamlessly (Stallings & Case, 2013). The
backend connectivity must remain well designed to support systems reliability, availability,
serviceability (RAS), security and provide a better mechanism for disaster recovery (Ahuja,
2004). Furthermore, a campus network infrastructure must have the ability to meet all business
needs around the clock (Osama et al., 2016). For example, institutions like public universities
must have proper campus network infrastructures to support all their functions. Their designs
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must meet appropriate and established campus network fundamentals, standards, and
frameworks.
The designed campus network should significantly consider a reliable and versatile
network that needs to be self-healing, self-defending, self-optimizing, and self-aware
(Cisco.com, Campus LAN and wireless LAN solution design guide, 2020). Furthermore, the
network engineer should consider mitigating the unavailability of network resources (Häckel et
al., 2019). Therefore, the network engineer must consider a campus local area network with high
availability that supports redundant components, links, and switches (Liu et al., 2016). Moreover,
the network engineer should understand that a poorly designed campus network impacts
universities' operations negatively and overall employee and student experience (Olenewa,
2016). In addition, organizations experience issues with unreliable information technology
infrastructure, where packet traffic goes through congested networks with the possibility of the
arrival of calls for services. At the same time, when no server connection is available (Aceto et
al., 2018).
A Review of the Professional and Academic Literature
The purpose of this qualitative multi-case study was to extend the current body of
knowledge regarding the impact of network engineer configuration on campus network
performance. Specifically, I studied how network design frameworks impact network
performance. Secondly, I performed an in-depth inquiry into how network engineers fail to use
the correct network design frameworks. Additionally, I researched how network design choices
differed from other change initiatives. Secondary data sources from peer-reviewed journals and
books formed the basis of professional and academic literature.
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Network Design Frameworks Affecting Network Performance. A good campus
network infrastructure should have a good hierarchy, redundancy, modularity, protected
perimeters, and well-thought-out entries and exits (Stallings & Case, 2013). The modular design
approach assists in minimizing bandwidth domains (Cisco Press, 2014). The modular design
approach assists in ensuring that a network performs optimally in all areas. Network engineers
can use different IT frameworks to build a robust network. For example, a network engineer can
opt to use either a three-tier borderless campus network design or a mesh-based design, software
design network (SDN), or cloud-based design framework.
Traditional Three-Tier Campus Network Design. The borderless three-tier campus
network has a high availability design with a routed access layer using either Enhanced EIGRP
or OSPF as recommended by CISCO (Cisco.com, 2007). The CISCO campus network design
aims for faster convergence for any network deployment design while using specific features of
EIGRP or OSPF (Cisco, 2018). Furthermore, the CISCO campus network framework calls for a
hierarchical deployment of network devices, as depicted in Figure 5. For instance, the design
should include a core layer, distribution layer, and access layer to enhance systems availability,
flexibility, scalability, and easy fault isolation (Cisco.com, 2007). The core layer should provide
a high-speed backbone for quick switching of data packets. The distribution layer should provide
a means of aggregating or isolating network issues. The access layer should have better ways of
allowing the end user access to network devices.
Network engineers can use EIGRP to provide both distance vector and link-state routing
properties (Yang et al., 2013). As a CISCO proprietary protocol, EIGRP encapsulates subnet
masks in send packets that enhance network performance (Savage et al., 2016). Moreover,
EIGRP supports a Variable-Length Subnet Mask (VLSM; Hinds et al., 2013). Therefore, EIGRP
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utilizes the provided IP address range efficiently. In addition, EIGRP as a routed protocol
provides faster convergence in case of network failure for connected and configured routers.
Unlink EIGRP, OSPF operates on open standards as a link-state non-proprietary routing protocol
(Sobral et al., 2019). Hence, each router configured for the same OSPF area contains a similar
link-state database (Magnani et al., 2016). Each network must have an area that identifies it.
Routers must have neighbor relationships to establish information sharing. Routers share
information after determining adjacency with neighbors.
Network engineers can configure the core layer of the campus network to provide a highcapacity transport between the attached distribution building blocks (Cisco.com, 2007). The core
layer should have high-end routers that are optimized to support availability and speed. The
aggregate routers should carry multiple services with Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)
separation. The configuration for a campus network should have the capability of the Virtual
Private Local Area Network Service (VPLS LAN). Organizations can then connect all remote
branches or offices using VPLS LAN. An organization’s Local Area Network (LAN) gets
connected to Wide Area Network (WAN) and Internet edge at the core layer.
Network engineers use the distribution layer to segment traffic, policy enforcement, route
aggregation, access control, and demarcation of layer two subnets virtual local area network
(VLAN; Cisco.com, 2007). The distribution layer acts as a communication link between an
access layer and the core layer of a campus network. Therefore, the distribution layer controls
the communication boundary between the access and the core layers. In essence, network
engineers can configure redundancy and load balance at a distribution layer. Additionally, the
network engineer can control the broadcast domain at a distribution layer.
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Network engineers connect end user devices such as laptops, Access Points (APs), and
printers at the access layer (Cisco.com, 2007). Network engineers can deploy specific media
types such as fiber optic, wireless, or Ethernet to connect end user devices. In general, the access
layer provides the means to access the campus network. A network engineer can enforce portbased security using MAC addresses. Additionally, a network engineer can define VLANs at
access layers to determine how end user devices communicate. Some end-user devices such as
time clocks and APs can utilize the Power of Ethernet (POE) available in modern switches.
CISCO states that redundant links while using layer three-access design provide dynamic traffic
load balancing, reliable, and fastest convergence (Cisco.com, 2007). A modular network enables
a more accessible environment for separating network devices. The individual modules point to a
specific place and support specialized purposes on the campus network. Therefore, redundancy
takes place at all layers.
The traditional three-tier network design has been in use for many years by different
organizations. However, it has challenges that network engineers must deal with while designing
and deploying network devices. For example, network engineers must keep up with a
consistently changing environment. The network engineer must configure each device on the
campus network. The network engineers must carefully determine the traffic flow routes.
Therefore, network engineers need to upgrade the campus network from a traditional three-tiered
design to the new Software-Defined Network (SDN).
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Figure 5
Three-Tier LAN Design.

Mesh-Based Design. Charles Clos invented the Clos network in 1953 (Clos, 1953). The
Clos network-based spine-and-leaf network design provides high-bandwidth, low-latency,
nonblocking server-to-server connectivity (Cisco.com, 2020). The Clos design has leaf and spine
layers for a two-tier network topology. Network engineers configure and deploy access switches
at the leaf layer, connecting to every switch configured at the spine layer. End user devices
connect to the switches at the leaf layer, and these switches randomly select the best path for data
packets. The spine-and-leaf 2-tier topology, as depicted in Figure 6, allows for the easy addition
of leaf switches. As a result, network engineers can configure campus networks to scale the
network. While the network engineer can add numerous end user devices numbering in
thousands, they can also reuse the same deployed campus network infrastructure for various
applications. The Clos network segregates domain failures with predictable latency and allows
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for a multistage switching network (Ohta, 2019). The engineers connect small switches based on
the formula of (2p + 1) – stages (p=1, 2, 3…).
Figure 6
The CLOS Network

Software Defined Network. The SDN framework separates the control plane and data
plane and provides better means of improving network performance (Dou et al., 2021). Hence,
providing means for the network engineer to optimize configuration between the control plane
and all other network devices (Chattopadhyaya & Sahoo, 2020). The SDN framework
encourages the concept of reusability. The SDN approach enables organizations to have greater
agility and flexibility when deploying new network gears. The SDN design framework creates
centralization of the core network control using real-time needed network visibility. It provides
network engineers with better-enhanced programmability and open interfaces (Malik et al.,
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2020). Organizations benefit greatly when network engineers implement SDN that maximizes
throughput and better campus network resource performance (Salman & Wang, 2021). It
provides a platform for introducing new services quickly. The organization saves capital
expenditure (CAPEX) and operating expenditure (OPEX) while using SDN. The cost needed for
hardware drops drastically. An organization incurs fewer operations costs compared to the
traditional three-tier campus network.
A configured and deployed SDN architecture provides centralized control. Therefore, the
network engineer can optimize the entire campus network end-to-end and improve the quality of
services (QoS) for the campus network using SDN (Al-Harbi et al., 2021). Furthermore, a
centralized controlled campus network creates an avenue for easier end-to-end and service
network manageability (Monga et al., 2020). The network engineer will have more options for
automation when using SDN infrastructure. The network engineer can automate all services and
provisioning of new devices using automation capabilities afforded by SDN.
Figure 7 illustrates different layers of SDN (Haleplidis, 2017). The SDN has five main
layers. The layers include the forwarding plane, operational plane, control plane, management
plane, and application plane. The forwarding plane has the responsibility of dealing with data
packets. The forwarding plane, also known as the data plane, uses instructions from the control
plane to forward data packets. The operational plane acts as the manager checking and reporting
the operational status of all devices on the network. The decision of determining how data
packets are transmitted is handled by the control plane. The management plane provides a means
of maintaining network devices. Engineers use the management plane to configure devices and
monitor their status on the network. The application plane plays the role of handling campus
network applications and services. In general, deploying the SDN framework creates a suitable
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environment for easy maintainability and encourages heterogeneity, programmability, and
openness of campus networks.
Figure 7
The SDN Layered Architecture According to RFC7426, adapted from (Haleplidis, 2017)

Cloud-Based Design Framework. According to Armbrust et al. (2009), cloud computing
incorporates applications offered as services over the Internet and the hardware and system
software used in the Data Centers (DCs) to offer those services. Organizations opt to deploy their
business operations to the cloud-computing infrastructure to leverage the numerous benefits and
promising Return on Investment (ROI). Businesses cut Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) related
to owning and running DCs while staying agile to dynamic markets and become more
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competitive on a global market beyond their traditional ‘brick and mortar’ presence (George &
Pramila, 2021). The main driving factors and considerations for deploying services to the cloud
relates to the promising favorable ROI at low-cost venture capital. ROI results from subtracting
the project costs from the benefits and dividing them by the costs (Schwalbe, 2018).
Type of cloud solution: The four known cloud deployment models that network engineers
can implement include community, hybrid, private, and public (Jamsa, 2021). In a community
cloud model, accessibility and usage are shared by several organizations that have a specific
concern for community cloud infrastructure. For example, a university or a corporation can lease
a community cloud via a third-party cloud provider. The community cloud infrastructure can
reside either on a university premise or off a university premise (CSA, 2011). A private cloud
deployment model is trusted as it offers computer security. Its infrastructure can either be located
on the university premise or off the university premise (Zheng et al., 2020). Universities can opt
to own or lease private cloud underlying infrastructure deployment via third party cloud
providers. The university management team can either manage the infrastructure or rent it from a
third-party cloud provider (CSA, 2011). In a public cloud computing deployment model, a thirdparty provider manages the cloud infrastructure. The cloud infrastructure is located off the
university’s premise, and its accessibility and usage are untrusted as it is open to the public.
According to Walker (2021), the hybrid cloud model is made of at least one public cloud-based
infrastructure with at least one private cloud infrastructure or community cloud-based
infrastructure. This model can be an implementation of private or community cloud and a
combination of public or both. The university and third-party provider can manage the
infrastructure of a hybrid cloud. In the same measure, both the third party and the university can
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own a hybrid infrastructure. Mode of accessibility and usage blends with trusted and untrusted
cloud computing environments when using a hybrid cloud (CSA, 2011).
Cloud environment: The cloud-based services an engineer can consider for
implementation include Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and
Software as a Service (SaaS; Jamsa, 2021). When considering the IaaS environment, the
university network engineers will have the capability to install their own operating systems,
applications, and support resources on provided cloud host servers, machines, storage, and
network resources. The university network engineers will be responsible for administering and
managing rented hardware and software in the cloud provider infrastructure (Jamsa, 2021). The
PaaS environment allows universities to deploy their custom-made applications through
Application Programming Interfaces (API; Gesvindr et al., 2020). The PaaS deployment entails
hardware, operating systems, development tools, and administrative tools (Jamsa, 2021). The
cloud service provider manages hardware and software. Thus, the university network engineers
will be required to develop and customize applications used on the cloud. For SaaS, the cloud
vendor that will be promising to provide good quality of services (QoS) will be responsible for
managing and rendering software through their web portal. The service provider maintains,
upgrades, and manages the underlying cloud computer infrastructure (Matoussi, 2021). The users
will only need a web browser and Internet to access needed services. Examples of cloud vendors
engaging in SaaS include SalesForce.com, Facebook, Gmail, and Zoho CRM (KPMG, 2011).
SaaS has enhanced data security and services available in geographically dispersed regions as
SaaS cloud solution provides. The cloud vendors are held liable for provisioning, upgrading
hardware, processing time, storage capacity scalability, and network configuration and computer
resources to be used by the universities. Universities can pay on a subscription-based revenue
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reducing costs because services are delivered on-demand, and applications are accessed
remotely, reducing hardware ownership and maintenance costs.
Application updates are done through cloud severs with minimal changes on remote
terminals hosted on university premises. The IaaS environments help universities to embrace
green computing by eliminating or reducing server workload in their DCs. The universities
benefit from reliable, improved delivery of essential services, scalable and cost-effective
computing resources that help to provide on-demand services 24/7 when needed as provided by
the IaaS platform. The university network engineers can define their virtual environment through
management console and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), paying only for the
needed capacity. The university can use web-controlled APIs to automatically scale its operation
up and down depending on its needs. The network engineer can remotely commission numerous
server instances while taking advantage of solid and robust cloud vendor computing
infrastructure. The university can have the ability to deal with an influx of customers or students
across the globe, as the IaaS environment provides clustered failure resilient applications, thus
isolating them from apparent failures while meeting on-demand services.
Organizations that opt for cloud computing infrastructure may have to deal with privacy
and security, performance, latency and reliability, portability and interoperability, and data
breach through fiber optic networks (Rohit et al., 2014). Privacy and security: Cloud servers
could potentially reside anywhere in the world. Internet connectivity failure can deny access to
users. Performance, latency, and reliability: Data move through different clouds resulting in
latency issues. It leads to congestion when multiple users access the same resources over the
cloud. Portability and interoperability: An organization may experience challenges migrating its
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data from one service provider to another. Data-breach through fiber optic networks: Hackers
can eavesdrop data on in transit.
How Network Engineers Fail to Use the Correct Network Design Frameworks.
Network engineers perform different actions throughout the lifecycle of any campus network.
Therefore, to sustain the campus network, the engineers should utilize the proposed CISCO
lifecycle approach of Prepare, Plan, Design, Implement, Operate, and Optimize (PPDIOO;
Froom & Frahim, 2015). The network engineers of any organization play an integral role in
implementing an optimal network design framework and supporting campus networks based on
business needs (Rondeau et al., 2017). Network engineers are responsible for finding errors in
the network and assisting organizations to avoid downtime that can cost at least $100 000 in a
single hour (Walsh, 2021). However, as part of human factors, network engineers account for
70% of campus network problems that lead to network outages and poor network performance
(Heslin, 2019). The engineers invest their time to diagnose, test, and ensure that data flows easily
within and outside an organization. The network engineers perform regular maintenance and
consistently update campus network configuration to optimize network performance.
Nevertheless, network engineers confront various challenges when executing their roles. These
challenges may lead to engineers not using the correct network design frameworks. For example,
the challenges may include aspects such as lack of proper documentation, budget constraints, and
resource limitations
Documentation: Difficulties in documentation can lead to engineers using outdated and
incomplete information that is difficult to follow while designing a campus network (Shafiee et
al., 2021). Network engineers need accurate and timely information to make real-time decisions
during a network outage or when implementing change management. Therefore, any campus
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network should have proper and up-to-date documentation (Oppenheimer, 2010). The
documentation should detail how each network component connects to one another. Each
campus network should have a living document explaining any new changes done by the
network engineer. The network engineer should log configuration and design changes for future
reference. The engineers of an organization should configure a live dashboard that integrates
alarms with a physical network layout. Network engineers may fail to use the correct network
design frameworks where cohesive and concise operation manuals are unavailable. The
organization may lack a consolidated repository for standard operating procedures (SOPs) to
guide network engineers. An organization may not have effective documented change control
measures. Detailed diagrams and proper documentation ensure that engineers are indeed
accessing and working on the correct equipment. In addition, an organization may experience
challenges in sharing tacit knowledge when adequate documentation is not implemented.
Engineers may opt for knowledge hoarding and knowledge loss from workforce turnover and
reassignment of duties during periods of significant organizational restructuring (Nakayama et
al., 2021). The engineers should consistently frame documentation and their interactions with the
campus network as co-agents of system knowledge.
Resources: An organization can depend on specific tools or resources, creating a single
point of failure (Ye et al., 2021). For example, a university may only have one trusted network
engineer for implementing critical network infrastructure. The campus network will suffer in the
absentia of needed experienced resources (Ruiz & Beretta, 2021). Additionally, organizations
may find themselves with the rapid expansion of critical campus network infrastructure, which
leads to the complication of attracting experienced and seasoned network engineers. The
universities may experience staffing and skills shortages that impair the correct network design
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framework (Malik et al., 2019). The lack of highly skilled IT professionals is detrimental to
digital economies' growth and the implementation of proper IT frameworks (Smith, 2018).
Network hardware and software: Occasionally, organizations experience network design
issues because of hardware malfunctions or implemented software not meeting its intended
purpose (Walsh, 2021). Network engineers may confront the challenges of hardware
incompatibility issues of not having the appropriate hardware (Papagiannidis et al., 2020). The
organization may have a strict adherence to specific brands rather than having an optimal
network design. The decision-makers with the authority to procure network hardware and
software may confine themselves to certain products. The deployed software may not have
efficient network algorithms to boost network performance or implement the best network design
(Tomassilli et al., 2021). Therefore, campus network hardware and software must be carefully
selected for any organization's dynamic needs and workers (Stair & Reynolds, 2018).
Organizations' budget constraints: Organizations may opt to outsourcing, reengineering,
and downsizing network engineers’ roles because of economic flexibility (Prawesh et al., 2021).
Hence, the network engineers find themselves working with outsourced employees for network
design to cut down on operational costs or a competitive strategic approach for an organization
(Choi et al., 2021). Outsourcing comes with challenges that directly affect how network
engineers design campus networks (Mandal & Dutta, 2021). For example, organizations lose
control of managing their campus network. The university's vital data get exposed to a third
party’s infrastructure that may comprise network performance when hacked. As a result,
contractual work creates loopholes and threats to information security and confidentiality of
implemented network design. The third-party vendors may not have insisted on high quality
standards established by an organization resulting in frequent network performance issues. A
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compromise in service delivery for an organization, results in bad publicity for an organization.
Internal network engineer employees may experience low self-esteem as more work becomes
outsourced (Zoghbi-Manrique-de-Lara & Ting-Ding, 2017).
To some extent, network engineers become more worried about their jobs or roles
without a guarantee soon. Depending on outsourcing, such as offshoring linguistic and trust,
challenges are bound to complicate the effective implementation of a proper network design
framework (Cheng et al., 2021). Additionally, network engineers occasionally deal with issues
where the people in an organization reject new network redesign due to budget constraints
(Blocher et al., 2018). The network engineers may scale down on providing an optimal network
design (i.e., when an organization does not have the needed funds to support redundant systems
such as cooling systems, generators, uninterrupted power back systems, redundant network
switches, and redundant service providers (ISPs) to sustain campus network for a given period;
Marqusee & Jenket, 2020). Similarly, the organization may deliberately under-invest in IT
operations and, as a result influencing strategic IT decisions (Prawesh et al., 2021).
Change management: Network engineers use change management as an appropriate way
of initiating all changes from inception to completion. The network engineers must record and
seek approvals from all relevant stakeholders. The change management approach aims at
preventing or minimizing the negative impact on the end-users. Nevertheless, when network
engineers implement unexpected changes, they end up causing costly mistakes, reworks, and
design errors (Li et al., 2021) which ultimately leads to breaching service level agreement of
99.999% availability of campus network promised to customers. The errors committed by the
network engineer impact the user experiences more so where organizations operate 24 X 7. The
level of system availability becomes low where the implemented campus network has no fault
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tolerance mechanism. The pressure piles on network engineers when an organization has a
limited downtime window for any maintenance work. The network engineers confront
challenges of limited periods to implement any impactful configuration changes on the campus
network. Furthermore, the senior operations managers for an organization can actively resist any
changes or suspend any non-critical infrastructure that prevents network performance
improvement for fear of network outage during maintenance (Papagiannidis et al., 2020). The
network engineer can experience passive resistance from their teams that may cause intended
changes to fail and drastically affect a campus network. However, the network engineer can
champion collaboration between all stakeholders, leading to a successful change management
implementation (Oliveira & Rabechini, 2019).
Training: Digital transformation poses operational complexity that hinders a network
engineer’s operation and ability to cope with constant scalable changes. The rate of technological
changes outpaces the training pace of network engineers. Network engineers face challenges of
dealing with training and skills gaps in their expertise (Behie & Henwood, 2018). Network
engineers may find themselves with workloads that constrain their ability to learn new network
design skills. Network engineers struggle to remain knowledgeable of emerging technologies
(Bradley, 2019). The engineers may have incorrect training that does not match the critical skills
needed to design an effective campus network. Regardless of training challenges, network
engineers should persistently learn new technologies. Network engineers should know how new
technologies can favor network performance. An organization can experience network
performance issues due to no alignment of network engineers with the needed skillsets (Mello,
2019). The network engineer's tasks with designing and maintaining campus networks may lack
basic digital skills (Webb et al., 2021). Technological advancements may open a design loophole
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or vacuum for current engineers to catch up with contemporary network designs. Moreover,
network engineers may fail to use the correct network design frameworks due to a lack of
expertise, knowledge, and technical know-how.
Business needs: The business needs may not align well with envisioned network
engineer’s priorities (Heller, 2017). This leads to conflict with IT governance issues that network
engineers try to implement. A simple error implemented by a network engineer can interrupt
vital business services. In some instances, network engineers struggle to understand the business.
For that reason, engineers may design a network that does not scale well with business needs.
During busy business seasons, the designed network may not scale up with the business
requirements (e.g., the network engineer may fail to plan for future expansion of needed data
drops, additional equipment deployment, or bandwidth). Additionally, network engineers may
fail to follow proper procedures or understand the equipment that supports business needs.
Notably, network engineers work under intense pressure and stress that accompany the
deployment of the campus network. Consequently, the business needs to put more pressure on
network engineers to increase productivity (Stair & Reynolds, 2018).
Network Design Choices and Other Change Initiatives. An engineer opts for the
network design choice to determine what type of change initiative(s) an engineer can institute.
For example, the changes for cloud-based deployment will vary substantially compared to a
traditional 3-tier campus network design or SDN (Calle et al., 2021). The change initiatives can
target specific software or hardware deployed for an implemented network design option, unlike
network design choices. Network engineers will have to initiate specific equipment installed in a
modern data center, such as storage devices, servers, routers, racks, and switches. Additionally,
other change initiatives can touch on campus networks, such as backup power supplies,
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environmental controls, redundant computing systems, security systems, and storage systems
(Stallings & Case, 2013).
Network engineers implement backup and redundant configuration targets duplication of
significant components with the sole purpose of eliminating single points of failures. The
network engineer can add data backup strata to recover if the current and active data get
corrupted (Saxena et al., 2019). In this case, the network engineer can initiate configuration
changes for either active or passive redundant mechanisms (Bujari et al., 2018). Notwithstanding
active or passive redundant means, the network engineer should strive to implement automated
systems with less human intervention when network services start deteriorating. For instance, the
network engineer should install redundant power modules to safeguard all equipment in power
outages and maintain output voltage (Jeong et al., 2021). In particular, the network engineer
should ensure all hardware such as switches and routers have a built-in redundant power supply
to optimize power consumption and resource utilization (Al-Moalmi et al., 2021), as well as
initiate changes inside the racks and install redundant power distribution units (PDUs), upgrade
firmware for all PDUs and add them into monitoring systems.
Furthermore, network engineers should research the primary power source to the building
and recommend installing power to the main building to originate from at least two different
electrical substations to handle any power issues from the unreliable grid (Sanni et al., 2021). In
addition, network engineers should initiate changes to install, configure, and deploy backup
generators. Engineers should proactively recommend regular generator preventive maintenance
(Jacques & Christe, 2020). Moreover, engineers should vouch for installing uninterruptible
power supplies (UPSs) that can support the entire data center or main distribution frame. In
general, the network engineer bolsters campus network availability when they initiate changes
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relating to backup/ redundant power systems to assist in controlling blackout, brownout, spike,
and surge and waveform issues.
Network engineers of any organization should remain vigilant with issues concerning
environmental controls. Thus, engineers should ensure MDF has appropriate walls, good airflow,
good doors, and proper installation of water and gas pipes (Jacques & Christe, 2020). The
installed walls should not have materials that can easily catch fire, such as cardboard. As the
custodian of a campus network, the network engineer should initiate changes and considerations
that advocate for the best techniques of airflow management. The proposed airflow management
system can consider aspects of cold air and hot air circulation within the MDF to prevent any
vertical pressure inhomogeneity (Tawackolian et al., 2020). The implemented system should
remove hot air from installed equipment in the racks and prevent hot air recirculation and cold
air bypass (Moazamigoodarzi et al., 2020). On the other hand, the engineer should allow free
flow of cold air to the hardware such as routers, servers, and switches installed in the racks. The
cold air helps cool precipitated warm air emanating from installed equipment (Lim & Chang,
2021). Other change initiatives concerning environmental control include the installation of air
handler systems, dehumidifiers, and humidifiers, and lighting controls should also be considered.
Redundant computing system provides a means of switching an operation to a standby or
redundant backup system (Yang & Wu, 2021). One system gets configured as the primary and
another as a secondary component. A redundant computing system increases campus network
reliability (Behboudi et al., 2021) and the high availability of services within a campus network.
To illustrate, a network engineer can initiate the configuration of clustered servers and design
network interface card (NC) teaming (DeCusatis, 2013). The engineer can create the deployment
of redundant cable paths to different switches. The engineer can perform a campus network audit
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to ensure the configuration of redundant switches does exist. Furthermore, the engineer can
initiate configuring storage arrays, implement remote storage arrays, and champion cold and
warm sites as a means of disaster recovery strategy (Zhu et al., 2017). Network engineers can
initiate a security system that plays an essential role in campus network performance. Network
engineers can create a strategy that includes three major security categories: physical, logical,
and environmental (Gregory, 2014). Similarly, they can reconfigure a campus network to have a
multi-layered security control that enhances data availability, confidentiality, and integrity
(Turban et al., 2018). The layered security approach can focus on the application, data, host,
network, and perimeter of the campus network. Figure 8 summarizes security requirements for
each layer.
Figure 8
The Layered Security Approach
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Storage systems for campus networks have undergone tremendous transformations over
the last two decades. Network engineers have used backup storage technologies such as tape, all
disk, flash, and cloud. Tapes have been used for data archives and backup. Other technologies
used for storage systems include disk arrays and DVDs. Network engineers can configure
Intelligent Storage System (ISS) that can optimize input/output processing capabilities.
Additionally, network engineers can consider Network Attached Storage (NAS). Network
engineers should create a replication system that retains an exact copy or a replica of data
processed in the campus network. The network engineers can opt for local replication or remote
replication of data.
Besides determining the network design choice, network engineers perform different
actions and changes throughout the lifecycle of any campus network. Consequently, any network
change initiative requires a formal change management model (Stair & Reynolds, 2018). The
engineer can utilize different models such as the CISCO lifecycle approach of Prepare, Plan,
Design, Implement, Operate, and Optimize (PPDIOO) as depicted in Figure 9 (Froom & Frahim,
2015). The network engineer can use the systems development lifecycle (Bradley, 2019).
Alternatively, the network engineers can decide to use Lewin’s change model, Leavitt’s diamond
model, or the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM; Stair & Reynolds, 2018).
Network engineers can adapt the systems development lifecycle for change initiatives.
The systems development lifecycle has three major phases that network engineers should plan
and implement carefully before performing any change initiative. The three phases include
definition, development, and implementation (Bradley, 2019). Network engineers identify needs,
analyze the feasibility of proposed change, and evaluate possible solutions using a SWOT
analysis model as illustrated in Table 1 during the definition stage. The network engineer designs
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a solution, acquires software and hardware needed for a proposed network design solution,
develops a solution, and tests it during the development phase. The last stage of implementation
entails conversion and execution activities for the tested solution.
As proposed by Kurt Lewin and Edgar Schein, Lewin’s change model has three main
stages (Bernal et al., 2018). The three stages include unfreeze, move, and refreeze (Manchester et
al., 2014). The network engineer prepares for change during the unfreezing stage, makes needed
changes during the move stage, and lastly institutionalizes initiated changes during the refreezing
phase. Figure 9 depicts details of Lewin’s change model.
Figure 9
Lewin’s (1947) Model of Change, adapted from (Stair & Reynolds, 2018)
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Leavitt’s diamond change model has four main components, as illustrated in Figure 10
(Gong et al., 2020). The components include information systems, people, structure, and tasks.
The information system consists of the core aspects of a campus network. The network engineer
should develop ways of dealing with people or employees (i.e., find means to influence
employees’ attitudes towards the intended change initiatives). The structure defines how
different roles, responsibilities, and authority integrate within an organization. The tasks
component details how network engineers can use standard work procedures, measure intended
change initiative and workflows between different tasks.
Figure 10
Leavitt’s Diamond (1965) Model of Change, adapted from (Stair & Reynolds, 2018).

The network engineer can use TAM as depicted in Figure 11 to consider factors that may
lead to better user attitudes. Network engineers using TAM for change initiatives can plan for
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higher acceptance of the new changes on the network campus based on users’ behavioral intent.
The goal is to achieve business objectives for targeted users. The engineer should find a way to
creating two meaningful perceptions. The first one deals with the perceived usefulness of
intended change, and the second deals with the easiness of use. The network engineer can decide
to develop training modules to increase the acceptance rate for initiated changes.
Figure 11
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), adapted from (Stair & Reynolds, 2018).

Additionally, engineers should consider using CM to document and perform any actions
on the campus network. A strong CM culture assists organizations in avoiding significantly
cascaded and untimely negative impacts on the campus network. The CM approach allows
different people within an organization to work together for needed changes. The Information
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Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) proposes a structured approach to CM for better
service delivery (Iden & Eikebrokk, 2013). The ITIL recommends a different subset of people to
be part of the CM process. For example, the engineer can be listed as the requestor or change
initiator. The engineer’s supervisor can play the role of change manager, and the university can
establish a change advisory board (CAB) and emergency change advisory board (CAB/EC). The
change initiator documents all relevant information concerning the specific action needed for
execution.
Thus, the change requestor must provide detailed justification touching on the scope of
the work while proactively informing all relevant stakeholders to review any proposed changes
and document changes. The change requester can designate or delegate work to another engineer
for implementation. The change manager becomes the liaison between the change requestor and
the overall successful performance of initiated changes. The change manager critically authorizes
proposed changes, sending them back for rework or rejecting the proposed changes. Lastly, the
change manager should make a presentation to CAB, who are the final approvers, summarizing
intended changes. The CAB members evaluate risks associated with any proposed changes and
have the authority to request additional justification of proposed changes. The CAB/EC is
needed when network engineers need to execute emergency changes. The CAB/EC reviews
reasons provided for categorizing intended change as emergent.
To conclude, an organization engineer can initiate a continuous improvement process to
maintain a campus network. Stair and Reynolds (2018) explained six major characteristics for
continuous improvement that an engineer can consider. The first one concerns any routine action
performed to make minor improvements. The engineer should always use view minor network
changes as a form of the continuous improvement process. Secondly, it can be bottom-up change
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efforts driven by workers of a university, where employees request a value addition to make their
work easier. The engineer should follow process improvement procedures to implement needed
changes. The third feature stipulates that the change has a narrow scope that focuses on a specific
network component. For example, the engineer may opt to upgrade data drops from Ethernet to
fiber cables. The fourth consideration: The main goal for task execution is gradual, continuous
improvements. For instance, engineers can initiate a plan of gradually upgrading firmware for all
devices on the campus network. Fifth feature: Engineers who are responsible for the campus
network lead the changes. Lastly, the change initiative uses empirical data to guide the
improvement team. For instance, engineers can collect logs for network performance over a
period to determine bandwidth utilization and request an upgrade.
Business Practices
Business practices require that network engineer should always think through a modular
and hierarchical network design as a means for better network performance (Oppenheimer,
2010). The network designer should consider modularity at all levels of the campus network.
Engineers should consider modular design aspects in conjunction with open systems
interconnection model touching on enterprise edge, data center, access-distribution, and services
while using preferred network design (Cisco.com, Borderless campus 1.0 design guide, 2011).
Additionally, the network engineer should consider established CISCO enterprise architecture
models such as enterprise edge, managerial campus, and end of the service provider. The
engineer should think through good Wide Area Network (WAN) technologies such as Frame
Relay to sustain traffic routing between remote buildings (Stallings & Case, 2013). The design
must have the capability to support data services outside of a campus network, such as distant
learning.
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Furthermore, a demilitarized zone should remain vital for all externalized
interconnectivity to ensure a secure connection and uninterrupted service availability between
campuses or buildings (Miloslavskaya, 2020). Besides a regular install and configuration, the
engineer should consider two ISPs to reinforce WAN performance (Cisco.com, Campus LAN,
and wireless LAN solution design guide, 2020). Business practices require that the designed
campus network for each building should have the ability to support the data center, the core
campus layer, the distributed hardware, and proper means of accessing remote facilities.
In general, campus network performance plays an integral role in business strategy
development, execution, and interconnectivity within an organization (Camacho et al., 2020).
Turban et al. (2018) stated that network engineers of any business entity always intend to design
a good enterprise network infrastructure as a means of capturing data and accessing data
instantaneously regardless of physical location. Hence, good network performance should
provide a better means to analyze harnessed data and share information while collaborating with
all major stakeholders as a good business practice approach.
The Problem
The general problem to be addressed was the failure of network engineers to use correct
network design configuration frameworks resulting in poor network performance. To achieve
good performance and as a standard work procedure and best business practice, engineers should
monitor and measure network performance (Usman et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020). The network
performance measures bandwidth utilization, throughput, latency, packet loss, retransmission,
availability, and connectivity (Stallings & Case, 2013). The actions performed by network
engineers in measuring network performance ensure organizations do not suffer from any
network performance degradation (Zhou et al., 2020). Network engineers are responsible for
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using the correct network design frameworks to ensure business entities experience good
network performance (Silva et al., 2019). For example, the LAN design should have flexibility,
resiliency, modularity, and have a good hierarchy to bolster network performance (Cisco, 2014).
On the contrary, designed and deployed networks have experienced inflexibility with
poor utilization of network resources as developed and deployed by network engineers (Babarczi
et al., 2020). The network users anticipate accessing required services without any interruption
when considering the network resiliency. However, organizations have experienced network
failures due to campus networks lacking resiliency as deployed and configured by network
engineers (Zhou et al., 2021). Modularity allows engineers to configure campus networks with
seamless expansion capabilities and new services on-demand as organizations scale upward.
Conversely, most engineers continue to deploy traditional topologies that do not allow easy
scalability as afforded by the adoption of SDN (Silva et al., 2021). Network engineers should
take action to ensure the network designed and deployed are tiered. A hierarchical design
reduces broadcast domains that impact network performance (Daneshifar, 2020). Moreover, an
ordered structure demystifies network management, but network engineers struggle to design
complex campus networks.
The specific problem to be addressed was the failure of network engineers to use correct
network design configuration frameworks within the public universities in the Midwest United
States, potentially resulting in poor network performance. Poor network performance was
evident during the severe outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, as asynchronous and
synchronous learning modes became prevalent (Freeman et al., 2020). Learning institutions
transitioned to remote and virtual learning for telepresence (Gelineau-Morel & Dilts, 2021; Jones
et al., 2020). As a result, learning institutions experienced high network traffic activities (Favale
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et al., 2020). Considerable Fortune 500 companies such as Google, Microsoft, and Netflix had to
streamline the quality of streaming services to avoid network overload and general performance
issues in their networks (Sukendro et al., 2020).
Concepts
I applied the concepts of GIGO, and a chain is only as strong as its weakest link for the
concluded study. Network engineers, as human factors, always assume to have good intentions
when designing, configuring, and maintaining a campus network. However, network
performance issues continue to recur, possibly because of actions performed by network
engineers. The concept of GIGO relates to data collection and analysis (Hinde, 2004). Where
engineers infer an assumption that good data captured leads to data integrity. However, when a
user captures errors during the input process, it always results in an undesirable outcome.
Therefore, engineers should have good planning and a careful data collection mechanism for
anticipated good results (Roden et al., 2020). Hebdon et al. (2020) explained that human errors
have significantly contributed to improper outputs. For that reason, network engineers’ actions
have a directly proportional impact on campus network performance.
McCarthy (2016) demonstrated how the concept of a chain is only as strong as its
weakest link when performing surgery on a human body. McCarthy (2016) stated, “A single
stitch can make a big difference in the complex world of heart valve surgery.” Therefore, a
person entrusted with any task must aim for precision (McCarthy, 2016). In a similar analogy,
network engineers must ensure no weakest link exists within a campus network for better
performance. Additionally, humans are the weakest links when analyzing issues relating to
cybersecurity measures that impact network performance (Yan et al., 2018). As the custodian of
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a campus network, the network engineer should consider ways of preventing any human actions
from compromising network performance.
Theories
Theories provide mechanisms for analyzing and predicting the research outcome (Preece
et al., 2015). Researchers use theories to ground a methodological approach in qualitative
research studies (Collins & Stockton, 2018). Social researchers can use theories to determine
relevant data needed in answering research questions (Reeves et al., 2008). Theories in
qualitative studies guide researchers in data collection and analysis (Leeming, 2018). Therefore,
I used three theories for this research. The theories included the SCM, the CP, and the SWOT
analysis.
The SCM. The SCM circulated among researchers in the 1980s and 1990s as inquiries
into safety intensified (Larouzee & Coze, 2020). Intensive collaboration and historical
happenings led to the discovery of the SCM theory. Credit for the SCM discovery goes to James
Reason, professor emeritus of psychology at the University of Manchester, England (Reason,
1990). As depicted in Figure 12, the SCM compares human systems to layers of Swiss cheese.
Each layer represents a defense mechanism against mistakes or failures that may happen in any
scenario. The SCM acknowledges the fact that each system has defects as designed and
implemented by humans. Each defense layer has holes representing any failures or defects
created by humans.
Hence, a flaw can penetrate at least through each layer. For that reason, systems designed
by humans are bound to fail occasionally. The network engineers can fix issues at each layer of
their systems to sustain a campus network performance. However, a campus network has many
layers (more slices of Swiss cheese). Therefore, campus network performance becomes impacted
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more when the network engineers' flaws manage to infiltrate all layers. The SCM illustrates that
complex systems such as campus networks are inherent to failures as systems designed by
humans. Furthermore, problems arise when engineers perform maintenance work at different
layers of the campus systems (Reason & Hobbs, 2003). Figure 12 illustrates the SCM taxonomy
of unsafe acts and how actions taken by humans, impact systems.
Figure 12
Relationships between concepts. Taxonomy of unsafe acts, distinguishing between voluntary and
involuntary actions and the cognitive function involved (execution, memorization, planning),
adapted from (Larouzee & Coze, 2020)

The CP. The theory of CP drives its root in the field of marketing. The core of the CP
theory concerns organizations spending to keep up with competitors as a golden standard. An
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organization utilizes the theory of CP as a form of defense strategy against competitors.
Organizations strive to gain needed market presence as compared to their competitors. Similarly,
network engineers should ensure designed and deployed network infrastructure matches what the
market has to offer. The network engineer can benchmark what is available on the market and
ensure the campus network conforms to the best network design framework. Thus, it becomes
advantageous to implement the latest state-of-the-art network design framework that bolsters
prospects of good network performance for an organization. However, the network engineer
adopting the theory of CP may face some challenges. The challenges may include the readiness
for an organization to invest in a new network design framework. In addition, the network
engineer may lack the needed skills to adopt a complex network design as used by other
organizations.
The SWOT Analysis. Using the SWOT analysis, an organization identifies its core
competencies for strategic decision-making and planning (Phadermrod et al., 2019). Businesses
clearly define their current operations while determining factors that guarantee success using the
SWOT analysis theory (Büyüközkan & Ilıcak, 2019). For example, the network engineer of an
organization can option to use SWOT analysis to identify critical success factors (CSFs),
focusing on the organization’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (Blocher et al.,
2018). The organization’s network engineer identifies the core competencies an organization can
leverage against competitors (Blocher et al., 2018). The network engineer evaluates available
resources while identifying the organization's strengths and weaknesses (Blocher et al., 2018).
To determine the organization’s opportunities and threats, the network engineer focuses on
analyzing external factors and the environment in which the organization works (Blocher et al.,
2018). Using SWOT analysis, the organization’s network engineer provides an avenue for other
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campus network managers to compare notes and better understand the organization’s core
competencies and CSFs (Blocher et al., 2018). For example, when network engineers are
designing and planning to deploy campus networks to determine the best design framework, they
can perform a SWOT analysis for wireless LAN and wired LAN, as depicted in Table 1.
Table 1
SWOT Analysis
Wireless LAN

Strength

Weakness

Wired LAN

-Use electromagnetic waves for

-Use electromagnetic waves for

communication

communication

APs determine-speeds

The medium predetermines-speeds

-Faster and easy low-cost deployment

in use

-Easy connections of remote sites

-Fiber cable offers high-speed

-Users have mobile

connections and better insulation

capabilities/untethered

from electromagnetic interference

-varied, confusing standards

-High signal interference for

-Interference from other WLANs

twisted-pair cables

within the same area

-susceptible to noise

-Increased insecurity

-Fiber cable is expensive.

-High demand on support staff, more

- Wired LAN requires a lot of

so when not trained

cabling

-Signals may be dropped

-Signal attenuates with an increase

-It is not widely understood by many

in distance

engineers

-Suffers from delay distortion

-suffers from thermal noise,

-Users are tethered to a given area

atmospheric absorption, free space loss, -lacks the flexibility of quick
and refraction
-Wired backbone is still used

deployment and expansion
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Application

-Remote LAN connection

-Can be used to connect a

-creation of wireless POS terminals

metropolitan area.

-Quick broadcast when needed

-Cables provide high-speed

-Building to building LAN connection

backend connections

Opportunities extension

Threats

-used in retail, warehouses, offices.

-Nomadic Access

-Cables used for phone and cable

-Ad hoc networking

television

-Wireless devices deployed without

-Can be tapped easily

approval.

-Open ports can be used by

-wireless devices establish connections

intruders

automatically.

-Cable can easily be cut

Constructs
Constructs denote broader topics for a qualitative research approach. Constructs represent
the abstract idea that researchers intend to measure using a survey (Lavrakas, 2008). Researchers
formulate concepts to guide their studies. In essence, a construct is based on an idea. Researchers
define constructs so they can observe them or find means of measuring them. Additionally,
researchers can build constructs from different observable ideas. Network design frameworks
and network engineer actions formed the constructs for the study.
Network Design Frameworks. A good network design framework provides needed
guidance to network engineers on how to design a campus network. The framework governs the
network design approach. The network design framework assists network engineers in
developing a campus network to meet specific business requirements and is driven by a service
level agreement (Hutchison & Sterbenz, 2018). The design choices selected by network
engineers impacts campus networks. The impact can touch on different aspects of a campus
network, such as protocols, latency, bandwidth, and reliability (Knapp & Langill, 2014).
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Therefore, network engineers must first understand the basic network architecture and design
principles.
Network Engineer Actions. CISCO developed the Plan-Design-Implement-OperateOptimize (PDIOO) network life cycle that describes the design principles a campus network
should go through (Christanto & Priyanto, 2019; Teare & Paquet, 2006). The PDIOO captures
the design and actions that network engineers perform at each stage for better network
performance. The network engineers start by establishing organizational requirements during the
prepare phase. The network engineer proceeds to identify the preliminary requests during the
plan stage. At the design phase, the network engineer comes up with a comprehensive structure
based on intended outcomes. According to the design plan at the implementation stage, the
network engineer opts to build the required campus network. After that, the network engineer
transitions to maintenance during the operating phase. The last step of optimizing requires that
the network engineer proactively manage the campus networks using different actions.
The PDIOO network life cycle augments network performance in many ways. It helps
network engineers to plan for infrastructural changes and any resources that may be needed to
support business. It increases network availability when adequately implemented. The PDIOO
network life cycle creates avenues to speed up access to network services and applications. It
helps network engineers to develop a good network design that meets technical specifications.
The PDIOO network life cycle assists in lowering the total cost of network ownership (TCO).
The PDIOO helps the network engineer to monitor network systems and detect any alerts
constantly. The network engineer following the principles of PDIOO can procure the correct
hardware and software needed for the campus network.
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Figure 13
PPDIOO Network Lifecycle Design

Related Studies
This section concentrates on related studies. I reviewed literature from secondary data
sources concerning the impact of network engineer configuration on campus network
performance. I related studies concerning constructs of network design frameworks and the
network engineer actions. The studies should relate to golden standards or best business practices
that reinforce the SCM, CP, and SWOT analysis theories. Related studies highlight flawed
design premises that augment the concepts of GIGO and a chain is only as strong as its weakest
link.
Mushi and Dutta (2018) stated that network administrators directly impact designing
reliable enterprise networks. Mushi and Dutta (2018) established different factors that correlated
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to the effects of network engineer configuration on campus network performance. Their study's
outcome explained that network engineers' academic background played a critical role in
determining how an enterprise network is designed for reliability. Secondly, Mushi and Dutta
(2018) established that network engineers faced challenges managing more complex networks.
In addition, Mushi and Dutta (2018) found out that network engineers' misconfiguration
contributed significantly to poor network performance. Network engineers failed to use best
business practices of documenting network design and configurations, as a result, prolonged
troubleshooting actions (Mushi & Dutta, 2018). The network documents were outdated. Network
engineers faced challenges in keeping up with network documentation as a living document due
to required frequent changes (Shafiee et al., 2021). The interviewed network engineers lacked
mechanisms for documenting and maintaining the network. In this study, Mushi and Dutta
(2018) concluded that the impact of the human role in network administration and management
requires identifying proactive solutions to network performance.
Ogata et al. (2020) focused their study on network engineers’ action of troubleshooting.
Their study narrowed down the characteristics of skilled and unskilled system engineers in
troubleshooting network systems. Ogata and others explained that network engineers struggled to
keep up with an increase in network design complexity. Furthermore, skilled engineers resolved
complex issues faster more than unskilled engineers did. Unqualified engineers or network
engineers with limited knowledge randomly searched for cause and effect while troubleshooting
network devices. Ogata and others recommended additional studies to establish proper
troubleshooting training for network engineers to reduce the negative impact on network
performance.
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Arslan et al. (2015) stated that highly skilled network engineers could quickly find an
optimum solution for a network problem. Arslan et al. (2015) recommended well-planned and
designed network systems for organizations. Arslan et al. (2015) further explained that network
engineers experienced stringent network performance measures for configuring complex
equipment. Consequently, a need arises to better understand the impact of network engineers on
the campus networks. Arslan et al. (2015) recommended training people in network management
and administration to help them take appropriate actions.
Brous et al. (2020) established that human activities affect technology. Brous and others
further explained that technologies used in any organization are products of human action. How
humans implemented technology correlated with the overall performance and structure of the
organization. The interaction of technology and organization is a function of the different factors
contributing to its development and use. On the contrary, misconfigurations can lead to
unexpected risks. An organization may experience IT infrastructure limitations when not
implemented correctly (Brous et al., 2020).
Kim and Feamster (2013) documented that network engineers as custodians of campus
networks perform three main tasks that impact network performance.
1. Engineers take actions that lead to frequent changes to network conditions and state.
2. Engineers provide support for network configuration in a high-level language.
3. Engineers offer better visibility and control over tasks for performing network diagnosis
and troubleshooting.
Kim and Feamster (2013) recommended considering the use of SDN for better network
configurations and management.
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According to Hutchison and Sterbenz (2018), good network architecture and design
should support critical services and infrastructure for an organization. Hence, network engineers
must consider each component to install on a campus network. The designed campus network
should have capabilities to withstand any form of adversity and network latency issues. Case in
point, network performance became a significant issue in Europe from the onset of COVID-19 as
organizations experienced Internet latency (Candela et al., 2020). Network engineers should
champion the excellent implementation of IT governance measures (Chang et al., 2020).
Network engineers need to consider the principle of defense in depth while designing each layer
of a campus network (Hutchison & Sterbenz, 2018). Network engineers should understand that
each layer within a campus network must provide some form of resilience and boost network
performance. A resilient network system offers protection of critical organization infrastructure
that highly depends on computer communications.
Furthermore, Hutchison and Sterbenz (2018) explained that people's involvement in a
computer system impacts campus network performance. Network engineers are required during
degraded network performance. The time it takes organizations to resolve degraded network
performance may depend on several factors: the ability to find the relevant expert, swift problem
diagnosis, and velocity of pushing a fix to production systems (Dunne & Malone, 2017).
Hutchison and Sterbenz (2018) suggested modeling people into the specification of computer
networks. For example, human factors pose a significant source of vulnerabilities in campus
networks. Hence, human involvement such as network engineers can come in different versions
such as owners, policymakers, designers, implementers, operators, or users. However, network
engineers as designers and implementers have a significant role in influencing the overall
internal operations of a campus network.
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Aceto et al. (2018) agreed that organizations require a highly available and good network
performance. Nevertheless, organizations continue to experience frequent campus network
outages. In addition, flawed understandings of the outages' root causes as shared by
organizations do exist. Hence, a need arises for documenting findings from the network
engineers' perspectives for which network outages represent a sensitive topic critical to business
survival (Aceto et al., 2018). Moreover, organizations can experience network performance
issues due to (i) natural disasters, (ii) software attacks, (iii) physical attacks, (iv)
misconfigurations, (v) imposed censorship, (vi) software bugs, and (vii) hardware failures (Aceto
et al., 2018). Natural disasters that affect network performance include things such as hurricanes,
earthquakes, thunderstorms, and floods. Organizations have suffered network outages from
employees' intentional or unintentional actions (Turban et al., 2018). Countries and organizations
have experienced censorship leading to degraded network performance or the inability to access
specific web pages (Wagner, 2012).
Kuhn (1997) observed that human errors, acts of nature, hardware failures, software
failures, overloads, and vandalism contributed to the poor performance of campus networks in
the United States. Human errors contributed to almost half of the campus network outages
experienced in the United States. Humans' actions resulted in hardware and software failures.
The software failures included aspects such as mismatch of software versions as deployed by
humans. For instance, organizations experienced network outages due to people keying in
incorrect parameters resulting in incorrect output. Organizations suffered from poor network
performance because of procedural errors committed by individuals during software upgrades.
On the other hand, Kuhn (1997) concluded that human intervention and deployment of extensive
error detection mechanisms assisted in preventing prolonged network outages. Universities need
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to ensure that appropriate skills and resources can accommodate network outage events (Dunne
& Malone, 2017). Therefore, appropriate actions taken by network engineers can lead to good
network performance.
Aceto et al. (2018) recommended network engineers design, configure, and implement
resilience in their campus network. The core principle and concept is to ensure campus networks
can maintain an acceptable level of performance. The story of resilience should assist
organizations in achieving the required quality of services (QoS; Stallings & Case, 2013).
Network engineers should consider different aspects of campus networks such as fault-tolerance,
reliability, availability, elasticity, and survivability to achieve needed stability. Network
engineers ought to consider redundancy at varying levels of designed campus networks to
achieve fault tolerance (Cisco Press, 2014). The goal for fault tolerance is to ensure numerous
failures so the organization will not suffer from poor network performance. Reliability targets the
probability of the campus network not failing to perform for a given period. Availability relates
to "the ability of a system to be in a state to perform a required function at a given instant of time
or at any instant of time within a given time interval; assuming that the external resources, if
required, are provided” (Najjar & Gaudiot, 1990). The network engineer should design a campus
network with needed elasticity in the sense that a campus network can adapt to any link failures
and can reroute data packets.
Loureiro (2021) explained that misconfigurations in campus networks pose threats to
business continuity. They increase business risks (Gregory, 2014). Network engineers may fail to
configure campus networks according to industry standards and established network design
principles. Misconfigurations contributed to 82% of security vulnerabilities experienced globally
in the year 2019 (Loureiro, 2021). The loopholes permitted by network engineers can have
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devastating effects on campus networks. Loureiro (2021) listed the most apparent
misconfigurations done by network engineers. The most noticeable and impactful
misconfigurations occasioned by network engineers included:
1. Unpatched systems
2. Using default security settings
3. Allowing unencrypted files on the network
4. Using outdated web applications
5. Using unsecured devices
6. Insufficient firewall protection
Additionally, organizations experienced different types of misconfigurations occasioned
by network operators with the implementation of cloud-based network design (Laskawiec et al.,
2021). Torkura et al. (2021) suggested that network engineers implement efficient change control
and configuration management to mitigate misconfigurations in cloud-based network design.
MacDonald (2019) established that misconfiguration exposed organizations' databases in
clouding computing environment. Lack of audit logging by network engineers facilitated security
vulnerabilities, and organizations can experience challenges with misconfigurations when they
have a trim level of resources (Dunne & Malone, 2017). The misconfigurations resulted in 94%
of security breaches that affected network performance (Laskawiec et al., 2021). The technical
network misconfigurations experienced by network implementers included:
1. Different configuration formats
2. Lack of proper training environment
3. Organizations were lacking proper means of gathering standard network infrastructure
metrics.
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4. Organizations had different deployment environments.
Hughes-Lartey (2021) postulated that IT experts have a role in sustaining an
organization's campus network. The IT experts of an organization, such as network engineers,
can design the required campus network to support critical business needs. Hughes-Lartey
(2021) established a correlation between human factors and network breaches in the United
States from 2009 to 2017. They are many factors that IT experts of an organization can consider
to guarantee good network performance (Hughes-Lartey et al., 2021). The consideration for IT
experts to implement includes:
1. Define appropriate access controls within the campus network.
2. Training organization employees and advocating for user awareness.
3. They are proactively implementing and reinforcing strict user password policies for all
systems and accounts.
4. They are instituting protective measures for organization's network devices in case of loss
and theft.
5. Establish mechanisms to monitor user behaviors and activities while using the campus
network.
6. Define how employees' devices interact with the campus network.
7. Formulate an encryption strategy for the entire organization to prevent intruders from using
lost devices to access the organization's network.
8. Outline procedures for handling the organization's e-waste.
Anticipated and Discovered Themes
I anticipated finding that network engineers have a direct impact on campus network
performance. Related studies revealed that experienced network engineers managed campus
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networks well (Ogata et al., 2020). Network engineers with formal education in their respective
specialties took correct actions while working on campus networks (Ogata et al., 2020). The
complexity of campus network design and configuration has continued to increase, posing
challenges to network engineers (Mushi & Dutta, 2018). Network engineers misconfigured
devices that led to poor network performance (Loureiro, 2021). Deployed campus networks
lacked proper documentation that led to prolonged network outages (Shafiee et al., 2021).
Network engineers struggled to keep up with frequent changes required on the network. Hence,
organizations ended up having outdated documentation in their safe storage areas (Nakayama et
al., 2021). Network engineers lacked proper training to handle new technological advancements
on the market, such as SDN (Gijrath, 2021).
Summary of the Literature Review
In general, network engineers significantly determine how campus network performs
(Mushi & Dutta, 2018). The campus network performance improves when engineers follow
proper network design principles (Teare & Paquet, 2006). Network engineers’ skill sets correlate
with their actions of troubleshooting a campus network (Arslan et al., 2015). Network engineers
struggled to maintain complex networks (Arslan et al., 2015). Network engineers’
misconfigurations resulted in compromised network performances (Wool, 2004). Hence, there is
a need to optimize network performance by automating more actions completed by network
engineers (Silva et al., 2021).
Summary of Section 1 and Transition
The foundational section assisted in grounding the problem and the conceptual
framework that aided the study. I provided general research questions for the research. I
identified concepts and theories to help the research. I reviewed scholarly articles about the
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impact of network engineer configuration on campus network performance. I settled for a multicase study method targeting the public universities in the Midwest United States. I discussed the
assumptions, limitations, and delimitations that assisted in defining the scope of the study. I
discussed secondary data findings and any proposals for future study.
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Section 2: The Project
Section 2 details synopsis of completing the research process for the study. Primarily, this
segment starts with a reaffirmation of the purpose statement. Secondly, an explanation
concerning the researcher's significant roles and anticipated participants who work as network
engineers follows. Thirdly, a description divulging in-depth information regarding the qualitative
method and case study design took place. Fourthly, this section expounds on a description of the
population and sampling methodology that assisted in achieving the objective of the study.
Fifthly, this section explains data collection techniques available for flexible research methods.
After that, this section describes an analysis of how I mapped out the process of the study.
Additional information concerning the coding process is provided. Finally, I discuss
triangulation, data saturation, reliability, and validity for the research.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this flexible design multiple case study was to add and to find the factors
as to why network engineers failed to use correct network design configuration frameworks in
public universities. I sought to explore an in-depth study of the impact of network engineer
configuration on campus network performance. The general problem of network engineers
failing to use correct network design configuration frameworks resulting in poor network
performance was generally guided by a deeper investigation of the differences between network
design choices and other change initiatives and network engineer actions in public universities in
the Midwest United States.
Role of the Researcher
Creswell and Poth (2018) stated that a qualitative researcher should undertake five
significant tasks. The first noble assignment concerns the researcher's eagerness to perform data
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analysis. The second undertaking is the willingness to commit extensive time in the field.
Researchers should have the enthusiasm to write lengthy and descriptive passages as the third
duty. The fourth role relates to the researcher's preparedness to embrace dynamic and emergent
procedures. Lastly, the investigator should remain vigilant to attend to any anticipated and to
developing ethical issues.
Yin (2018) stated that researchers need to familiarize themselves with data collection
methods before starting any fieldwork. I collaborated with a third-party vendor in collecting data
for the study. The scope of data collection targeted universities in the Midwest United States. I
had the responsibility of seeking any relevant approvals before starting data collection. I
submitted an approval request to the Institutional Review Board (IRB) before carrying out the
inquiry. I formulated interview questions based upon literature review to assist in answering
research questions. I determined fieldwork boundaries to gain a better understanding of insider
stories. I invited participants and conducted interviews. I had to deal with ethical norms
concerning the multicultural and multi-diversity of the research participants. I took the role of
organizing collected data. I coded data for analysis. I had the responsibility of analyzing results
after data collection. I analyzed data to reduce them to specific themes or categories. I analyzed
data to construct an understanding from the viewpoint of the interviewees. I used a reiterative
approach while coding data from individual reported cases, a vital feature of a multiple case
study (Yin, 2018). I coded text data as a central requirement for qualitative research (Creswell,
2016).
I dealt with contemporary issues for the study. In the case of changes in the research, I
was responsible for updating adjustments to the study accordingly. I handled any emergent
procedures exhibited in the social and human science research approach (Creswell & Poth,
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2018). I stayed up to date on topics relating to the study. I bore the responsibility for any
emergent ethical issues for the research. I continued to address design challenges that touched on
construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability (Yin, 2018). I had the duty of
upholding the integrity of the study regardless of prevailed conditions. I maintained the scientific
and biblical integrity principles to enhance good corporate citizenship among all stakeholders
(Gamble et al., 2019).
Bracketting. Tufford and Newman (2012) stated that “bracketing is a method used in
qualitative research to mitigate the potentially deleterious effects of preconceptions that may
taint the research process.” Dorfler and Stierand (2020) explained that bracketing increases the
quality of the findings as an additional technique of triangulation. Researchers use bracketing to
discuss their personal experiences with a specific research work (Creswell & Poth, 2018) and
mitigate any potentially damaging effects of unacknowledged predeterminations correlated to the
research to increase the objectivity of the project (Tufford & Newman, 2012). However,
Pattinson et al. (2018) used reflexive triangulation by returning to their research to compare
various research findings that included their perspectives to enhance the validity of their study.
The concept of bracketing creates a conducive environment for a deeper level of a researcher's
commitment and incorporation of different qualitative research efforts. Researchers can use
bracketing to go beyond the limits of egocentrism and ethnocentrism when dealing with
collected data and research findings (Fischer, 2009). Bracketing gives opportunities to
researchers when striving to provide newer insights into a proposed social phenomenon.
Researchers may find themselves carrying along with their unconscious bias to a proposed study.
The predisposition may come along in the form of life experiences or the researcher's
professional background. For this instance, I work in the field of IT; thus, my professional
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knowledge and work experience provided an essential familiarity of the proposed study, which
may lead to potential bias. I supervise network engineers who, under my supervision, maintain a
traditional three-tier campus network. I have worked as a network engineer in the retail sector. I
have had the opportunity to work as a functional leader for IT change management (CM) for
retail stores in the Midwest United States. I am currently stepping in as an operational leader to
train and develop network engineers for retail stores in Central United States.
I used recognized data collection methods as a means of excluding the predispositions
above. For example, I used the services of Alchermer, formerly SurveyGizmo, to randomly prescreen select research participants in the Midwest United States. Using a third-party entity
assisted with eliminating any internal personal preconceptions. Furthermore, using third-party
services helped resolve any conflict of interest between the researcher and the research
participants. I used multiple cases until saturation was achieved to eradicate personal perceptions
(Farrugia, 2019). Data triangulation assisted in collecting numerous viewpoints from different
sources. Numerous cases provided many sources of evidence for data triangulation. For example,
network engineers from other universities participating in an in-depth interview assisted in
gaining insight from their perceptions. I triangulated data by looking for results that are agreed
upon by network engineers. Aarikka-Stenroos et al. (2017) used two comparative and
longitudinal case studies as a form of data triangulation. The evidence of data triangulation used
by Aarikka-Stenroos et al. (2017) included interviews, media data, ethnographical observations,
and minutes from meetings. Additionally, multiple theories as a form of triangulation assisted in
overcoming above mentioned bracketing issues. Goncalves et al. (2019) applied the concept of
multiple theories that guided the interpretation of research findings. A systematic comparison of
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literature, data, and different cases helped achieve iterative and complementary triangulation
(Goncalves et al., 2020).
Moreover, bracketing assisted in providing different perspectives for the concluded
multiple case study. Farquhar et al. (2020) explained three modes of triangulation that a
researcher can use for case study research. The three triangulation modes include convergence,
complementarity, and divergence (Farquhar et al., 2020). For example, Ito (2018) used a
longitudinal study of six multiple cases to bring together existing independent studies. Ito (2018)
applied convergence triangulation for internal validity by using various data sources such as
interviews, secondary data, self-interview, and observation. Ito (2018) utilized data triangulation
by using data from multiple cases. Ivens et al. (2016) applied methodological and convergence
triangulation for a single case study using mixed methods from multiple and different sources
that included 35 interviews. Ivens and colleagues triangulated multiple qualitative sources that
enhanced validity and reliability for their study. Furthermore, Jarvinen and Taiminen (2016)
illustrated an example of an enriched method of triangulation using a single exploratory and
extreme case study. Jarvinen and Taiminen independently reviewed data as a form of
investigator triangulation to enhance research reliability. Jarvinen and Taiminen (2016)
compared results to achieve a triangulation by convergence.
Research Methodology
Scholars can opt to use one of the three known research methods for social study (Robson
& McCartan, 2017). The three methods include quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods.
Quantitative methods use data that require measurement, counting, and statistical interpretation
(Yousefi Nooraie et al., 2020). On the other hand, qualitative methods use descriptive data
(Lindsey & Rathbone, 2021). Mixed methods combine both aspects of quantitative and
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qualitative research methods (Lo et al., 2020). The type of research method selected determines
the structural and procedural approach to a research study.
Furthermore, the research method dictates the research design approach (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). The framing of research questions guides investigators on which research method
and design to use. The following research questions were used to aid on which research method
and design to use for the study:
RQ1: How do network engineers fail to use the correct network design frameworks?
RQ1a: Which network engineer actions contribute to failure to use the correct
network design frameworks?
RQ1b: Which network engineer actions contribute to success in the use of correct
network design frameworks?
RQ2: How are network design choices different from other change initiatives?
RQ2a: How do these differences manifest themselves in the ability of the network
engineer to use the correct network design frameworks?
RQ3: How do implemented network design frameworks impact network performance?
Discussion of Flexible Design
I used a qualitative research approach especially, a multiple case study design. The
research questions played a significant role in the chosen research method. The questions started
with how as a necessity for a flexible multiple case study design (Yin, 2018). Thelwall and
Nevill (2021) explained that researchers should anticipate qualitative design to continue
evolving. I expected continued advancements targeting campus network design frameworks.
Hence, the qualitative research approach provided a better option of studying continuously
anticipated changes in IT. I initiated data collection as a requirement of flexible design. I
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gathered conceptual and descriptive data as a fundamental characteristic of the qualitative
method instead of the statistical data needed for the quantitative method (Lindsey & Rathbone,
2021). Unlike some quantitative design approaches, the concluded qualitative research did not
occur in a controlled laboratory (Bazen et al., 2021). I examined the concluded study in its
context through the collection of rich and detailed data. I did not test any hypotheses as a
requirement of the quantitative method. However, I used theories (i.e., CP, TSCM, and SWOT
analysis) and concepts (e.g., GIGO and a chain is only as strong as its weakest link) to influence
the concluded study. I did not define variables for the concluded study as a requirement for
quantitative methods (Morgan et al., 2013). Instead, I used themes and concepts for data analysis
and coding (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
The qualitative method focused on societal issues based on participant's experiences
within prescribed context (Lindsey & Rathbone, 2021). For the concluded study, network
engineers shared their experiences concerning their impact on campus network performance.
Real-life situations dominate qualitative study. As a result, I used a qualitative method to gather
data concerning the impact of network engineer configuration on campus network performance.
The studied phenomenon occurred within universities in the Midwest United States, in a realistic
world. Qualitative investigation permits the study of participants in their context. Hence, the
qualitative method provided a better means of studying network engineers in their professional
duties.
Discussion of Case Study
Each research methodology has a subset of research designs. A research method aids a
researcher in how to approach a proposed study. The central phenomenon conforms to a specific
research method. Hence, the research method and design outlines principles for researchers to
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follow. I used a case study for the concluded research. The phrasing of the concluded research
questions aligned well with the case study research design of using how and why questions (Yin,
2018). The 'how' questions provided means of exploring research as it was for the concluded
study. The case study design approach permits the researcher to use multiple data types such as
archival documents, observations, and interviews to understand the case (Creswell & Poth,
2018). The researcher can use different data sources to understand how a case interacts with its
actual real-world environment. In this instance, I used primary and secondary data sources for
the concluded study. The researcher can collect data on individual cases or multiple cases for a
cross-case analysis (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Dubois & Araujo, 2007). Researchers gain access to
multiple cases for their immersion and crystallization of complementary processes to achieve
reflexive triangulation. Therefore, more cases can provide more diversified data as a form of
complementary triangulation that enhances a clarified view (Pattinson et al., 2018). I performed a
cross-case analysis from different engineers and universities to improve the reliability and
validity of the investigation. For example, Karjaluot et al. (2015) used multiple case studies to
enhance construct validity. Karjaluoto et al. (2015) focused on the diversity of multiple cases that
provided different perspectives and views to pursue truth. The case study design approach is best
suited in studies where the researcher has no control over behavioral events (Yin, 2018). In the
concluded research, I did not have control over social factors that may have influenced
participants. Jabbour et al. (2017) used mixed methods, including multiple case studies, as a form
of triangulation. As used by Jabbour et al. (2017), case studies assisted in understanding the
survey results. I focused on contemporary happenings in society as a characteristic of the case
study design approach (Yin, 2018). I used prior theoretical propositions related to the study as a
fundamental requirement for a case study (Yin, 2018). The theoretical framework included CP,
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SWOT analysis, and TSCM. The used theories assisted in performing analytic generalization
from the research outcome.
Social scientists can exploit case study using various inferences and extensions of the
natural world (Morgan, 2019). For example, Mukaffi et al. (2017) used a case study to document
the optimization of cooling systems for a data center. I used individual cases to crystallize facts
for further usage. The investigator can use cases as sites of unearthing new knowledge (Tasci et
al., 2020). Therefore, I exemplified the result outcome using snowballing of presented evidence
by network engineers. I anticipated that an individual case provided an intensive view for
analysis within the context of campus network design.
Discussion of Methods for Triangulation
Moon (2019) stated that researchers use triangulation to increase validity, reliability, and
legitimacy. In a recent study, Farquhar et al. (2020) discussed how triangulation is widely used in
case studies to provide reality through the convergence of findings, sources, or methods. Koc and
Boz (2014) supported these views by clarifying the following five significant objectives of
triangulation. The first goal concerns researchers using triangulation as a technique for
convergence and corroboration of different results for studying a similar phenomenon. I used
multiple engineers' perspectives to develop themes for this study. Secondly, researchers use
triangulation for complementary purposes.
Similarly, I sought enhancement and clarification of the results from one case study to
another. For example, Goncalves et al. (2020) applied iterative and complementarity
triangulations while using multiple cases to enhance validity. Thirdly, researchers may opt to use
triangulation to discover contradictions and paradoxes. Contradicting results from triangulation
did not force me to restructure research questions considering the flexibility of the qualitative
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research method. Dubois and Gadde (2014) stated that more research is still needed about how
complementarity and divergence might affect selection in multiple case study research. Fourthly,
investigators use triangulation for development purposes. A researcher may use one case study to
develop another case study by using triangulation. Thus, I intended to find and add to the factors
as to why network engineers failed to use the correct network design configuration frameworks
in public universities. The outcome of the study may help other future research undertakings.
The fifth objective for triangulation concerns expanding the scope and the depth of a research
topic. The researcher uses different methods targeting different elements of research.
In general, I worked with different data sources as a type of data triangulation. The data
sources included interviews, questionnaires, and documents. I coded and analyzed data from
other cases, starting with a single case as a technique of iterative triangulation (Aarikka-Stenroos
et al., 2017). I used both primary and secondary data sources. The primary and secondary data
sources helped in enhancing the analysis. Using different data sources acted as complementarity
triangulation (Goncalves et al., 2020). I used a third-party company as an alternative source for
data gathering to help strengthen research reliability. I used different theories and concepts to
yield methodological advancement. Additionally, the dissertation chair, committee member and
research methodologist significantly enhanced the study's theory triangulation. The various
theories and concepts assisted in having multiple perspectives for interpreting the research
findings.
Summary of Research Methodology
I used a multiple case study design approach. Research questions drove the use of
multiple case study design. The fieldwork targeted participants who had lived the experience of
configuring or designing campus networks. The multiple case study was best suited for the
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concluded research since the individuals provided their lived experiences (Tasci et al., 2020). I
opted for a qualitative research method to use descriptive narratives for the study. In general, a
qualitative methodology using multiple case study designs augmented well with the concluded
research objective.
Participants
Yin (2018) recognized participants in case studies as individuals who provide primary
data as a form of lived experience for researchers to analyze. Sayago and Bergantinos (2021)
collected primary data by observing participants who had lived experienced in their case study.
Phenomenon or ethnographic studies allow participants to reside within one site (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). Dispersed participants provide good contextual information when the researcher is
using a grounded theory study. Goncalves et al. (2020) used three diversified participants to
characterize the motivations and profile of creative tourists in Portugal. Researchers can use the
concept of member checking from participants as an approach to enhance validity (Creswell,
2016). For instance, Measham and Turnbull (2021) initiated member checking using an online
follow-up survey to validate their research findings. Researchers and participants create a
people-centered inquiry for the case study design approach, which is the complete form of the
sociological datum (Becker & Geer, 1957). A collaboration between researchers and participants
is essential for action-oriented research to enhance validity and validation in the context of
qualitative research (Koro-Ljungberg, 2008). The partnership between researchers and
participants provides trust and rapport, improving reliability and validity (FitzPatrick, 2019).
Thus, researchers must set specific perimeters to determine the eligibility of research participants
and how to recruit them (Tutino et al., 2019).
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For this study, the participants had to meet several requirements. For example, Sayago
and Bergantinos (2021) targeted non-English speaking older adults with primary education as a
critical requirement for their study. The defined requirements assisted in eliminating any
potentially vulnerable contributor. The participants completed a screening survey found in
Appendix D. I targeted network engineers working for universities in the Midwest United States.
The targeted engineers must have been in their role for at least one year. The participants had to
be at least 21 years of age. All participants had to be residents of the United States. I used an
online survey mechanism to reach out to participants initially. I used Zoom video conferencing
facilities to initiate dialogue with participants. For privacy, the participants remained anonymous.
The participants had at least a basic understanding of a traditional three-tier network design
framework. Participants had access to the questionnaire after indicating their availability for
interview. I sought approval from Liberty University's IRB before inviting any participants to the
study. I sought acceptance from respective universities’ gatekeepers before engaging with any
network engineers (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
Population and Sampling
A flexible multiple case study approach allows researchers to collect data until a point of
saturation is achieved (Tran et al., 2017). Researchers have no set limits concerning the total
population to use when applying qualitative research inquiry, more so the case study design
approach. For instance, Stake (1955) stated that a single leaf, even a single toothpick, has unique
complexities that researchers can dedicate time and effort to study as a topic of interest.
However, researchers should have a good strategy for collecting data from the targeted
population to understand their activities within the necessary circumstances (Creswell & Poth,
2018). Moreover, a researcher's plan should outline the mechanism of defining population and
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sample size (Tran et al., 2017). Saldana and Johnny (2018) encouraged researchers to design
ways to create rapport and proceed with any ethical issues relating to the research population.
Researchers should provide a detailed outline of the targeted population and criteria for
sampling.
Discussion of Population
Researchers must locate individuals who are willing to provide the needed information
and develop arguments to convince readers of the validity of their knowledge claims
(Polkinghorne, 2007). The selected population should be accessible and ready to provide details
of the specific phenomenon. FitzPatrick (2019) contended that chosen population for qualitative
research should have appropriate people to respond to the purpose of the study. Researchers have
options of selecting a single site or multiple sites for the case study design approach (Creswell &
Poth, 2018). Yin (2018) explained that investigators could define an individual as a single case.
Stake (1955) agreed with Yin (2018) that researchers could present a single object as the basis of
their study and interest. Hence, each network engineer who willfully participated in the research
became a case. The sample targeting network engineers was limited to public universities in the
Midwest United States. The broader classification for network engineers included people
regarded as network and computer systems administrators. According to the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics (2020), university network engineers may have different business titles, such as
Information Analyst and Information Systems Manager (IS Manager), Information Technology
Specialist (IT Specialist), LAN Specialist (Local Area Network Specialist), Local Area Network
Administrator (LAN Administrator), Network Administrator, Network Coordinator, Network
Manager, and Systems Administrator. As of 2019, the United States had 373,900 employed
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network engineers (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020). For this study, participants were
individuals responsible for designing, configuring, or maintaining a campus network.
Discussion of Sampling
Sampling in research denotes investigators' selection from the targeted population
(Robson & McCartan, 2017). Additionally, the researcher can sample aspects of the research
process such as when, where, and how interviews will occur (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). A
purposeful sampling enables researchers to reach out to specific people who have the best lived
and experienced phenomenon under investigation (Stake 1955). A researcher should design a
sampling strategy to reach saturation in a multiple flexible cases study approach such as this one
(Yin, 2018) to a point that no new data or themes are coming out of additional participation
(Tran et al., 2017). When investigators reach saturation, it denotes that there is no need for other
participants, nevertheless, without getting saturation, researchers cannot have the
comprehensiveness necessary to make valid conclusions concerning their study (Creswell, 2016).
Using the factual sample frame in qualitative studies assists researchers in capturing the interest
of the targeted population (Robson & McCartan, 2017). According to Robson and McCartan
(2017), researchers can either use probability or non-probability samples when using surveys as
means of data collection. Probability sampling becomes useful when researchers are sure of
participants' selections and non-probability samples where the selection of participants is not
known. The types of probability sampling include simple random sampling, systematic sampling,
stratified random sampling, cluster sampling, and multi-stage sampling (Robson & McCartan,
2017). Examples of non-probability samples include quota sampling, dimensional sampling,
convenience sampling, purposive sampling, and snowball sampling (Robson & McCartan, 2017).
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Researchers use simple random sampling when selecting participants randomly from the
targeted population. Higgins et al. (2011) explained that randomized trials and systematic
reviews provide the most reliable evidence. However, using the Cochrane collaborations
increases the accuracy of giving randomized evidence. Moreover, investigators can opt to pick
random numbers when using a simple random sampling approach. Random sampling increases
credibility when the targeted sample is too large (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Systematic sampling
allows researchers to select every nth name from an ordered list of participants. Investigators use
stratified random sampling by dividing the targeted population into groups. Zhang et al. (2020)
used a stratified random survey to estimate abundance indices of fish populations in the
multispecies survey. The researcher can group each stratum to meet specific conditions, as was
the case for Zhang et al. (2020). After that, the researcher randomly selects participants from
each stratum to facilitate comparisons (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Cluster sampling allows
investigators to select clusters randomly. Researchers subdivide the population into clusters and
select the participants from each cluster. Xu et al. (2021) used cluster sampling as a recursive
process for exhaustive searching within a given population. Initially, Xu et al. (2021) used multistage sampling to work with a specific population subset. Subsequently, Xu et al. (2021) selected
a subset of the previous sample subset.
Furthermore, investigators use quota sampling to work with a representative of different
segments from the targeted population. Each segment of the population receives a quota of the
needed number to represent the sample population for interviews. However, Mohammed and
Chang (2005) argued that quota sampling could lead to biases and abuses by inexperienced
practitioners. On the other hand, dimensional sampling extends the attributes of quota sampling
by incorporating representatives from each segment to provide all possible combinations from
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selected quotas (Robson & McCartan, 2017). Convenience sampling allows scholars to start with
or select participants who are nearer to their location. Researchers use the aspect of proximity to
determine who participates in a proposed study. Convenience sampling provides the best method
for a pilot study. A researcher's judgment guides the participants for purposive sampling.
FitzPatrick (2019) explained that purposeful sampling is used in qualitative research so that the
participants are the appropriate people to respond to the study's intent. Participants direct
researchers to other participants in snowball sampling (Leighton et al., 2021). Initially,
researchers select the initial participants, who then lead or refer investigators to other potential
participants.
Discussion of Sampling Methods. I used convenience, multi-stage, and systematic
sampling methods for the study. Researchers can use different sampling approaches. For
example, researchers can opt for a pilot study to assist in refining the research questions. The
prototype utilizes convenience sampling. LeCroy and Milligan-Lecroy (2020) utilized a
convenience sample of 1080 respondents from across the United States. LeCroy and MilliganLecroy (2020) administered surveys using an online crowdsourcing platform. I started by
engaging nearby universities in Southern Illinois as part of the Midwest United States and a form
of convenience sampling for the study. Subsequently, a multi-stage sampling was used.
Universities were filtered by States found in the Midwest United States and 4-year public
institutions using available data from the national center for education statistics websites
"https://nces.ed.gov" and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
"https://www.bls.gov/regions/midwest/." I selected the third university from the alphabetical
ordered list of each state as a method of systematic sampling approach and as a form of
triangulation. The systematic sampling was only used for retrieving archival records and not as
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part of collecting primary data. The systematic sampling approach was used because of its
simplicity to estimate expression as predetermined by selecting each third university from each
state (Saavedra-Nieves, 2020). Essentially, systematic sampling can extend the finding of the
sample to the entire population and can be manually completed (Saavedra-Nieves & FiestrasJaneiro, 2021). After that, I initiated a rapport with each network engineer seeking approvals to
interview them via email.
Determining Sample Size. I interviewed 10 engineers and 67 anonymous engineers
completed a questionnaire. Hagaman and Wutich (2016) determined that sample sizes of 20 to
40 interviews were required to achieve data saturation of meta-themes that cut across research
sites like this study for engineers in different universities. Additionally, the scope of the proposed
study limits the boundary of participants and desired sample. However, researchers cannot
predetermine sample size when using a flexible multiple case study approach. Vasileiou et al.
(2018) argued that reaching the point of data saturation is the most widely used principle to
determine sample size for flexible research approach. Therefore, the sampling process took
iteration where previous collected data helped in determining the need of subsequent data
collection (Farrugia, 2019). Francis et al. (2010) achieved data saturation at the seventeenth
interview. For the concluded study, the participants had to be found within the geographical
confine of the Midwest United States and be recognized as network engineers working for public
universities.
Furthermore, researchers can use different case studies to determine the sample size for
proposed research. Some examples of case study types that assists researchers to select chosen
sample size include individual case study, set of individual case studies, community studies,
social group studies, studies of organizations and institutions, studies of events and cross-
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national comparative studies (Hakim, 2000; Robson & McCartan, 2017). A researcher only
needs one person for an individual case study type (i.e., a small number of participants with a
common denominator for a set of individual case studies). Researchers limit the sample size to
one or more local communities when using community studies. For social group studies,
researchers consider groups that have bounded social ties. A researcher may opt to study an
organization, which determines their sample space.
Additionally, a researcher can select to investigate studies of events, roles, and
relationships. Cross-national comparative studies are best suited when dealing with policy
processes, national and local governments. For the concluded research, I targeted public
universities. Network engineers formed the shared value or common denominator for research
participants. Network design, configuration, and maintenance defined the role played by the
participants.
I explained the benefits of the concluded study to gain access to the population sample.
By reaching out to participants directly, I created an open dialogue as well as engage with
engineers allowing them to review the research protocol. I anticipated sharing findings with
participating universities as fundamental to disseminating research findings (McElfish et al.,
2018). I engaged and observed data collection strategy through the lived experiences of
engineers, thus allowing accesses to their campus network and a review of any available
documentation. I used a consent form to gain access to needed data.
Summary of Population and Sampling
The research participants must meet specific requirements for a proposed study (Yin,
2018). The type of case study assists researchers in determining the participants' population. I
interviewed network engineers working for public universities in the Midwest United States. The
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engineers had at least one-year experience in their current role. I had envisioned interviewing 30
participants with the aim of achieving data saturation as a determinant of sample size (Creswell
& Poth, 2018). Tran et al. (2017) stated that data saturation determines population and sampling
in a qualitative research approach. Reaching saturation as anticipated for this study was an
important goal and was highly considered for researchers using flexible multiple case studies
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). I used the best sampling method to connect with the population
(Knechel, 2019). I used convenience, multi-stage, and systematic sampling techniques to reach
the targeted participants. The sampled population assisted in answering the research questions as
a requirement for qualitative study (Marshall, 1996).
Data Collection and Organization
Martinez (2020) emphasized the need to align the data collection method with the
purpose of the research itself. Litosseliti (2018) explained that of great importance in data
collection and organization concerns the linkage of the research questions to the research
method, because the relation between the research questions and method dictates the type of data
collection needed, the findings from the field, how data analysis takes place, and interpretation of
the result (Robson & McCartan, 2017). Thelwall and Nevill (2021) explained that investigators
could collect different data types for analysis and interpretation when using the qualitative
research method. Hamilton and Finley (2020) suggested that the nature of qualitative research
relates to finding out how people feel. In addition, Creswell and Poth (2018) clarified that
qualitative researchers collect data that involves humans. Qualitative researchers spend time
finding out how research participants think while explaining their lived experiences concerning a
particular phenomenon (Lindsey & Rathbone, 2021). As Creswell and Poth (2018) pointed out,
qualitative investigators collect data in the field where the participants reside and experience
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their lives. Therefore, the qualitative research approach is more informative, as it is driven by
data collected rather than data that is theoretically driven. Qualitative inquiry involves gathering
data to discover meanings and themes as the basis of knowledge (Wolf, 2017). Researchers can
use multiple realities as a basis of data collection in search of social constructs. Scholars use
different data collection methods to systematically gather information concerning a research
study (Robson & McCartan, 2017). Therefore, researchers must carefully plan and collect data in
an organized way to make it easier to answer qualitative research questions. Investigators should
be nonintrusive and spend a considerable amount of time in the field for data collection
(Creswell & Poth, 2018).
The purpose of this flexible design multiple case study was to add and to find the factors
as to how network engineers fail to use correct network design configuration frameworks in
public universities. I engaged network engineers who lived and experienced the phenomenon.
My objectives related to driving research questions from documented literature reviews and
already formulated research questions. The intention was to use questionnaires, interviews,
observation, and archived documents to collect data. Robson and McCartan (2017) encouraged
researchers to use an interview guide for consistency among all interviews that will be
completed. Therefore, I used an interview guide to collect and keep digital data content. The
digital content will remain protected using encrypted and password-protected storage media.
Only the researcher will have access to the stored digital data. I generated a random
alphanumeric code as a file name for each completed questionnaire and interview to protect
participants' identities. Additionally, the generated code was used to save digital data. The
following section discusses the data collection process in which I played a central role. I start by
discussing data collection plan, data analysis, and reliability and validity.
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Data Collection Plan
For this study, I collected descriptive data using interviews to provide primary evidence.
Multiple scholars explained that qualitative researchers could use observations, interviews,
documents, and audiovisual materials as types of data collection tactics (Creswell, 2016;
Creswell & Poth, 2018; Yin, 2018). Researchers can choose from different observations
approaches such as a complete participant, observer as a participant, participant as an observer,
or complete observer. Yin (2018) described those investigators conceal their role during
complete participation to gain firsthand experience with participants. However, researchers' roles
are known when using the observer as a participant data collection technique (Yin, 2018).
According to Gordon and McBride (2012), researchers can record information directly during
data collection when using the observer as participant approach. Creswell (2016) provided
different opinions where researchers may struggle to capture accurate data while using
participants as observer strategy. Complete observer allows data collection to take place without
researchers' participation. For example, researchers can find the complete observer strategy
useful when dealing with phenomena that participants find uncomfortable discussing (Robson &
McCartan, 2017).
Furthermore, Creswell (2016) suggested that researchers can use different methods of
interviews such as face to face, telephone, focus groups, or online discussions. The face-to-face
approach allows investigators to collect data indirectly from the viewpoint of interviewees (Yin,
2018). The in-person interview or one-on-one interview provides the best avenues to collect data
when the participants cannot be directly observed (Creswell & Poth, 2018). On the other hand, a
telephone interview allows the participant to provide needed data without necessarily having to
be at their natural field settings (Musselwhite et al., 2007). Researchers can create focus groups
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that allow them to control the interview questions (Chu & Ke, 2017). In addition, investigators
can opt for an online interview approach. However, the online interview approach comes with
privacy challenges, and researchers must have good technical skills to capture provided data
(Yin, 2018).
Moreover, investigators can opt to use either public documents or private documents to
collect data. Examples of public records include things like newspapers and minutes of meetings
proceedings. An organization may have confidential documents availed to investigators, such as
letters, journals, or diaries. Martinez (2020) conducted a survey using a large sample of papers
published in high-impact linguistics journals. Documents data collection types allow
investigators to access needed data at an opportune time and at their disposal (Yin, 2018).
Researchers spend less time transcribing when using documents. Documents may provide more
details as participants must have created time and thought through their documentation
(Creswell, 2016). However, researchers must dedicate time to locate needed data. The provided
documents may not reflect the accurate picture and may lack authenticity.
Researchers can use photographs, videotapes, art objects, computer software, or film
when using audiovisual materials as a form of data collection type (Creswell, 2016). The
audiovisual approach gives research participants opportunities to share their lived experiences
directly. Investigators capture attention visually using different creative means. Creswell and
Poth (2018) explained that researchers could use audiovisual as a supplemental data collection
type. Investigators must plan and anticipate disruptions from photographers or video takers
during the data collection process. In addition, the techniques for using audiovisual might prove
challenging to deduce.
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I collected data using interviews to provide primary evidence and understand network
engineers lived experiences (Burnard, 1991). Yin (2018) explained that interviewing offers the
best option for collecting individuals' lived experiences using a case study approach. My purpose
was to use different interview types. I intended to use face to face interview types for the
universities that were nearby. Additionally, I used online video conferencing applications Zoom
for remote live interviews. I used email to send interview questions to participants early in
advance. According to Yin (2018), researchers experience numerous advantages when using
interviews. Conducting an interview allows for an open dialogue with participants (Rosenthal,
2016). The open discussion encouraged participants to share themes vital to them related to the
study (Barrick, 2020). Virtual interviews helped in cutting down on cost and use time efficiently
considering the expansiveness of the Midwest United States (Creswell & Poth, 2018). I
leveraged primary questions with follow-up questions. Interviews allowed drafting of the
research questions early for use. I used an interview protocol or guide as depicted in Appendix
A, B, C, D, E, and F (Creswell & Poth, 2018). I ensured that all participants signed a consent
form at the start of the interview process. The participants had a chance to review analyzed data
as a form of member checking. Member checking provided opportunity to participants to
validate their responses. Measham and Turnbull (2021) explained that member checking strategy
assists in validating accuracy of documented data as a result of an interview process.
Instruments
Martinez (2020) argued that diverse sets of instruments do not automatically validate
their need or promise high-quality results. Robson and McCartan (2017) explained that the case
study approach allows gathering information using different data collection techniques.
Researchers decipher details in a case study during data collection and analysis. Creswell and
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Poth (2018) suggested that investigators can opt for different instruments when applying
qualitative analysis to achieve needed descriptive data. Using various research instruments
provides means of answering many research questions, more so in multidisciplinary research
(Martinez, 2020). Researchers must seek approval before using other peoples' research
instruments. Yin (2018) listed six different sources of evidence that researchers can use to collect
data. According to Yin (2018), the six sources of evidence include documentation, archival
records, interviews, direct observations, participant observation, and physical artifacts. As
mentioned above, I used interview guide for the study as a primary source of data collection in
qualitative research (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015).
Interview Guide. According to Robson and McCartan (2017), the interview guide assists
in standardizing questions among all participants and interviewers. Researchers use an interview
guide to provide detailed instructions on how participants respond to questions. Rosenthal (2016)
encouraged investigators to design and construct their interview guide carefully. In agreement
with Creswell and Poth (2018), investigators can use a predesigned form called protocol to
record information during interviews or observation. Yin (2018) recommended that researchers
may use a case study protocol when using multiple-case studies. The case study protocol outlines
the procedures and ground rules that must be followed during the interview process. Therefore, I
used the interview guide found in Appendix F. The interview guide assisted in having
consistency among different participants and interviewees.
Surveys. Research scientists use surveys to collect either primary or secondary data
(Robson & McCartan, 2017). Scholars must plan for unexpected happenings during data
collection, such as bad weather and computer breakdowns when using surveys (Fink, 2008). A
social scientist can use a questionnaire as a strategy for data collection. Perry (2008) suggested
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other applicable choices for administering surveys such as telephone surveys, postal mail
surveys, and observational surveys. Creswell and Poth (2018) recommended using modern
instruments such as Internet-based surveys instead of mailing questionnaires to participants to
speed up data collection and save on cost. Pantelic et al. (2019) encouraged investigators to use a
sample survey as a means of reaching out to representative participants of a given population.
Consequently, investigators must carefully design survey questions to avoid any form of
ambiguity or incomprehensibility (Robson & McCartan, 2017). According to McKenna et al.
(2017), researchers may end up with many daunting and dubious data when using surveys. The
respondent might falsify information and not provide the actual happenings in their contextual
world, leading to internal validity (Robson & McCartan, 2017). On the contrary, investigators
can find surveys to collect data from the entire population better (i.e., performing a census on a
whole population). Investigators could run into problems of participants not being fully engaged
as another major drawback to using survey. The outcome of using a survey may suffer from
external validity if the investigator does not get the correct sample (Robson & McCartan, 2017).
Therefore, for researchers to overcome some of the shortcomings of using surveys and enhance
reliability, they must design questionnaires well, train interviewers where applicable, implement
a pilot survey, and standardize questionnaires (Robson & McCartan, 2017).
For this study, I used the services of Alchmer, formerly SurveyGizmo, to enhance
credibility and validity. The survey served as a means for data collection triangulation (Barnes &
Vidgen, 2016). Using the Alchmer services assisted to design a standardized questionnaire. The
standardized questionnaires assisted in ensuring all participants were responding to the same
thing, and it led to the triangulation as validation of results obtained using different methods
(e.g., interviews and questionnaires; Barnes & Vidgen, 2006). For example, Rajagopal (2002)
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used case interviews followed by a survey instrument to enhance research validity. Additionally,
Alchmer services assisted in retaining participants' anonymity and encouraged participants to
provide more frank answers to any sensitive issues that may concern their campus networks. The
participants confirmed their professional occupancy. The participants signed a consent form. I
used a questionnaire to prescreen participants for an in-depth interview and overcome some of
the shortcomings mentioned earlier of questionnaires (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). The prescreen
assisted in recruiting serious participants who were willing to provide more details about their
lived experiences with campus networks (Rosenthal, 2016).
The survey questions are found in Appendix E. The questionnaire and the survey
questions addressed research questions. The questionnaire assisted in validating the literature
reviews finds. The literature reviews finding included aspect such as campus network design
documentation, resources constraints, hardware and software issues, change management,
network engineers’ training, and troubleshooting. The first five interview questions addressed the
research question of how network engineers fail to use the correct network design frameworks.
The interview questions six to eleven addressed the research question: How are network design
choices different from other change initiatives? The interview questions thirteen to seventeen
assisted answering the research question: How do implemented network design frameworks
impact network performance?
Archive Data. Yin (2018) provided the strengths and weaknesses of archival records.
According to Yin (2018), archived documents provide precise data. Researchers can view
archived data multiple times (Perry, 2008). The archived data exist before the initiation of a
proposed study and can live for an extended time. Investigators can find more detailed
information about archival records. However, investigators will have to deal with drawbacks for
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archived data. For example, archived data may not be accurate, or some aspects of archived data
may end up missing (Schwartz & Panacek, 1996). Scholars may struggle with the concept of
how to retrieve archived data. The author of archived data could have provided incomplete or
biased information. Therefore, I used statistics from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics to
describe network engineers for this study. I used archive records from the national center for
education statistics websites "https://nces.ed.gov" and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
"https://www.bls.gov/regions/midwest/ for sampling universities in the Midwest United States.
The sampling of universities using archived data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
assisted in triangulating data by specifying demographic of engineers as outlined in Appendix D:
Screening.
Data Organization Plan
I used the services of Alchemy, formerly SurveyGizmo, for data collection as
aforementioned. Alchemy has widespread use and is recognized in areas of handling metadata.
The end goal for this researcher was to use a convenience, multi-stage, and systematic sampling
approach in selecting universities found in the Midwest United States and participants. I aimed to
allow research participants to provide data anonymously as a form of identity protection. All
collected data will remain secured on an encrypted laptop to enhance data protection (Gregory,
2014). I stored data via a zipped file. I used Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) to
secure communication over the Internet (Stallings & Case, 2013). All participants had to sign a
consent form for concealing their identities. I immediately shredded any paper documentation
after saving recorded information on an encrypted laptop. Only the researcher had the password
and login credentials to authenticate to storage media. Yin (2018) encouraged investigators to
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use a case study database as an excellent strategy to organize all completed forms. For this study,
I used online forms as stipulated in Appendix A, B, C, D, E, and F.
Summary of Data Collection and Organization
Data collection and organization are the most vital aspects of any research work (Robson
& McCartan, 2017). Researchers must come up with systematic and accurate ways of collecting
data. Creswell and Poth (2018) recommended using different forms of collecting data such as
observation, questioning, and document reviews. Scholars must consider the purpose of their
study, the source of data, the research design and methodology, and data collection techniques.
Calhoun et al. (2019) encouraged investigators to develop better ways of collecting and
organizing research data. Furthermore, investigators must clearly state what type of data they are
collecting. Researchers need to provide an imperative form of data capturing and creation used
for research work. Yin (2018) recommended that researchers explain how they plan to integrate
existing data into their research.
For the study, I collected primary data using interviews. I used interviews as the best
option for collecting network engineers’ lived experiences (Yin, 2018). I used archival records
from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics to determine engineers’ demography. I used the services
of Alchemy for data collection and organization. Using an independent organization assisted to
enhance reliability and validity of the study. I saved collected data in an encrypted storage media
to enhance data security (Gregory, 2014).
Data Analysis
Robson and McCartan (2017) explained that researchers have two forms of data to collect
and analyze. The collected information can either be for qualitative data analysis or quantitative
data analysis. Furthermore, Robson and McCartan stated researchers could start analyzing and
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interpreting data after gathering all fixed design approaches. On the contrary, investigators can
begin interpreting data early in a flexible design approach before collecting all data. For
example, collecting data for a pilot study and doing iteration for subsequent analyses. Robson
and McCartan (2017) recommended that researchers use basic descriptive statistics, tables, and
visual displays for data analysis and interpretation. I created and organized data files using
NVivo. In subsequent sections, I discussed emergent ideas, coding themes, interpretations, data
representation, and analysis of triangulation.
Emergent Ideas
In this subsection, the process for reading and memoing emergent ideas is discussed.
Creswell and Poth (2018) described memos as "short phrases, ideas, or key concepts that occur
to the reader" (p. 188). Hence, researchers must carefully read through collected data to decipher
critical concepts and write memos. According to Phillippi and Lauderdale (2017), field notes
assist in documenting needed contextual information. Phillippi and Lauderdale (2017) advised
investigators to take time to make margin notes when developing emergent ideas. Robson and
McCartan (2017) reiterated the need for researchers to form initial codes as they come across
emergent ideas. Therefore, to capture emergent ideas for the study, I listened to recorded
interviews during data collection to acknowledge emerging concepts. I went over interview
transcripts multiple times to understand the ideas as relayed by interviewees. I developed
categories based on the significant thoughts emerging from the interviews (Creswell & Poth,
2018). The reflection upon the broader emerging categories helped to align them with the
literature review. I read and documented emerging ideas from an individual case. I compared
different cases and categories of emergent ideas for the entire study. Yin (2018) encouraged use
of a qualitative software program to assist in storing, analyzing, reporting, and visualizing the
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codes and themes. Therefore, the NVivo computer software program was used to summarize
emerging concepts.
Coding Themes
This subsection aimed to discuss the process for describing and classifying codes into
themes. Investigators using a case study approach concern themselves with telling the case and
its context (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Qualitative researchers describe and classify data after
reading and memoing (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Ideally, qualitative researchers are expected to
write descriptive data when coding themes. The detailed descriptive provides analysis according
to the researcher's viewpoint of coded themes. Robson and McCartan (2017) explained that
researchers could reference the literature reviews to supplement coded themes. Therefore, I
started writing descriptive data after reading and memoing the collected data.
Moreover, researchers winnow collected data during coding themes (Creswell & Poth,
2018). I used developed themes to assist in data analysis while disregarding any unimportant
collected data. Creswell and Poth (2018) recommended that novice researchers use lean coding.
Lean coding allows investigators to come up with elaborate initial lists of codes from their
developed database. I used already defined constructs, theories, and concepts to assist in coding
themes.
Interpretations
It is a significant obligation for researchers to make sense of collected data (Creswell &
Poth, 2018; Yin, 2014). Researchers must carefully use critical thinking to interpret collected
data. Robson and McCartan (2017) recognized that researchers could use codes and categorized
themes to interpret research findings. Qualitative researchers can postulate conclusions relating
them to the literature review. As a result, I documented any surprise information that came out
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from interviews. I reported any conceptually interesting information from network engineers. I
aimed to highlight dominating concepts as explained by network engineers. I strived to document
any other alternative notions from network engineers' lived experiences concerning campus
networks. I used diagrams and graphs to interpret the collected data. Creswell and Poth (2018)
encouraged researchers to use categorical aggregation to establish themes or patterns among
different cases. I shared findings with interviewees, the dissertation chair, and committee
members for additional input as another form of triangulation.
Data Representation
Data representation denotes the last phase of the data analysis spiral (Creswell & Poth,
2018). As a result, a need arises for deliberating the process for representing and visualizing the
data. At the stage of data representation, researchers display and report their findings. A
perspective and analysis of collected data get created. A detailed account of the study findings is
represented. Researchers may opt to use models, trees, and matrices to describe study outcomes.
I used charts, graphs, and descriptive data to represent the research outcome.
Analysis for Triangulation
In this section, I provided a detailed discussion of how to analyze the triangulation of
interview data. I increased reliability and validity by using data saturation, thick description,
member checking, and triangulation as some of the options available for qualitative investigators
(Creswell & Poth, 2018; Robson & McCartan, 2017; Yin, 2014). Triangulation assisted in
countering any form of threat to the study (Robson & McCartan, 2017). A discussion of
qualitative analysis methods for triangulation follows. Then, a discussion of quantitative analysis
methods for triangulation.
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Qualitative Analysis Methods for Triangulation. Robson and McCartan (2017) warned
that qualitative researchers could suffer from an overload of collected data. However, to assist
with data overload, researchers can analyze collected data using different software applications.
Examples of qualitative software researchers can use include a word processor, atlas, ti,
hyperresearch, maxqda, Q.D.A. miner, and QSR NVivo (Robson & McCartan, 2017).
Furthermore, qualitative researchers can use different approaches to analyze the triangulation of
collected data. Robson and McCartan (2017) described other qualitative researchers' methods for
triangulating collected data for analysis. For example, investigators can use quasi-statistical,
thematic coding, and grounded theory.
Researchers use quasi-statistical to count specific terms or words to determine their
frequency of occurrence. Investigators drive themes or concepts from estimated words. Quasistatistical uses a content analysis approach (Robson & McCartan, 2017). Scholars use quasistatistical to support a conclusion by word frequency or distribution (Becker, 1958). Hence,
researchers can use quasi-statistical to conclude a specific phenomenon based on the frequency
or distribution of counted words.
The thematic coding approach does not depend on any theoretical preposition (Robson &
McCartan, 2017). Investigators code all or a part of the gathered data to find any meaningful
information. Scholars group codes into distinct themes for interpretation. The compiled themes
are labeled and coded according to research questions. Researchers can use generated themes to
create a descriptive summary. Investigators can also create flow charts and diagrams from the
themes developed using thematic coding. Braun and Clarke (2006) stated that researchers use
thematic coding to identify, analyze and report themes within collected data. Scholars generate
codes while interacting with data as an approach of grounded theory qualitative data analysis.
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Researchers interpret data to create codes based on the unique themes and patterns from
collected data. According to Robson and McCartan (2017), researchers develop theories
grounded from collected data.
For the study, I used the thematic coding approach. I grouped codes into distinct themes
based upon the research questions for interpretation. I compiled themes and coded them
according to research questions as answered by different engineers. The first theme related to the
potentiality of network engineers failing to use the correct network design frameworks. The
second theme was based upon how network design choices differ from other change initiatives.
The third theme discussed how network design frameworks impact network performance. I used
generated themes to create descriptive summary.
Quantitative Analysis Methods. Researchers use different techniques for the analysis
and interpretation of data. Investigators can use different approaches for quantitative
triangulation. For example, quantitative researchers can use frequency distributions and graphs to
display research findings (Robson & McCartan, 2017). A quantitative researcher can use the
measure of central tendency to compute for mean, median, and mode. A quantitative researcher
can calculate variability measures such as range, inter-quartile range, mean deviation, variance,
standard deviation, and standard error (Robson & McCartan, 2017). Furthermore, a quantitative
researcher can decide to use box plots and whiskers, standard deviation error bars, and outliers to
display and interpret single variables (Morgan et al., 2013). Quantitative investigators can use
cross-tabulation, chi-square tests, and scatter grams to explore relationships between two
variables (Morgan et al., 2013).
For data triangulation, I displayed data using graphics. Robson and McCartan (2017)
explained quantitative interpretation provide mechanisms for displaying graphics regardless of
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whether a researcher used a qualitative or quantitative design approach. Hence, I generated
charts and graphs to summarize the data that were gathered. I used NVivo for data coding. The
NVivo application software assisted in analyzing collected data quickly. I anticipated the NVivo
application to capture specific keywords during the data coding and analysis stage. NVivo helped
to highlight particular words and enhance analytical accuracy as a form of analytical
triangulation.
Summary of Data Analysis
Investigators have a duty to systematically analyze and interpret qualitative data (Robson
& McCartan, 2017). Scholars play an integral role in analyzing research findings. Researchers
need to carefully come up with ways of synthesizing collected data. A qualitative researcher may
collect bulky data and craft ways of developing themes and drawing conclusions (Robson &
McCartan, 2017). I categorized themes based upon the research questions and literature reviews
for the study. Researchers could opt to give labels to data collected from the field. Investigators
could use memos to add comments to collected data. Scholars could dedicate time to read
gathered data and identify any form of patterns. For the study, I listened to recorded audio
multiple times and documented findings according to identified themes. Researchers could use
theories or construct to assist in analyzing collected data. I applied the concepts of GIGO, and a
chain was only as strong as its weakest link for the study. The theories used for data analysis
included the SCM, the CP, and the SWOT analysis.
Reliability and Validity
Qualitative researchers have a duty to use multiple strategies to enhance validity while
interpreting and analyzing collected data (Creswell, 2016). Hence, reliability and validity remain
crucial concepts for researchers to explain in their studies as criteria by which qualitative
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research should be evaluated (Hammersley, 2007). Researchers use validity to confirm the
accuracy of shared information (Robson & McCartan, 2017). The concept of validity increases
research credibility among different stakeholders (Yin, 2014). However, researchers may find it
challenging to write and explain validity and reliability due to different viewpoints from scholars
(FitzPatrick, 2019). In the subsequent section, reliability and validity are discussed.
Reliability
Reliability ascertains that the measure, procedure, questionnaire, or observation used by
researchers end up producing the same results when repeated (Morgan et al., 2013). Yin (2018)
advised researchers to maintain a chain of evidence, develop a case study database and use case
study protocol for reliability purposes. As a result, I used predefined protocol found in Appendix
A as a recruitment letter, Appendix B as a statement of a consent form for survey, Appendix C as
a statement of a consent form for interview, Appendix D as a participant profile questionnaire,
Appendix E as questionnaire, and Appendix F as an interview guide.
The case study-defined protocols remained useful considering I had to collect data from
multiple sources. I used NVivo to organize all collected data for analysis. I also anticipated more
network engineers to participate in the study. Participation of multiple network engineers and
using different triangulation methods for data collection enhanced credibility, transferability,
dependability, and confirmability of the study. Additionally, using the same questionnaire in
Appendix E and interview guide in Appendix F provided mechanisms for transferability and
confirmability. I provided transcripts and analysis outcome to the participants as a means of
judging the accuracy and credibility of the study (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
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Validity
Scholars have used different terminology to describe validity. In some instances, validity
has been referred to as authenticity, credibility, confirmability, dependability, goodness,
plausibility, quality assessment, rigor, soundness, transferability, and trustworthiness
(FitzPatrick, 2019). Yin (218) explained four types of tests that scholars can use to establish the
quality of empirical social research. The four types include construct validity, internal validity,
external validity, and reliability. Remoaldo et al. (2020) stated that researchers could use
multiple sources of evidence for construct validity as this investigator did. The numerous sources
of evidence came from different individual cases during data collection. Other network engineers
provided needed information from various universities to enhance construct validity. Cronbach
and Meehl (1955) introduced construct validation in their study to specify types of research
required in developing tests for which the conventional views on validation are inappropriate.
Furthermore, researchers can use key informants to review their draft case study report
(FitzPatrick, 2019). For the study, I shared the study findings with interview participants. Using a
member checking or informant feedback mechanism assisted in improving research findings
accuracy, validity, and transferability of the study findings (Measham & Turnbull, 2021). The
member checking approach equally ensured I captured accurate results from the aggregated
multiple cases (Measham & Turnbull, 2021). I shared findings with the dissertation chair and
committee members to provide feedback as an added validation layer (Robson & McCartan,
2017). I reached out to experienced colleagues within the scientific community for additional
guidance after generating this report.
Internal validity deals with descriptive case studies. Investigators can have a challenge
dealing with internal validity when making inferences. Therefore, for internal validity, I
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depended on already defined theoretical propositions and constructs. I used an inductive strategy
to enhance internal validity. For instance, themes that emerged from collected data during the
analysis assisted in providing an informed opinion.
Yin (218) recommended that researchers consider using theory in single-case studies and
replication logic in multiple-case studies to enhance external validity. The concept of external
validity deals with the question of generalizing the findings. For this research, I did not envisage
arriving at an analytic generalization. I grounded the results using theories rather than using
hypotheses. Moreover, Stake (1995) argued that a single case has unique enough complexities
for validity when explained in detail, capturing its specific context of interest. Hence, no
concerns for external validity for this research as multiple cases were used to compare and
contrast individual engineers' lived experiences. I continued performing interviews until a point
of saturation was achieved. Triangulation strategies came in the form of different individual
cases during data collection, participants from different universities, and member checking.
Bracketing
Critically examining data helps perform epoche and suspend the researcher ’s preperceived world (Dan, 2019). Creswell and Poth (2018) recommended that researchers share
their personal experiences with research participants during interview sessions. Researchers
sharing with participants assist in minimizing the issue of bias. Some critics of qualitative studies
recommended investigators use computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS)
to carry out analysis (Welch & Piekkari, 2017). I shared my professional background with the
participant. I put aside already preconceived ideas during data analysis. I stepped back and
viewed data from the participants' viewpoint. I used the NVivo computer software program to
carry out analysis.
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Summary of Reliability and Validity
FitzPatrick (2019) stated that explaining the procedures and strategies used for reliability
and validity in any type of research work is crucial. I intended to achieve reliability by using
predefined protocol, questionnaire, and interview guide. Validity for the study was achieved via
data saturation, data triangulation, and member checking. Furthermore, Hammersley (2007)
recommended that establishing reliability and validity strategies enhances credibility in
qualitative research. The purpose and contextual proposition of the study determined the type of
applicable reliability and validity. For example, multiple cases were used to contextualize
reliability and validity. Appropriate selection of reliability and validity procedure for a chosen
design and method type of research assists to handle inherent threats that are related to that
research (Polkinghorne, 2007). Hence, I distinguished among a variety of reliability and
validation checks for the contextualized study. I used reliability and validity to explain the
differences in engineer’s experienced meaning of campus network and the stories they told about
this meaning and the connections between storied texts and the interpretations of those texts.
Summary of Section 2 and Transition
Section 2 of the study discussed the role of the researcher, research methodology,
participants, population and sampling, data collection and organization, data analysis, and
reliability and validity. I played the primary role of data collection and analysis. I used a multiple
case study design approach. The survey targeted participants who had lived the experience of
configuring or designing campus networks. I anticipated to interview network engineers working
for public universities in the Midwest United States. Data saturation determined population and
sampling. I used convenience, multi-stage, and systematic sampling techniques to reach the
targeted participants. I collected primary data using interviews. I applied the concepts of GIGO,
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and a chain is only as strong as its weakest link for the study. The theories used for data analysis
included the SCM, the CP, and the SWOT analysis. I achieved reliability by using predefined
protocol, questionnaire, and interview guide. Validity for the study was achieved via data
saturation, data triangulation, and member checking. I used reliability and validity to explain the
differences in engineer’s experienced meaning of campus network and the stories they told about
this meaning and the connections between storied texts and the interpretations of those texts.
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Section 3: Application to Professional Practices and Implications for Change
This section includes a detailed synopsis of the completed research. Section 3 consists of
the overview of the study and the professional practices and implications for change. After that,
this section discusses the presentation of the findings. A discussion concerning the application of
professional practices and implications for change overview of the study, followed by the
presentation of the findings and application to professional practice, occurs. A descriptive
analysis of the demographic data gathered, followed by the results of the multiple case studies, is
provided. Based on those results, recommendations for professional practice and action
applications were made. Lastly, Section 3 also includes suggestions for further research,
reflections, and an overall study summary.
Overview of the Study
This flexible design multiple case study aimed to add and find the factors as to why
network engineers fail to use correct network design configuration frameworks in public
universities. The research was initiated to explore how network engineers' actions impact campus
network performance. The specific problem targeted the failure of network engineers to use
correct network design configuration frameworks within the public universities in the Midwest
United States, potentially resulting in poor network performance. Anonymous surveys and
interviews were used for data gathering. Ten different engineers explained their lived
experiences interacting with the campus network. A total of 67 participants completed the
anonymous questionnaire. The 67 anonymous survey participants assisted in data analysis as a
triangulation strategy and a mechanism of supporting interview findings. I used multiple
methods for data collection, including interviews and questionnaires, formed a data triangulation
approach. Reflexive triangulation happened by reviewing the research findings and comparing
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them with other literature review findings. Methodological triangulation using both quantitative
and qualitative research elements assisted in documenting the research findings. Bracketing
happened as an additional technique of triangulation. In addition, theory triangulation guided the
study findings. Three theories and two concepts were used to advance the research study. Coding
and analysis of data from other cases took place, starting with a single case study as a technique
of iterative triangulation.
Ten engineers from different universities participated in Zoom interviews. An engineer
represented a single case, and each interviewed engineer represented a university. An anonymous
questionnaire was emailed to all individuals who provided their email addresses. Subsequently,
the 10 engineers voluntarily participated in the recorded audio interview. The interviews were
done iteratively on different days until no new themes were forthcoming after completing eight
interviews. The eighth interview achieved data saturation, but two additional interviews were
conducted. Multiple cases were used to explore the factors that may lead to poor network
performance. The goal of this study was to find answers to the following research questions:
RQ1: How do network engineers fail to use the correct network design frameworks?
RQ1a: Which network engineer actions contribute to failure to use the correct
network design frameworks?
RQ1b: Which network engineer actions contribute to success in using correct
network design frameworks?
RQ2: How are network design choices different from other change initiatives?
RQ2a: How do these differences manifest themselves in the ability of the
network engineer to use the correct network design frameworks?
RQ3: How do implemented network design frameworks impact network performance?
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Multiple cases were used to document the impact of network engineer configuration on
campus network performance. In addition, the Swiss cheese model, competitive parity, and
SWOT analysis constituted theories. Two concepts, garbage in, garbage out, and a chain is only
as strong as its weakest link grounded the study. The actors included network engineers and
public universities in the Midwest United States. The network design framework and network
engineer actions formed the research constructs. A network engineer was described as a single
case. Random, convenience, multi-stage, and systematic sampling methods were used. A
recruitment letter and consent forms were used to reach out to participants. I created instruments
for collecting data. A questionnaire and an interview guide were used to collect data for analysis.
I listened to recorded interviews and acknowledged emerging concepts. Category development
happened based on the significant thoughts arising from the discussions (Creswell & Poth,
2018). I compared different cases and types for emergent ideas. After listening, reading, and
analyzing the collected data, I wrote descriptive data. Furthermore, I coded themes according to
constructs, theories, and concepts. I used diagrams and graphs to interpret the collected data. An
interview guides standardized questions among all participants and interviewees (Robson &
McCartan, 2017). Finally, I presented the research findings to the dissertation chair and the
committee member.
Presentation of the Findings
Creswell and Poth (2018) stated that a qualitative researcher undertakes five significant
tasks. The first noble assignment concerns the researcher's eagerness to perform data collection
and analysis, which was the core of this section. Yin (2018) stated that case study researchers
face enormous tasks reporting their findings compared to other social science methods. However,
researchers who pride their work look at it as an opportunity to contribute new knowledge and
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enrich others with their findings. Investigators can opt for different ways of presenting their
findings. For example, they can opt to use tables, figures, charts, drawings, and other graphic
methods (Yin, 2018). For the concluded study, I used two data collection approaches. The first
approach depended on the anonymous survey and the second option used virtual interviews.
Participants were de-identified with alphanumeric typescripts.
The requirement letter was posted on different social media platforms, shared with
friends, and emailed to the helpdesks for public 4-year universities in the Midwest United States.
I sent out a total of 412 recruitment emails for participation. I used publicly available email
addresses of individuals working for universities as network engineers from universities’
websites. I hosted the survey online using the services of Alchemy, formerly SurveyGizmo. The
demographic questions formed the basis for the screening survey. The first three questions dealt
with the screening survey. The screening survey captured response counts, participants' age, state
of residency, network design frameworks, experience, and job titles data.
Response Counts. The study participants started by completing a screening survey.
Figure 14 illustrates response counts for the screening survey. Prescreening poll had 620
individuals attempting to participate, and 436 did not meet the study criteria. A total of 24
potential participants did not complete the demography data form, and another 162 completed
the demography form. The 162 potential participants translated to the screened participants at a
26% completion rate.
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Figure 14
Response Count

Participants Age. Figure 15 illustrates that most people who filled the demography data
ranged in age between 20 and 34. Three individuals were under 20 years, hence disqualified
from participation, and participants between the ages of 35 and 44 was 33.2%. Seventy-seven
responses for the screening survey were between 45 and 54. Another 74 of participants indicated
they were between the ages of 55 and 65, and 41.8% of prescreening survey participants were
between the ages of 20 and 34, as illustrated in Figure 15.
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Figure 15
Participants’ Age

States. Figure 16 shows the different states where participants work. A total of 620
individuals responded to the demography question touching on age. The screening survey
disqualified 377 potential participants. The 377 individuals did not work in any public university
in the Midwest United States, representing 62.5% disqualification for individuals who attempted
to participate. Illinois had the highest number of participants at 46 responses, representing 7.6%.
The state of Ohio had the second-highest number of participants, 37, which represented 6.1% of
the participants. South Dakota had the least number of participants, with only two individuals
participating in the screening survey representing 0.3%. Illinois had more participants at 7.5%
compared to the other Midwestern states, as shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16
States

Network Design Framework. Figure 17 illustrates the network design frameworks
supported by different participants. A total of 49 people selected others. The 8.0% of participants
did not support the supported network design frameworks documented in the literature review.
Most participants indicated that they did support a Cloud-based design framework. The cloudbased design framework had 52.0% representing 317 participants. The traditional three-tier
campus network design had 39.3% of participants, as illustrated in Figure 17. The mesh-based
design had the least number of participants supporting it. The mesh-based design had 116
responses which represented 19.0% of the participants. A total of 29.0% of participants indicated
that they supported software-defined network design.
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Figure 17
Network Design Framework

Participants Experience. Six hundred twelve participants completed the experience
question as depicted in Figure 18. The participants had only two options for consideration. Most
participants had more than 1 year of experience supporting campus networks. Four hundred
thirty-nine participants responded to having more than 1 year of experience, amounting to 71.7%
in support of experience with the campus network, and 173(28.4%) participants had less than 1
year of experience, hence disqualified from participating in the anonymous survey.
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Figure 18
Participants Experience

Job Titles. Figure 19 illustrates the job titles that best-defined participants work. A total
of 150 (24.4%) did not meet the study criteria after listing others as their preferred job title.
Another 119 aligned with the network engineer title, representing 19.4% of participants. The
information technology specialist job title had 111 participants. The study attracted 11.9% of
participants with the job title of a system administrator, and the information analyst had 11.9%.
The network manager job title had 39 responses. Lastly, the job title of information systems
manager had 49 answers.
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Figure 19
Job Titles

Themes Discovered
Figure 20 depicts themes discovered. Robson and McCartan (2017) explained eight
techniques that researchers can use to identify themes. Researchers can focus on topics that occur
and reoccur throughout the completed coding. The research participants may use similar terms
and concepts, which may aid investigator in discovering themes. Metaphors and analogies used
by participants can also provide clues to researcher’s for the possibility of new themes.
Investigators can keenly listen to the participants' actions during the interview process for themes
determination. The participants’ transitions during the conversation can aid researcher in
discovering new themes. Different participants can share similarities and differences relating to
the research topic. Researcher can also look at the linguistics connectors used by participants to
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decipher themes. After coding, researcher can question the missing data to determine new
themes. Lastly, researcher can use discussed theoretical frameworks in discovering themes.
I followed Robson and McCartan's (2017) recommendations for theme determination for
this study. I started by using predetermined themes and keywords documented in the conceptual
frameworks. For example, the questionnaire form had six themes from previous literature
review. The six themes included change management, documentation, hardware and software,
resource constraints, training, and troubleshooting. After that, I listened to recorded interviews
for similar terminologies used by the participants. The phraseology used by the research
participants formed the basis of discovered themes. I used shared similarities and differences by
the participants relating to the research topic to refine discovered themes. I uploaded recorded
interviews into NVivo software for data analysis. Each case tagged to a participant was coded
with an alphanumeric code. For example, P01 represented participant number one. I listened to
the audio files multiple times. I highlighted a section of the audio file. I coded it based on the
participants' similar terms, different terms, concepts, metaphors, and analogies. I highlighted
areas of the audio files assisted in journaling and keeping track of generated themes. The coding
was done iteratively by listening to one audio file at a time. Any repetitive terminologies and
concepts from subsequent audio files were referenced and grouped together as themes, as
illustrated in Figure 20. I transcribed the interviews and cross-referenced the documented
themes.
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Figure 20
Themes Discovered

Interpretation of the Themes
I found 14 themes from the concluded study. Most of the data collected originated from
the network engineers’ lived experiences. A total of 67 network engineers completed the
anonymous questionnaire form. The 67 anonymous survey participants were used as a means of
triangulation and for supporting interview findings. Ten network engineers out of the 67
anonymous participated in recorded audio interviews. The literature review formed the basis for
the questions used in the questionnaire form. I compared themes discovered with all the elements
of the conceptual frameworks. The themes found included backup, change management
bureaucracy, communication, end-user requirements, frequent software updates and hardware
incompatibility, legacy systems, low bandwidth and wrong network connections,
misconfiguration, natural disasters, outdated documentation, skill set gaps and specialized
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training, standard network infrastructure metrics, technology life span, and time constraints for
change management.
Backup. Nine participants who completed interviews used backup systems in their
campus network. The nine participants included P01, P03, P04, P05, P06, P07, P08, P09, and
P10 as illustrated in Figure 21. Network engineers used backups to restore services for any failed
configuration change management. P01 stated,
Well, every time I make changes, I make sure to do a backup, you know, in case like, I
mess up anything right there. There's a previous version that I can refer back to. Aside
from that, I do a lot of documentation too, so that I can always trace back my steps.
Network engineers stated that having a backup was a critical success factor for any configuration
changes. For example, P03 could only proceed with configuration changes after confirming a
backup existed for the router. The approved configuration changes did not work as expected and
the network engineers fell back on the backups. P05 explained, “We shut everything down and
restored systems from the backup that resulted in some downtime.” In addition, the network
engineers experienced service disruptions due to power outages. Five of the 10 interviewed
participants experienced power outages on their campus network. The five participants included
P03, P06, P08, P09, and P10. The devices on the campus network that were not supported by any
form of power backup systems were disrupted. “It could be a simple issue such as power outages
without backups,” explained P03. In addition, P08 stated, “some of the factors that may cause
network performance issue could be a power outage.” Therefore, a need arises for all critical
devices on the network to have redundancy and backup systems for better campus network
performance. Jalalinia and Cavdar (2017) stated that network infrastructures require redundant
resources for the backup capacity that guarantees protection and provides needed resilience
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against link failures. In a recent study, Santons and Gomes (2021) recommended that each switch
on the campus network connect to a primary and a backup controller to enhance a highavailability campus network. Mousavi et al. (2020) supported these views by explaining that
using methods such as wide-area protection can lead to more stable network performance by
preventing the uncertainty of a network that has no backup protection. P04’s universities had
only one Internet service provider (ISP) and experienced service interruptions during ISP’s
maintenance window.
Figure 21
Backup and Change Management Bureaucracy
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Change Management Bureaucracy. The eight network engineers who participated in
the interview dealt with multilayered change management approval processes. As depicted in
Figure 21, the eight engineers included P02, P03, P04, P05, P06, P07, P08, and P10. In some
instances, the network engineers did configuration changes in batches. For example, according to
P02, “we do usually floor by floor.” A failed change management required more scrutiny,
rework, and approvals. It took time to have all change management board members approve a
proposed configuration change. According to P04,
What if it goes through the change advisory board process and it is approved, then we go
through with it? Now, when you are implementing a change, so for us, usually you
cannot deviate from it. It does not matter if it is right or wrong; you have to follow the
approved procedure. Moreover, if it does not get the desired results during
implementation, you have to fail them. I mean, you have to fail the change. And then start
over. After additional reviews, it is okay to fail that change and do it another day. So, it
has to go through the whole process again. So, we have a change process that has to be
followed.
Most of the universities did not have an automated change management process. Network
engineers used a checklist to perform necessary configuration changes in some cases. “We have
a detailed protocol on what needs to be done, steps that must be marked while using a checklist,”
explained P03. In some organizations, the change management configuration's writer and
implementer require different people. Successful change management requires the involvement
of people with diverse and specialized skills. Some network engineers experienced challenges
finding all the change management board members to approve configuration changes. The
technical know-how of change management board members became a barrier. The board
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members lacked the in-depth technological know-how concerning the technical work done by the
network engineers.
Change management had varied outcomes when considering the 67 completed
questionnaires. Most participants stated that they had a standardized change control action plan.
However, 13.4% had no formal change control action plan. Interestingly, 64.2% of participants
who completed the questionnaire experienced the issue of redoing a configuration after
completing the initial scope of work. Different organizations used a network configuration
change approval procedure. A total of 83.6% of participating network engineers who completed
the questionnaire form experienced the availability of network configuration change approval
procedures at their organizations. In addition, 64.2% of the participants who completed the
anonymous survey experienced problems during change implementation for the last five years.
On the contrary, 55.2% of participants experienced configuration change management
implementation problems over the previous 5 years. The other 44.8% had never experienced
problems after implementing configuration change management for 5 years.
Participants gave different reasons for what contributed to errors during configuration
change management. Some of the reasons provided included lack of communication and network
engineers failing to embrace change management planning. It was documented that configuration
changes will fall by the wayside without correct planning. During a configuration change, the
network engineers experienced errors due to outdated hardware that failed to keep up with new
cloud servers. In some instances, network engineers had to deal with too many changes in their
campus network. In addition, configuration changes failed because of the operational errors
based on the lack of knowledge associated with methods and procedures. The engineers rectified
the errors after a few extensive training days.
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The last aspect of the change management question revolved around the leadership of an
organization objecting to any network change implementation. Of which, 74.6% of the
participants who completed the anonymous questionnaire had not experienced any pushback
from their organization’s leadership team before implementing any change management.
However, 25.4% of the anonymous participants dealt with objections from their organization's
leadership team. The organization's leadership objected to network change implementation for
different reasons. The leadership team feared purchasing newer equipment and spending money
training the current resources. In addition, the leadership was not ready for the projected
downtime.
However, Cordella and Tempini (2015) explained bureaucracies as structures designed to
increase organizational practices and procedures efficiency. The participants explained that
change management bureaucracy challenges their effectiveness in implementing configuration
changes, especially for quick turnaround expectations. Duffled and Royals (2021) stated that
organizations experienced a measurable increase in the uptake of new systems when using
proper change management. The concern for engineers was related to the hours it took to review
configuration changes. Additionally, some change management board members were not readily
available to approve proposed configuration changes, explained P08.
Communication. Figure 22 depicts the coding outcome for communication. Seven
network engineers who participated in the interview had different experiences relating to
communication. Network engineers worked in teams of which they shared knowledge and any
configuration changes. For example, that was the P01 issue. “So, for my team and me, we often
have to do more research than we are supposed to do to troubleshoot certain issues,” stated P01.
P02 explained that teamwork and collaboration among all stakeholders successfully implemented
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the configuration changes on the campus network. In some universities, the network engineers
experienced communication breakdowns. The communication gaps led to the unsuccessful
implementation of configuration changes. New engineers could not proceed with tasks without
the input of seasoned engineers at the university. The network engineers struggled to keep up
with peers working on different work schedules. The engineers pulled resources together to
support the campus network. Therefore, any missed communications among engineers delayed
configuration changes on the campus network. According to P05,
Oh, yeah, most of the stuff, some of the stuff that we do kind of team-based, and if you
are working as a team, everything you do has to be coordinated so you can get in there
and update some software that somebody else is working because you are more likely to
overwrite may be some changes that somebody made that is also working on the same
software that you are working on. So, there is constant communication and with constant
communication. That means there is a lot of that slowness in terms of what is being
achieved at any moment because a decision that you can complete quickly if you are
working alone. You have to go through this communication layer; hey, you are doing
this, are you doing this? Moreover, I did this, and I take this down, you know, constant
communication. So that tends to slow work a little bit.
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Figure 22
Communication and End User Requirements

End-User Requirements. Nine interviewed participants had to deal with the end-user
challenges. The end-users provided ambiguous information at the university where P01 worked.
The ambiguous information resulted in the network engineers doing more research before
resolving the campus network issues. “Users do not provide all the necessary details. So, for my
team and me, we often have to do more research than we are supposed to do to troubleshoot
certain issues,” explained P01.
Furthermore, an influx of users on the campus network for P01 resulted in degraded
network performance. P05 attributed network performance issues on the campus network due to
a lack of training for end-users. P10 team works with a centralized network engineer team.
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Hence, the campus network designers lacked accurate information for the end users’
requirements. According to P10,
We are very decentralized, and so there is a centralized networking group that makes
those decisions. Furthermore, suppose they are not well informed about the needs of the
end users. That affects their design decisions because they do not know what devices are
on the network.
Additionally, P10 had to deal with end-users plugging rogue and unapproved devices on the
campus network. The devices plugged in by the end-users caused a broadcast storm on the
campus network.
Frequent Software Updates and Hardware Incompatibility. Figure 23 illustrates the
interviewed participants who experienced issues relating to frequent software updates and
hardware incompatibility on their campus network. Nine participants had varied experiences of
how frequent software updates and hardware incompatibility increased workload and impacted
the campus network performance. Regular software updates degraded network performance.
According to P01, “Well, I would say that sometimes when we do updates, it makes our service
initially slower. Nevertheless, then after some time, it would be fine. However, it would be slow
initially after an update.” P04 added, “There are a lot of software changes going on and a lot of
new apps” that necessitated frequent configuration changes on the campus.
Frequent firmware updates contributed to many configuration changes on the campus
network. Software updates done at the same time on the campus network devices degraded the
campus network performance. New software applications required some form of a learning curve
for engineers to be efficient in their work. The latest version of the software could not work with
the existing networking infrastructure. For example, some newer software versions lacked
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backward compatibility with preexisting campus network infrastructure. “There have been some
firmware updates that have failed. It was not necessarily a network outage, but it did shrink when
the maintenance window was open,” stated P10. New code push had errors that led to the
unavailability of network services. The end-users had to familiarize themselves with new
software applications. Fleischmann et al. (2016) suggested that users prefer frequent feature
updates over less frequent update packages that bundle several features in one update.
Furthermore, some developers find software updates unreliable. Some software updates never
conflicted with the current campus network systems (Hejderup & Gousios, 2022). P04 dealt with
frequent software updates, and code upgrades forced network engineers to schedule
configuration change procedures, explained P07.
Furthermore, 65.7% of participants who completed the anonymous questionnaire
experienced hardware incompatibility issues in their campus network. By contrast, 34.3% of the
participants had not experienced hardware incompatibility issues in their campus network. A
majority of participants, at 50.7%, had not experienced the mandatory requirement of having a
specific hardware brand name deployed on their network. Moreover, 49.3% acknowledged that
deploying a particular brand of hardware name on their networks was mandatory. Network
engineers were expected to only work with specific vendor equipment.
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Figure 23
Frequent Software Updates and Hardware Incompatibility

Legacy Systems. I did not anticipate the theme of Legacy Systems. However, eight
engineers who participated in the interview dealt with archaic campus network infrastructure.
P04 singled out aging devices as the primary source of frequent configuration changes. P04
stated I have to bring up to speed aging devices. The aging devices needed upgrades. P05’s
university had been hacked because of outdated software on the campus network. “We have been
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hacked because of some of the servers that we maintain, and some of it is because we have
servers that are still running some ancient software,” explained P05. The legacy systems at P07’s
university required an upgrade to keep up with the latest technology on the market and the
current industry standards.
The main challenge with maintenance is just keeping up with, like I said, keeping up with
updates or keeping up with updated software to whereby you have to ensure that your
software keeps up to date with the current industry standards. (P07).
P08 explained that legacy systems caused the campus network performance issues due to
previous vendor lock-in. P08 stated,
You might get into an agreement with the vendor to help you with running the network.
And then in between, you ran out of finances, and now you cannot pull out from the
contract you had signed with the vendors. So that is a challenge.
P09 explained legacy systems in terms of lifespan. The legacy systems will start failing and
degrading the campus network performance after 5 years, added P09.
Low Bandwidth and Wrong Network Connections. Figure 24 illustrates low
bandwidth, wrong network connections, and misconfiguration coding outcomes.
The university bandwidth became an issue when more users logged in simultaneously. The
network performance degraded when multiple users downloaded big files. According to P05,
“Servers tend to get slow during certain times of the day when many people may log in
simultaneously.” P04 expounded:
The professor tells them. Go to this link and click on this, and the whole class goes badly
at the same time and clicks it. Hey, how about maybe 30 people, you know, clicking on a
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website or a phone to download it simultaneously? Moreover, you know, slow down the
network?
In some cases, network engineers could not virtually transfer files via the campus network. The
network engineers had to use physical means to transfer files.
P05 elaborated: “Occasionally, machines may not be responsive, so you might have to go
in and get what you want physically in the office instead of accessing it remotely.” Using
multiple service set identifiers (SSIDs) as the network name confused users. As a result, the
users connected to the wrong campus network SSID, and it required the intervention of the
network engineers to rectify problems experienced by end-users. P05 added that as far as work is
concerned, servers tend to get slow during certain times of the day when many people log in
simultaneously. P02 stated:
One of the most significant challenges users often connect to the wrong network for
every student is that they are separated into different categories by years and by some of
their majors. So, if they connect to the wrong network with the wrong credential, they
would not be able to get in. So, I have to make sure they connect to the correct network
many times.
Ruan et al. (2020) stated that modern information technology applications demand stringent lowlatency transmission. Hence, a need arises for the current campus network configuration to
reduce its latency towards a millisecond when considering bandwidth utilization (Ruan et al.,
2020).
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Figure 24
Low Bandwidth and Wrong Network Connections and Misconfiguration

Misconfiguration. I did not anticipate this theme to feature predominately among the ten
engineers who participated in the interview. Figure 24 illustrates the nine participants who lived
the experience of misconfigurations in their campus network. P04 had to resolve misconfigured
IP address conflicts within their campus network. P04 elaborated:
For example, misconfigured IP addresses, you know, so sometimes you have two devices
configured for the same IP addresses and then becomes an issue because now one has to
be dropped or there will be no communication at all. P09 experienced similar issues
relating to IP misconfiguration.
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P09 expounded: “So, all, like all users, knew how to use the domain. But now, after we
did that, the devices were not resolving the IP address to the domain name. Thus, the network
resources were not being found.” P10 experienced misconfigurations in their campus network.
P10 had to deal with miss configured network switch. “We can have a poorly configured
machine that could cause a particular subnet or switch to freak out,” explained P10. P05 stated:
“So, I mean, many things may be slower than they usually are. If everything is configured
correctly or if there are enough resources to take care of many people connecting at the same
time.”
Natural Disasters. Natural disasters did not feature in the literature reviews section.
However, as illustrated in Figure 25, seven network engineers explained different aspects of the
campus network degradation that happened as a result of natural disaster-related activities.
According to P02, a campus network outage occurred due to a tornado. “It was due to an all
tornado,” stated P02. P04 added, “and then the other thing is natural disasters. We went through
power outages the other day we had had a tornado.” In a recent study, Elkady et al. (2022)
explained that for the last 20 years, natural disaster events have been increasing, affecting 3.25
billion people. Furthermore, Munawar et al. (2022) stated a gap in knowledge about disaster
prediction and mitigation when considering disruptive technologies.
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Figure 25
Natural Disasters and Outdated Documentation

Outdated Documentation. Network engineers must keep records that assist quick
troubleshooting and pinpoint the causes of errors on the network (Cisco, 2018). Cisco (2018)
recommended that the network engineers keep records of network configuration files, endsystem configuration files, network topology diagrams, and network baselining. Seven engineers
who participated in the interview had different issues relating to documentation of their campus
network. According to P01, “The initial issue, I would say that there is a lot of not enough
documentation. Like a lot, I remember it is hard to do specific tasks because of the lack of
documentation.” P03 expounded: “One of the enormous challenges was trying to troubleshoot a
simple node mislabeled with the wrong IP address.” P04 added, “That is just one of them, but we
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also have another problem that I have seen sometimes we mislabel devices on the network, or
devices are not labeled at all.”
In addition, 38 out of 67 anonymous participants experienced reconfiguration of network
equipment due to outdated documentation. However, 43.3% of participants had not experienced
outdated documentation leading to a reconfiguration of network equipment. The documentation
in place was ancient. The campus network may have had clearly labeled devices. However, the
documentation was not current. All 67 participants who completed the questionnaire documented
all changes done on their campus network. The participants indicated that campus network
documentation was up to date. On the contrary, network engineers still experienced outdated
documentation resulting in the reconfiguration of network equipment. Keeping of manuals and
notes for all network equipment supported was experienced by 59 participants.
On the other hand, eight engineers who completed the anonymous questionnaire
indicated they did not keep manuals or notes for all network equipment supported on their
campus network. Four engineers who completed the anonymous questionnaire acknowledged
that all devices on their network were not labeled clearly. We had 63 engineers who completed
the questionnaire, representing 94.0% of responses indicating that all devices on their network
were labeled clearly. A total of 65.7% of engineers who completed the anonymous questionnaire
had experienced the problem of not finding appropriate documentation for the equipment they
supported. Documentation repository did not exist in some universities for all the campus
network devices.
Moreover, 23 participants who completed the anonymous questionnaire had never
experienced the pain of not finding proper documentation for their supported equipment. When it
comes to sharing undocumented configurations, 53.7% of the participants had not encountered a
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situation where coworkers were unwilling to share undocumented configurations. In comparison,
31 network engineers had experienced the issue of coworkers not being willing to share
undocumented configurations. According to Behutiye et al. (2022), any organization with a
missing and outdated quality requirement for documentation leads to technical debt and a lack of
common understanding among all the stakeholders. For example, it took P04 a long time to
rectify configuration issues because the documentation and labeling of the network devices were
not up to date. Nakayama et al. (2021) agreed that accurate formal documentation (explicit
knowledge) and tacit knowledge (personal interactions) play a significant role when considering
employee turnover and knowledge hoarding. Recently, Shafiee et al. (2017) explained that lack
of documentation degraded the quality of product configuration systems. Therefore, the network
engineers should keep updated IT documentation that depends on the configuration system
knowledge development.
Skill Set Gaps and Specialized Training. Figure 26 illustrates the shared experiences of
network engineers dealing with skill set gaps and specialized training. According to P01, “I
always needed some assistance from someone more senior when I started.” New employees had
skill set gaps in understanding the current network design and topology. For example, P03 dealt
with an existing campus network previously designed. P03 lacked knowledge of preconfigured
devices by the previous network engineers. Some aspects of the network campus required highly
skilled and specialized trained employees. According to P05, “Another one is maybe this system
not being implemented the way it was supposed to be because of technical shortcomings of the
person or the people who were implementing that.”
In some cases, successful change management required proper coordination among
engineers with varied skill sets. Network engineers spend much time researching to fill in
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missing technical know-how before successfully troubleshooting technical issues. P06 had to
learn Juniper syntax before completing a lifecycle project replacing Cisco switches with Juniper
switches. P06 explained that getting rid of Cisco networking devices and replacing them with
Juniper was a slight challenge because he had to learn Juniper syntax. Experienced network
engineers acted as a point of escalation while training new employees.
Campfield (2021) explained, “You do not need to know much about security to know that
security skills are in short supply. Demand for cyber security expertise is exploding as
cyberthreats become increasingly advanced, persistent, and adept at evading detection.”
According to P05, the university had been hacked several times because the university lacked the
needed capacity to keep up with advanced hacking strategies. P04 added that the university has
struggled to find experienced people to monitor the campus network performance. P01 stated
that junior employees had to wait for directions from experienced network engineers. In a
different study, O’Connor (2021) documented that the Leeds City region in the United Kingdom
experienced the digital skills gap. As a result, a university and local business community started
partnering to train people in software development, software testing, business analysis, and
project management, which are key areas when considering the campus network's design,
configuration, and maintenance. Li et al. (2021) explained that organizations would continue
experiencing skill set gaps as more institutions adopt artificial intelligence, automation, and big
data analytics in their campus network.
All 67 participants who completed the anonymous questionnaire answered the question,
“Does your information technology department have enough resources to support your
organization's business needs?” Of which, eight anonymous engineers stated no. Additionally, 59
anonymous network engineers agreed that their information technology department had enough
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resources to support their organization's business needs. Out of 67 anonymous participants,
89.6% indicated that their IT department kept up with the latest network design frameworks on
the market. Seven anonymous participants had experienced the issue of their IT departments not
keeping up with the newest network design frameworks on the market. We had an almost split
outcome concerning IT department experience any form of skill set gaps relating to network
design and management. Half of the participants had experienced their IT departments struggling
with skill set gaps in configuring and designing campus networks, while 52.2% of the
anonymous participants had experienced their IT departments struggling with skill set gaps in
configuring and designing campus networks. A total of 56.7% of the anonymous participants
agreed that they have services relating to their network that have been outsourced to a third-party
company to assist in implementation. As a result, some universities outsourced labor to fill in the
skill set gaps. In contrast, 43.3% of the anonymous participants had not experienced their
organizations outsourcing services to any third-party company due to resource constraints.
Rapid technological advancement was an issue for 53.7% of the anonymous participants.
The other 46.3% of the anonymous participants had not experienced keeping up with rapid
technological advancements. When considering what is currently on the market, 59.7% of the
anonymous participant inventoried their technical skills more than one year ago. In the last six
months, only 34.3% of the anonymous participants took stock of their technical skills. The other
6.0% of the anonymous engineers have stayed for more than three years without evaluating their
technical skills. Consequently, it was not a surprise for 56.7% of the anonymous participants
experiencing technical difficulties configuring a network device due to a lack of specific training
or skill sets.
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Figure 26
Skill Set Gaps and Specialized Training
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Standard Network Infrastructure Metrics. Six interview participants shared their lived
experiences on how standard network infrastructure metrics assisted in maintaining the campus
network. Figure 26 illustrates the coding outcome of the ten interview participants concerning
the standard network infrastructure. For example, P04 and P08 had different experiences and
recommendations regarding standard network infrastructure metrics. According to P04, the
primary network infrastructure metrics assisted in monitoring network devices, and the network
engineers could assess the network devices to ascertain performance issues. In some instances,
the standard network infrastructure metrics could assist network engineers in pinpointing the
bottlenecks within the campus network. P04 reinforced the need to capture standard network
infrastructure metrics when maintaining the campus network. P04 denoted:
I think the biggest thing is monitoring because that requires the right people and the right
tools. So, if you do not have the right tools you really cannot see inside your network,
know what is happening. You cannot monitor performance. You cannot monitor the
devices themselves if they are failing or not, you know. So, if something fails and you
cannot figure out what failed, it takes longer to troubleshoot, so we should know and
figure out what went wrong. There are tools to do all the monitoring, but they are
expensive. So, if the college is not going to spend money and get the right people to do
the monitoring, it becomes an issue.
In addition, P08 stated, “If there is no proper management to the network, making sure
that the firmware is updated at all levels, monitoring the spikes, and acting on the different
signals on each router and switch or firewall network will experience outages.”
In the study, 10.4% of participants who completed the anonymous survey experienced an
issue with their organization not having proper means of collecting standard network
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infrastructure metrics. Standard network infrastructure metrics can caution network engineers
about imminent campus network performance issues. Recently, Poulin and Kane (2021)
explained that standard network infrastructure metrics communicate both quantitative and
qualitative system performance attributes and resilience to stakeholders. Moreover, Galvan and
Agarwal (2020) described the need to assess campus network vulnerability. The campus network
may experience unsafe conclusions during troubleshooting by network engineers about the
system vulnerability when not properly monitored (Galvan & Agarwal, 2020). Kizhakkedath and
Tai (2021) stated that critical network infrastructure is vulnerable to failures. The failures can
result from natural disasters, component aging, and terrorist attacks that result in service
disruptions (Kizhakkedath & Tai, 2021). Therefore, a need arises for network engineers to
implement monitoring systems for standard network infrastructure metrics. The configuration of
monitoring should assist with better understanding how the failure of network components
affects the performance and integrity of the campus network. It can assist the network engineer
to troubleshoot issues on their network quickly. For example, all 67 anonymous participants
experienced some form of prolonged hours of troubleshooting which could have been avoided
with proper monitoring systems. The least hours it took troubleshooting a network problem was
one hour. The mean average was two hours. The most prolonged hours reported for an engineer
to complete troubleshooting network issues was 50. The mode was three hours, with 89.6% of
participants who completed the anonymous survey acknowledging that their organizations had
proper means of collecting standard network infrastructure metrics to assist with troubleshooting.
The other 10.4% of the anonymous participants experienced the issue of their organization not
having appropriate means of collecting standard network infrastructure metrics.
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Technology Life Span. Figure 27 illustrates the shared experiences of network engineers
dealing with technology life span and time constraints for change management. I did not
envision this theme in the interviews. However, five interviewed participants (P03, P05, P06,
P08, and P09) shared about technology life span concerning legacy systems, cost of replacing
aging devices, end-user requirements for newer systems on the campus network, faulty
hardware, and vendor Lock-in. P03 dealt with a legacy system with outdated technology. P03 put
in many efforts to update the aging campus network systems. According to P03, they increased
system efficiencies by eliminating bottlenecks. “We implemented a ticketing system to make it
more accountable and document issues on the campus network,” explained P03. According to
P05, “So if you are going for the budget, you end up with some optimal systems of the shelf
system or network equipment that may not last long and may not do what it was envisioned.”
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Figure 27
Technology Life Span and Time Constraints for Change Management

Time Constraints for Change Management. Network engineers were obligated to
perform configuration changes at a specific time. The configuration changes were required to
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take place during the maintenance window. According to P10, “We are already centralized. It all
must happen within a maintenance window. And that part of configuring the actual physical
equipment comes down to timing, and the turnaround is often short.” Engineers had to abort the
configuration changes midway due to running out of time. The failed configuration changes had
to be rescheduled to a later date. The engineers struggled to schedule configuration changes for
the systems that were in high demand and required continuous uptime. All participants
experienced prolonged hours of troubleshooting their network devices at some point.
Representation and Visualization of the Data
Interviews. The interview participants started by completing a screening survey. They
proceeded to complete the anonymous questionnaire and signed the interview consent form. A
total of 36 consent forms were signed for interviews. Ten participants completed interviews. The
10 interview participants were among the 36 who returned the interview consent forms and
agreed for an audio recorded interview as approved by IRB. Figure 28 illustrates how the
interview participants shared experiences were referenced during the coding process.
Alphanumeric characters were used to conceal the participants' real identities. All interviewed
participants work at different universities. The universities had numerous individuals qualifying
for the study definition of a network engineer based on the information available from their
websites. Each participant represented a single case. All interviews happened through the Zoom
platform. I allowed participants to ask any questions for clarification before commencing the
interview process. The interviews lasted for about 30 minutes. I interviewed engineers at their
preferred time. However, some participants had unforeseen technical issues and could not make
it to the scheduled Zoom interview. Three participants had to respond to emergencies at work.
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Five participants demanded compensation before participating in the discussion, which I had not
scoped out in the proposal.
Figure 28
Interview Participant’s Codes Cross References

Case 1. P01 is an information systems manager at the university and is in charge of the
system's configuration and ensures all computer systems are functional. P01 is responsible for
performing quality assurance for all network configuration changes at the university. The
university where P01 works use a ticketing system for requests from users. P01 acknowledged
that his team spent much time researching before successfully troubleshooting any technical
issues. The technical team where P01 worked did not have enough technical documentation. A
documentation respiratory does not exist apart from the ticket system. New hires must depend on
more seasoned employees to complete their tasks. The new employees tend to escalate issues to
more senior employees who have worked at the university for some time. P01 stated that the
university experienced trouble granting access to the users.
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P01 never experienced any challenges relating to change management as the solo person
in charge of quality assurance. The university suffers from network connection issues when too
many people access services simultaneously. In that case, the users experience degraded services
due to bandwidth throttling provided by the service provider. P01 ensured that a backup existed
before making any configuration changes on the campus network. P01 used documentation as a
form of a change management plan. The documentation assisted P01’s team with any rollback
during change management. P01 did not have an additional person to oversee the change control.
P01 spent a lot of his time doing quality assurance to ensure all changes on the network
succeeded. After completing change management, the university that P01 works for did not
experience any network outage.
P01’s university uses a cloud-based network design framework. The design is seamlessly
easy to use, and all devices on the network stay connected. The cloud-based network design
serves P01’s university well when considering the current university services. P01’s university
experienced a significant network outage related to information system security. The information
technology security team reconfigured the network devices and eliminated software
vulnerabilities. The university did not experience any difficulties finding qualified people to
support the campus network. P01 encourages network engineers to ensure proper and updated
network documentation exists. Figure 29 illustrates coded themes for P01.
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Figure 29
Themes Coding for P01

Case 2. P02 identified himself as an information technology specialist. P02 maintains
computer systems at the university. P02 provides technical support to all users at the university.
P02 stated, “When users have issues connecting to the university network, it is my role to make
sure they can connect successfully.” P02 does network configurations of devices on the campus
network.
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P02 experienced different challenges while designing, configuring, and maintaining
campus networks. P02 explained, “One of the biggest challenges is users often connecting to the
wrong network. Student networks are separated into different categories by years and by their
majors.” Hence, students using the wrong network and credentials cannot authenticate. In this
case, students often question the performance of the campus network.
P02 used his time to ensure students were connected to the correct network. It took P02 a
long time to find accurate user information. P02’s campus network experienced performance
degradation during software updates. “The campus network services usually become slower
during software updates,” said P02. The campus network regains stability after the completion of
software updates.
The network configuring changes are done in batches at P02’s university. P02 stated,
“We do configuration changes floor by floor.” The senior managers must approve changes
before network engineers proceed with configuration changes. P02 experienced network
performance degradation. For example, the factor contributing to degraded network performance
at the university included the influx of uses. If there are too many users, it slows down the
system, P02 explained. During change initiatives, nothing gets compromised. Teamwork proved
to be a significant success factor for any change management. P02’s university experienced a
network outage due to a tornado. According to P02, a tornado swept through the university
location, and network connectivity was suddenly lost. The campus network users have also had
to deal with frequent software updates that disrupt their standard functionality.
P02’s university uses a cloud-based network design configuration. “The network
performance is overall okay unless we have a rush hour,” P02 said. The current network
configuration becomes way too slow than usual during rush hour. The rush hour occurs when the
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university has more people accessing the campus network simultaneously. P02 recommended a
bandwidth increase for proper campus network performance. P02’s workplace has wellmaintained documentation for all the equipment supported. The documentation is uploaded in
the cloud for easy accessibility by everyone who supports the campus network. Figure 30
illustrates themes coding for P02.
Figure 30
Themes Coding for P02
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Case 3. P03 was a seasoned network engineer. P03 dealt with the daily activities of
configuring campus networks. P03 acts as the technologist responsible for advising other
administrative units on issues relating to campus network performance. P03 has a more profound
understanding of various university business initiatives.
P03 experienced challenges relating to government regulations and compliances. P03
stated that “you must follow and abide by certain regulations that impact the design and
configuration of the campus network.” The government regulations have restricted what network
engineers can deploy on the campus network. The university has different departments that
demand other requirements to fulfill the needs of campus network users. P03’s information
technology unit deals with the legal, administrative, and accounting departments.
P03’s university has grappled with network outages. The network outages generated
inefficiencies and unwarranted downtime for the university, P03 explained. P03 joined the
university recently from a different organization. P03 said, “I inherited a network already been
designed.” Hence, the network design already had preexisting design challenges. I am working
on making different configuration upgrades to make it more efficient, said P03. The current
network lacks documentation. The documentation in place is not up to date. According to P03,
“poor documentation has been a huge challenge when troubleshooting.” P03 experienced devices
with missing labels. In addition, P03 explained that IP addresses in use are not documented. For
instance, one of the servers within the campus network had a conflicting IP address with another
device which disrupted network services availability.
The university has a strict protocol for all network engineers to follow before making
configuration changes. We use a checklist before performing any configuration changes,
explained P03. The network engineers must use the checklist as a blueprint for making proposed
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configuration changes. The change management process is automated at the university.
Furthermore, P03 described that “security gaps have been the main source of continuous
configuration changes within our network.” The engineers perform configuration changes as a
means of mitigating cyber security risks.
P03’s campus network degradation has been attributed to different factors. Some of the
reasons why the campus network degraded included power outages. The campus does not have
power backup systems to support all the devices configured on the campus network. Constant
application changes have contributed to degraded network performance as well. Network devices
have been unplugged, leading to disruption of services. Some of the ports in the current network
were not configured correctly. As a result, users have experienced service disruption due to
misconfiguration of network ports. The campus network has suffered from network latency
during the scheduled maintenance window. According to P03, another major bottleneck for
network performance has been end-users, “people demanding too much from the network.” The
end uses have slowed the network performance while streaming videos.
Configuration changes are only authorized to ascertain time and day. P03 stated, “for
example, if you plan to reconfigure a router, you must make sure you have backups in place.” A
detailed documentation process must explain the step-by-step procedure for the intended change.
The critical factor for successful changes has been tied to proper configuration changes and
documentation reviews. P03 experienced a network outage at their university. At one point, “we
were doing a major overhaul of legacy switches, Ethernet cables, and the systems did not come
back online.” This incidence was attributed to misconfiguration of the ports and not plugging
data cables to the correct ports. The data cables were not accurately labeled, P03 said. After
configuration changes, we ended up with end-user issues not accessing the services. One of the
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network engineers within our department had to take a refresher course for the devices we do
support. That was a recommendation to upgrade their skills. In the future, P03 recommended an
optimized network design framework, more so when considering distributed data. The current
network design has room for growth. We are considering upgrading the data backbone
infrastructure to fiber, and this will assist in removing any bottlenecks in the contemporary
design and configuration. In addition, future arrangements should be automated to avoid any
human errors. It is easier to identify issues with a well-labeled system.
Furthermore, P03 recommended an integrated network design framework for an easy and
quick upgrade. The lifespan of technology has been a significant issue, and the current
technological rendering does not stay that way for long. Hence, P03 suggested that an
organization have a continuous training program for all the IT employees. Figure 31 illustrates
themes coding for P03.
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Figure 31
Themes Coding for P03

Case 4. P04 duties include network designing, implementation, and maintenance. P04
spent much time monitoring the campus network. P04 has had to deal with network security
issues at the university. P04 stated that “security is the topmost issue we grapple with.” The
challenge revolves around ensuring all authorized users access the campus network
infrastructure.
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P04 experienced conflicts within their campus network. We had different devices
misconfigured with the same IP address, P04 explained. In this case, the devices could not
communicate. Furthermore, P04 expounded on the misconfiguration issue, “If you configure the
same static IP address with two devices, we have a communication problem.” I have also
experienced problems such as mislabeled devices or the devices not labeled at all, explained P04.
P04 experienced difficulties configuring and identifying devices on the campus network that
were not appropriately labeled. It led to more time spent researching the appropriate device
before the network problem could be isolated.
According to P04, monitoring remains a top priority for stable campus network
performance. Configuring and monitoring all network devices requires skilled people and the
correct tools, P04 explained. The network engineers who do not have the right tools find
monitoring their network performance difficult. For example, the network engineers will not
detect failing devices within the campus network, explained P04. Furthermore, it will take longer
for network engineers to troubleshoot and identify what went wrong, leading to campus network
degradation. The cost element of available tools for monitoring networks poses other challenges
for network administrators. The university experiences challenges in hiring experienced people
with more profound knowledge about campus network monitoring.
The university has experienced degradation of the campus network because of the service
providers, P04 explained. P04 detected a trend of performance issues within their campus
network. The university could experience network outages on Fridays and Saturdays. It turned
out to be the designated days for the Internet service provider to perform network maintenance
from their end. Another challenge for P04 concerned end-users uploading big files. The big files
slowed the network performance. The current campus network was never designed to scale well
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with big files upload. As a result, users have experienced poor quality of services. Another
incidence for network degradation happened when the professor instructed students to click on a
specific online video. The class had 30 students downloading the same video at the same time.
P04’s university has a change management board. The board meets typically and decides
on the type of changes needed on the network. P04 stated that configuration change procedures
are written first. A colleague will have to do a peer review and ensure the accuracy of the written
process. The writer cannot be the same as the reviewer or the implementer, explained P04. The
written configuration change procedure will have to be submitted for discussions and approvals
to the board. The board will weigh in any risk factors concerning the proposed configuration
changes. The implementer cannot deviate from the approved configuration change procedure.
The implementer will fail the approved configuration change procedure if it does not yield the
needed results. The network engineer will have to start afresh rewriting the configuration change
procedure. P04 explained, “The change process must be adhered to.”
Code upgrades have forced network engineers to schedule configuration change
procedures. P04 has had to deal with frequent software updates. The campus network has had to
undergo an overhaul due to aging hardware. The engineers have equally tried to ensure the
campus network keeps up with the latest technology available on the market. P04 dealt with the
problem of updating firmware on aging equipment. That did not work. “I was forced to upgrade
the hardware to be compatible with the latest version of the software,” explained P04. Upgrading
both the hardware and software assisted in solving slow connectivity within the campus network.
The competence of network engineers remained a significant factor in the successful
implementation of configuration changes. The network engineer who writes the configuration
change procedure, the reviewers, the board members, and the implementers of a configuration
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change played a significant role in ensuring the successful configuration of new changes on the
network. According to P04, “if the human element does what is supposed to do, the changes are
successful.” The university requires the right people to implement the changes, but sometimes
they struggle to find experienced network engineers.
P04 experienced a network outage after implementing a configuration change. In this
case, the implementer did not follow all the steps. Some steps were missed during the
configuration, explained P04. After completing the last actions by the implementer, the devices
could not work as expected. It required additional steps for the new configuration management
process. The failed configurations needed to be undone using an approved configuration change
procedure. As a result, the network engineers consumed more time troubleshooting and rewriting
new change configuration procedures. The network engineers faced challenges of gathering all
board members at the same time to go through the change management procedure for needed
approvals.
P04 supports a hybrid network design framework. The university has recently migrated
some services to the cloud. The university did not have experienced network engineers to deal
with current network configurations. Hence, the university was forced to outsource some of the
services. The university had to deal with security breaches. The users were trained, but still, they
did not follow security procedures to protect the campus network from external threats such as
viruses and hackers. Recently, the university had to deal with natural disasters. P04 explained
that “we went through hurricanes.” The campus network has equally suffered from power
outages. In this case, some of the campus network devices were not connected to power backup
systems. P04 prefers software-defined networks because the software-defined network
framework is easier to monitor and troubleshoot. Figure 32 illustrates themes coded for P04.
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Figure 32
Themes Coding for P04

Case 5. P05 is tasked with the role of developing systems on the campus network. P05
ensures that applications used by the campus employees and students are functional. P05
integrates the applications with the existing campus network infrastructure. At the onset of
COVID-19, P05 started working remotely while supporting the university. The biggest challenge
has been with network reliability, stated P05. P05, “The virtual private network drops connection
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most of the time.” The disruption of services leads to additional troubleshooting to establish
connections.
The network performance at the university degrades when downloading files. The
significant problems incurred were related to human errors. The software updates done on the
server occasionally caused slow connectivity. The server maintenance took place during offhours, and the scheduling for preventive care takes place early in advance. After change
management, P05 experienced issues with the database not functioning correctly. P05 had to use
an existing backup to recover server functionalities in this instance. P05’s campus network
experiences slowness during the day. According to P05, “The servers become extremely slow
when we have more people logged in simultaneously.”
When it comes to change management, the system administrators monitor server
performance. The systems administrators planned their work to minimize downtime. P05 works
in a team-based environment that requires collaboration between peers before making
configuration changes. The success of change management has depended on constant
communication among all systems administrators. The layered form of communication has
slowed down our operations to maintain the campus network efficiently, P05 explained.
P05 stated that their team dedicates time to do research work. According to P05, “We
have come across new technologies that we have never worked with before.” The campus
network degraded to an extent where you had to physically use a flash drive to transfer files
between different terminals. There were other factors that system administrators dealt with while
designing and configuring campus networks. P05 said, “We have newer systems on the market
that network engineers are struggling with.” For example, the university is still using old network
design infrastructure. The old servers in use are costly for maintenance and degrade the network
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performance. The university has started transitioning data from the traditional servers on campus
to the cloud. Therefore, the university is still missing out on the powers of the cloud. The
technical know-how remains a challenge as the university modernizes the network infrastructure.
The university experienced cost constraints in upgrading the current network infrastructure. We
have been hacked because of the old technology we are currently using, explained P05.
Essentially, the servers are running old software that is vulnerable to cyber-attacks.
The university has a change advisory board. Any configuration changes must be
submitted to the university change advisory board. The request must include detailed
explanations for the proposed configuration changes. P05 said, “Changes are submitted to the
advisory board, explaining what they are for, how they are going to be done, and what are the
backup plans.” The system administrators must have proposed changes go through a test
environment before submitting to the change advisory board for approvals. The change advisory
board will only approve the proposed configuration changes for the production environment after
understanding the outcome from the test environment. According to P05, the test environment
mirrors the production environment. Hence, the configuration changes are expected to succeed
when implemented in the production environment. The university uses the three-layered
approach for change management. The layered approach deals with the designing environment.
The second consists of the testing environment. The third layer moves into the production of the
proposed configuration changes on the campus network. The layered approach has assisted in
limiting any errors that may compromise the performance of the campus network.
The university experienced challenges with training after deploying new configurations
on the campus network. In some cases, the end-users were not appropriately trained before using
the more recent systems. The users have caused errors in the systems, explained P05. They did
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not use the new configuration changes on the campus infrastructure as envisioned. Additionally,
the implementers contributed to problems in the production environment. That could be
attributed to technical shortcomings of the system administrator implementing approved
configuration changes, explained P05.
The university experienced a high turnover. It took time to train the new system
administrators before handling all configuration changes by themselves. The new systems
administrators generated errors that led to campus network outages. In this instance, the new
administrator had not been fully trained. The new systems administrators had no prior knowledge
of the campus network design and configurations. P05 recommended for the university to invest
in training new system administrators. Additionally, P05 stated, “The new system administrators
should not be allowed to lay their hands-on existing systems before completely understanding
how they work.” The systems administrators dealt with budget constraints. The systems
administrators acquired an application off the shelf and the products’ cost within the stipulated
budget. According to P05, “Cheap in the most instance does not always mean the best, it may be
the best for the pocket, but not the best for performance.” The cheap network gears may not last
long or perform optimally on the network.
Change management implementation takes place after approvals from the change
advisory board. A system administrator is then assigned to execute the configuration changes.
Typically, the same system administrator presented proposed changes to the advisory board. All
stakeholders had to be involved during the implementation process. For example, if the system
administrator had worked on the server that houses different applications, the database
administrator, the system administrator, the network engineer, and the software developers
would have to participate in the change implementation process. The different teams ensured that
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standard work procedures were followed. The database administrator assured that naming
conventions were accurate. The systems administrator checked proposed changes and ensured all
loopholes for hackers were sealed. The bottom line was to ensure specialized information
technology professionals handled what they must do to safeguard the campus network.
The success of change management was tied to using modern tools. However, the
underlying network infrastructure was outdated. The tools used for implementing change
configuration were more popular on the market. The popular tools used made the configuration
changes a little bit easier. Different organizations tested the applications and proven them to be
state of the art. Hence, they assisted in providing quality products for implemented configuration
changes.
P05’s university has experienced systems outages after implementing change
configuration. The configuration changes worked in the test environment but failed in the
production environment. The test environment and production environment were out of sync,
explained P05. P05 recommended thorough testing to prevent similar occurrences. Furthermore,
the engineer who implemented the proposed changes may not be the best person to test.
According to P05, “The quality of the end product after configuration depended on how many
engineers tested it and for how long.”
The current network design framework does not have a single point of failure. The
network design has server backups. The servers are distributed within the campus in different
buildings. The configurations allowed other systems to run from different servers at various
locations. It looks more of a distributed system, P05 said. Hence, the kind of redundancy in place
benefitted the university. A failure of one server always ensures we have a running server
always. However, it costs more to sustain multiple servers. Using mirrored systems assisted in
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quick recovery. Another major challenge concerned different departments having different
requirements for the campus network. According to P05, it has not been easy to upgrade the
university network infrastructure in unison. Each department approached issues differently,
slowing down the acceleration of upgrading the entire campus network to modern technologies.
Figure 33 illustrates themes coded for P05.
Figure 33
Themes Coding for P05
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Case 6. P06 described his role as multifaceted. P06 works as a network engineer and as a
system administrator simultaneously. P06 experienced different challenges working as a network
engineer and system administrator. The biggest challenge had to do with network infrastructure
refresh. P06 was tasked with replacing Cisco devices with Juniper. P06 had no prior knowledge
of Juniper syntax to configure network switches and routers. P06 learned the new commands
during the configuration changes for the project task. Reconfiguring the existing network to
Juniper proved challenging, according to P06. For example, P06 had to configure Juniper
firewalls for the first time.
Furthermore, P06 explained committing mistakes during configuration changes. The
mistakes happened during the cloning of switches. As an expert, P06 trusted previous
experiences and only realized the mistakes after cloning a network switch. It took P06 much time
to identify the issue, considering the following configurations were done manually after cloning
a network switch. P06 acknowledged that each department within the university has different
needs relating to the campus network. For example, departments may be trying to add new
applications, and others may have requests for scaling existing applications. In that case, network
engineers must configure new virtual local area networks (VLANs) to support departmental
recommendations.
The process of implementing the new changes had proved to be a challenge. According
to P06, “The challenge was how long it took for such changes to get approved even after
providing a proof of concept in the development environment by the network engineer.” The
change advisory board took time to approve proposed changes. The timeframe for approvals
hindered users in this case, the client requesting the changes to be done, explained P06. “It is a
little frustrating, but I understand it is a process,” P06 stated. A need exists for streamlining the
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change approval process. Furthermore, according to P06, the change advisory board that he
works with is not abreast in computer networking. When you are trying to push a change in the
network, you need knowledgeable people on the table. Having knowledgeable members would
make it easier to understand what configuration changes network engineers present. P06 clarified
that knowledgeable people would better understand the impact before and after the
dependencies.
Network performance degradation occurs when the university keeps adding more users to
the network and services but retains the same bandwidth from the service provider. According to
P06, the speed plummeted by becoming slower, resulting in network performance degradation
and, at times, a loss of campus network connectivity. To detect such occurrences, P06
recommended having monitoring systems. For example, engineers can configure alerts for PING
monitoring for all critical devices on the campus network. The universities can consider using
innovative tools with multiplexing capability to assist service degradations. The network
engineer can segment the network traffic into audio, voice, or video to degrade performance.
Devices that require fast processing can be assigned more bandwidth, P06 explained. For
instance, any user sending a video will have enough bandwidth without buffering when network
engineers configure multiplexing properly. “It is all about throttling the bandwidth based on the
needs and the requests,” P06 clarified.
All network change configurations implementation must go through an approval process.
Initially, it started as a project that must be commissioned. P06’s university had a refresher
program every three years for all the devices on the network. The engineers had the opportunity
to review all the current technology. Different stakeholders got involved in determining if what
is on the market will work with current university requirements.
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The campus network had to undergo an upgrade. The network engineer configured
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), which immensely improved the services. The campus
network had suffered from speed and periodic loss of connectivity before implementing MPLS.
The monitoring systems assisted network engineers in being proactive rather than reactive for
any campus network degradation issues. An engineer had to have a good understanding of the
campus network schematics before making any configuration changes. The schematics assisted
the network engineers in having a better experience of all supported devices on the network.
The engineer must come up with a proof of concept before submitting any request for
configuration changes. The engineer must illustrate where changes will take place on the
network topology. The network engineer has the obligation of working with different outsourced
vendors for cabling. The network engineers generate the configurations. A simulation of
proposed changes happened as proof of concept before submitting for approvals.
Different stakeholders get involved in the successful planning and implementation of
configuration changes. The various stakeholders must be collaborative and share all valuable
information needed for configuration changes. The network engineers have a responsibility to
provide accurate information. P06 experienced network outages after implementing new
configuration changes. In this case, the virtual local area network was not configured with the
correct IP address. The network switch dropped the packets as the uplinks had incorrect
information, explained P06. According to P06,
Recently we were adding cameras. We had to create a new VLAN. The VLAN had to be
added in-camera server environment. It happened that the configurations within the
server had the wrong IP address. Everything looked right from my perspective even after
giving it a second look.
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In the end, the engineer could not view the camera footage. The engineers thoroughly reviewed
the entire video system before establishing the root cause.
P06 supports a hybrid network system. The campus network infrastructure has two data
centers, and the two data centers are synchronized. One data center will continue providing
needed services to the university if a catastrophe strikes the other. P06 explained that some
aspects of their network infrastructure are cloud-based. The cloud offers some form of storage
for the university. The performance of the current design has undergone some transformation to
increase throughput.
P06 has experienced network outages. The primary source of network outages had to do
with power failures. As a result, the current network devices with dual outlets are encouraged.
The university data center has two separate power lines. The machines are connected to both
power lines. The generator provides the backup power source. The power grid acts as the
primary source of power. Therefore, data center equipment will continue running if a power loss
from the grid occurs. Network loops led to disruption of services. Connections require additional
checks to prevent the creation of network loops. P06 recommended a hybrid network design
network infrastructure with some cloud computing elements. Cloud computing will reduce the
human resources needed to configure the core network infrastructure. Figure 34 illustrates
themes coded for P06.
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Figure 34
Themes Coding for P06

Case 7. P07 described his primary role as testing software deployed on the campus
network. In addition, software integration testing was part of P07 responsibility. P07 did
penetration, backbox, regression, and functional testing. P07 ensures all the aspects of new
configuration changes are fully functional. P07 had the responsibility of ensuring that the
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industry standards get followed. For example, P07 explained, “I have to test for any security
flaws and resolve any potential issues end users may experience.”
P07 confronted different challenges when dealing with the design aspect of the needed
infrastructure. The biggest challenge was compatibility issues with various devices, P07 narrated.
We have too many technologies on the market. Therefore, the design must look at usability
during the design stage. The different operating systems work well with specific features
required for new products. For example, as a designer, you must consider requirements for other
browsers. The designer must also consider the different hardware used on the campus network.
In terms of configuration changes, P07 explained, the designer must consider the end
users’ requirements. During configuration, the implementer must detach themselves from the
product and consider how the end-user interacts with the new system. Any end-user should have
the ability to interact with deployed applications on the campus network. Simplicity for the endusers should remain the critical factor when configuring new systems on the campus network.
The end-users should not be tech-savvy to use the newly deployed systems on the campus
network.
According to P07, software updates remained the main challenge for maintaining the
campus network. The network engineer must ensure the software is up to date with current
industry standards, explained P07. For example, the network engineer had to consider the aspects
of security. “The organization will risk getting hacked if current standards are not applied,” said
P07. The hacking of the campus network systems can lead to more problems for the university.
The network engineer should keep up with the market's current trends.
Performance degradation of the campus network could result from bad coding. “For
example, it could happen when you have a bad code that has been done in the back end,”
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explained P07. The lousy code can throttle up the system and cause performance issues.
Additionally, too many people on the network with limited system capacity can trigger
performance issues. “Too high traffic accessing the same webpage will lead to sluggishness or
crushing the system,” explained P07. In this instance, the network engineers will have to
configure load balancers to reroute traffic to different servers. Maintenance of the loaders was
crucial in ensuring the excellent performance of the systems on the campus network.
Better planning remained a significant component for configuration change
implementation. “Any upgrades affect the system you are working on,” explained P07. The
software designer ensured a complete review of the proposed changes. The implementer had to
fix all issues in the old system as part of the planning process. A thorough examination of the
current systems before making any changes lead to a happy user after implementing new
changes. The network engineer may opt to perform configuration changes due to security issues
in the current configurations. The network engineer also considered making configuration
changes due to the slowness of the existing systems.
Configuration change implementation took place in a different environment, and the
network engineer considered the production environment. The network engineer should not mess
with the system before testing in the production environment. Furthermore, a mirror environment
existed that resembled the production environment. The mirror environment allowed network
engineers to perform new configuration changes before deploying them to the production
environment. Successful implementation of configuration changes was measured by how well
the system was functioning. The customer-facing interaction had to ascertain the functionality of
the system. It was rare to find a campus network that worked 100% without issues, explained
P07. The network engineer determined the success of the new configuration when the servers
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were not crushing. P07 experienced system failures after performing configuration changes. A
critical showstopper happened. The system was down, and nobody was able to access the
system. “The users were receiving 400 errors,” explained P07. In this case, the root cause was
attributed to human errors. Different teams had to be involved in rectifying the problem.
Cloud-based databases led to some form of system slowness. The database was stored in
remote locations. Hence, it required additional time to access what was held in the cloud, and it
took time to remote into it. Users experienced low throughput when accessing cloud-based
systems at the system time. P07 recommended an increase of different ports on the network that
more users can access. A single secure port slowed down system access when multiple users
uploaded files. Figure 35 illustrates themes coded for P07.
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Figure 35
Themes Coding for P07

Case 8. P08 worked as an information systems analyst, and P08 dealt with information
security issues touching the campus network. Furthermore, P08 had the responsibility of
analyzing campus network flow. In addition, P08 studied data sharing on the campus network,
and P08 monitored all internal and external data sharing within the campus network. P08 and the
team were responsible for doing penetration testing and looking into any form of vulnerabilities
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within the campus network. As an information system analyst, P08 experienced different
challenges in designing the campus network. P08 was more worried about campus network
security issues during the design period. The information system analyst must evaluate the
campus network capacity issues. The designer must focus on the number of people the campus
network can accommodate, explained P08. In addition, the network designer must consider
aspects such as maintenance of the campus network after installation. Furthermore, the network
designer should consider all the different requirements of the end-users without compromising
the campus network security procedures.
In terms of the campus network configuration changes, P08 explained: “You can
experience a lapse of the domain name service.” Also, you can experience malfunctioning of
devices or equipment. The equipment might not be compatible with the current system, clarified
P08. The network engineer may interfere with the wireless connection during the configuration.
The network engineer may not have analyzed the existing campus network configurations.
Hence, the campus network may run out of IP addresses with new devices, P08 added. The
proliferation of new electronic devices may also impact the current bandwidth, and the additional
equipment on the network may slow down connectivity. When it comes to maintenance of the
campus network, P08 stated that security issues, configuration management, and cost were the
main challenges encountered. The devices on the campus network may need new firmware.
However, the department may not have enough finances to buy the latest firmware for all the
devices on the campus network. As a result, the campus network continued using outdated
technology until funds were available. The network engineers experienced challenges during
maintenance due to vendor lock-in. The university was dependent on a specific vendor for the
supply and servicing of the devices on the campus network. The network engineer did not have
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alternative options during the maintenance stage of the campus network without incurring an
extensive switching cost. In addition, the network engineer may not have configured monitoring
systems to assist in pinpointing areas that may cause poor performance on the campus network.
We had many problems that led to a need to change the configuration on the campus
network. The campus network experienced faulty hardware such as a switch, router, or firewall,
stated P08. The network engineer detected unexpected pattern usage in the network protocol. A
network bandwidth spike led to new configuration changes. The campus network experienced a
shift in software applications. The newly deployed hardware caused incompatibilities issues
within the campus network, necessitating recent configuration changes. In this instance, rework
had to be done to revert the system to a previously known exemplary configuration. The
implementation of configuration changes took place differently depending on what was to be
done on the campus network. One of the procedures required peer reviews, and the network
engineer performed scope determination and risk analysis. A pre-deployment validation testing
took place. The implementer must document all the proposed changes.
Factors that have contributed to network degradation include aspects such as power
outage, faulty hardware, and device configuration after new changes. A change in an application
did not work well with the existing campus network configurations. In addition, a network
security breach led to poor performance of the campus network. Human errors such as
mismanagement resulted in degraded network performance. The network experienced
degradation due to a lack of proper maintenance measures. For example, the network engineer
failed to update firmware for all the devices. The campus network did not have monitoring
systems to monitor unhealthy spikes of the network traffic and activities.
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P08 used the lifecycle model when implementing configuration changes. The
configuration changes went through the entire lifecycle. The network engineer initiated the
proposed change configuration by the first preparation stage. The network engineer defined the
requirements and the change implementation strategy during the preparation stage. The network
engineers were then required to plan based on the information gathered during the determination
of the requirements. The designing of proposed changes took place. The network engineers were
needed to perform thorough testing of the proposed changes. A pilot testing took place, and users
were allowed to interact with the proposed configuration changes. The proposed configuration
changes proceeded to the pre-deployment stage, enabling network engineers to optimize the
proposed configuration changes.
P08 explained the different factors that contributed to the successful implementation of
the configuration changes. The end users' involvement played a significant factor in successfully
deploying new configuration changes. A survey to gather end-user information remained vital
for successfully implementing recent configuration changes. The feedback provided by end-users
assisted in making informed decisions. The network engineers understood that the changes were
for the customers' satisfaction. The vigorous testing was done during the pre-deployment stage,
successfully implementing the new configuration changes.
P08 experienced a network outage after performing configuration changes. Network
engineers did new configuration changes on the campus network in this case. However, not all
applications were tested on the campus network before deploying recent configuration changes.
One application predominately functioned well with specific virtual private network
configuration. A rollback had to be done to the previous configurations as nearly half of the
employees were impacted. Other root causes experienced for network outages included a failure
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of the fiber cable provided by the ISP. A tree fell onto the main backbone line from the ISP,
supplying the Internet connection to the campus network. The campus network experienced
congestion after the deployment of new configuration changes. The network engineers did not
consider the total number of users on the campus network. The campus network could only
accommodate 120 people at any given time, explained P08. However, more users connected to
the campus network during the peak season leading to degraded performance. The campus
network could not scale up well with high demand.
P08 supported meshed network design framework at the university. The meshed network
design framework had all key components interconnected on the campus network. According to
P08, the design had a stable network performance. A failure of one element on the campus
network did not result in a network segment's complete loss due to inbuilt redundancy. The
meshed-based network design suffered from a lack of enough IP addresses. In this case, the
servers had to be restarted to kick everyone out of the network and free more IP addresses. P08
recommended a mesh network design framework for any university considering changing its
network design framework. Figure 36 illustrates themes coded for P08.
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Figure 36
Themes Coding for P08

Case 9. P09 works as a network engineer for the university. P09 supported a traditional
three-tied network infrastructure. P09 has the responsibility of designing and maintaining the
campus network. P0 had the opportunity to perform the cabling of the campus network. The
current network infrastructure supported by P09 has legacy systems. The campus network
segmentation is based on the building floors, and different departments within the university. In
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some instances, P09’s university outsources or contracts work to third-party companies. P09
dealt with budget constraints and aging campus networking infrastructure. The new hardware
experienced issues with the existing enterprise network. Some of the devices were from different
manufacturers. Some services on the campus network could not come up after completing a
change configuration. P09 had to learn ways of configuring new devices. It required more time
for P09 to learn new technologies. During maintenance, P09 experienced a total failure of a
network device. Power outage disrupted services at the university. Backup servers existed within
the network. The backups were mainly done at night when fewer users were online. The backups
assisted in restoring services in case of a failure during configuration changes.
An influx of users resulted in the degraded performance of the campus network. The
university had to upgrade the bandwidth due to more people using the campus network.
Furthermore, P09 experienced devices failures due to wear and tear. According to P09, computer
fans started failing after 5 years. P09 performed frequent security updates on the campus
network. The configuration concerned periodic firmware updates. Computer viruses disrupted
the campus network services at the university. End users downloading big files at the same time
slowed the Internet services. For example, the end-users experienced dropped packets while
uploading files. Proper planning with well-coordinated activities assisted in ensuring
configuration changes happened successfully. The backup process was automated, which
provided an additional layer of confidence when implementing configuration changes. The
network engineers had to follow the established standard work procedure strictly. P09 stated that
most campus networks do experience outages. P09 had to deal with a major problem of domain
name services not resolving after completing a configuration change. The IP addresses could not
resolve to a domain name service. The network engineers had to reconfigure the servers after
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establishing the root cause. The network engineers used an incomplete code to push for
configuration changes that caused a network outage. Figure 37 illustrates themes coded for P09.
Figure 37
Themes Coding for P09

Case 10. P10 supported devices on the campus network. P10 escalated any major
troubleshooting challenges to experienced network engineers. P10 used a ticketing system to
document issues on the campus network. The campus network supported by P10 was
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decentralized. However, the campus network team used a centralized support model. The
network engineers had to work with different departments. In this case, clear communication was
significant among all stakeholders. The departments had different needs that, if not well
captured, resulted in design challenges of the campus network.
P10 explained that the network engineers had to complete configuration changes during
the maintenance window. The time allotted for configuration changes was not sufficient. The
budget allocation hindered the procurement of new devices. The network engineers had to deal
with delayed approvals before acquiring needed licenses. The university had a backup ISP. The
Internet connectivity defaulted to the backup ISP if the primary provider experienced outages.
Poor configuration results in the network switch not performing optimally, explained P10. P10
experienced subnet misconfiguration in some of the computers on the network. “A rogue device
could be easily plugged into the campus network leading to a broadcast storm,” explained P10.
P10’s university has an established system for a configuration change. The configuration
changes must be done during the maintenance window. According to P10, “There is a review of
the old configuration, a double-checking of the configuration switching, going back in and any
communication over the downtime.” P10 experienced failing devices on the campus network.
Some of the failures were attributed to misconfigurations. However, the viability of the
redundant devices guaranteed continuity of the services on the campus network. According to
P10, the university has reliable backup systems. Each network switch has a backup configuration
file. The university has a prime account with Cisco to replace any malfunctioned switches on the
campus network.
The network engineers use a checklist during configuration changes. The network
engineers are required to scrutinize the port configurations on every switch. P10 had to
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reconfigure a switch after performing a configuration change during the maintenance window.
The allotted time for maintenance was not enough for a rollback procedure. The switch
developed problems after P10 performed a firmware update.
P10 supported a standard three-tier mesh design frame. The data center houses the servers
on-premise. The mesh design framework is reliable, described P10. The campus network
experienced issues at the access layer; however, the core layer remained stable with reliability of
99.9999%. The mesh network has adequately performed well. P10 explained that the university's
network engineer team had a learning curve during the migration. P10 noted that opportunities
for professional development of the current staff were required. P10 expounded further:
There have been apparent problems before moving from a tier-three to a tier two in the
data center. I am sure there have been some network performances issues. That was just
more along the lines of migrating between those two topologies, and there was a learning
curve.
In addition, P10 explained,
Even more segmentation on the Tier three model. We have not as many subnets as I
believe we should. Thus, it can lead to a whole building broadcast storms or poorly
routed communication between two areas and two different locations of the building.
Thus, I believe that on our Tier three load, we should have more subnetting. Furthermore,
on the other level, the Tier two-level where we have a data center, I think we should even
have more segments. Specifically designed for data traffic.
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Figure 38
Themes Coding for P10

Questionnaire. A total of 67 network engineers completed the questionnaire form. The
questionnaire was completed anonymously. The questionnaire findings were mainly used for
data saturation and triangulation. I emailed all the participants a link with the anonymous consent
form. The anonymous consent form was found on the first page of the questionnaire. All the
research participants answered the 29 questions found in the questionnaire. The 29 questions
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were subdivided into different themes. The questionnaire assisted in capturing data for the
themes documented in the literature review. The themes included campus network design,
campus network documentation, resource constraints, hardware and software, change
management, training, and troubleshooting.
Anonymous Consent Form. Figure 39 illustrates the outcome of the anonymous consent
form. A total of 82 participants read the emailed anonymous consent form after going through
the screening survey. The completion rate of the questionnaire was 81.7% (n=67) of participants
completing the questionnaire. Ten participants partially filled the questionnaire and were not
included in the subsequence data analysis. After reading the anonymous consent form, five
people opted out of participating. The five participants represented 6.1% of the participants who
read the anonymous consent form.
Figure 39
Anonymous Consent Form

Network Change Documentation. Figure 40 illustrates the actions taken by network
engineers when making network changes on the campus network. The second question
concerned the documentation of modifications done on the campus network. Sixty-three (94.0%)
of the participants indicated they documented all modifications done on-campus network.
Writing all changes on the campus network had a significant agreement among all 67
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participants. The responses were 63 yes for documentation of all changes done on the campus
network.
Figure 40
Network Change Documentation

Documentation Status. Figure 41 illustrates the outcome of the current documentation
status. Question three focused on the current status of the documentation. All 67 participants
responded. The responses were 95.5%, agreeing that all documentation was current and up to
date. All 64 participants indicated that they have an up-to-date documentation of their campus
network.
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Figure 41
Documentation Status

Outdated Documentation. Figure 42 illustrates how outdated documentation resulted in
the reconfiguration of network equipment. All 67 anonymous participants responded. A total of
38 anonymous participants indicated that outdated documentation leads to reconfiguring network
equipment. That represented 56.7% of the anonymous participants acknowledging that they
experienced ancient documentation result in reconfiguration on network equipment. On the
contrary, 43.3% of the anonymous participants had not experienced reconfiguration of network
equipment due to outdated documentation. In this case, 29 anonymous network engineers had
not lived an experience of reconfiguring a network device due to obsolete documentation.
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Figure 42
Outdated Documentation

Documentation. Figure 43 depicts the outcome of network engineers keeping manuals or
notes for all network equipment supported. We had 67 anonymous responses. Eight anonymous
participants indicated that they did not keep manuals or notes for all network equipment
supported. A total of 59 anonymous participants acknowledged keeping manuals or notes for all
network equipment they support. The 59 individuals anonymous represented 88.1% of the
participants. The other eight anonymous individuals represented 11.9% of the anonymous
participants.
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Figure 43
Documentation

Network Devises Labeling. Figure 44 illustrates the outcome of labeling devices on the
campus network. Only four anonymous individuals indicated that all devices on their network
were not clearly labeled. The four anonymous individuals represented 6.0% of the participants,
and the other 63 documented that all the network devices were clearly marked. Hence, 94.0% of
the anonymous participants had all their devices labeled clearly.
Figure 44
Network Devises Labeling
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Appropriate Documentation. Figure 45 illustrates the experience of networking
engineers not finding proper documentation for the equipment they supported. A total of 44
anonymous participants experienced the problem of not finding appropriate documentation for
the equipment they supported. Another 23 anonymous participants had never experienced the
pain of not finding proper documentation for their supported equipment. All 67 anonymous
participants responded. Hence, 65.7% answered yes, and 34.3% represented engineers who had
never experienced the problem of not finding appropriate documentation for the equipment they
supported.
Figure 45
Appropriate Documentation

Sharing Undocumented Configuration. Figure 46 illustrates the outcome of peers not
sharing undocumented configurations. The question had 67 responses, and 53.7% anonymous
participants had not come across peers unwilling to share undocumented configurations. The
other 46.3% had experienced problems of network engineers not being willing to share
undocumented configurations. Therefore, 36 anonymous participants had not experienced the
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stated issue. In contrast, the additional 31 had firsthand experience of colleagues' unwillingness
to share undocumented configurations.
Figure 46
Coworkers Sharing Undocumented Configurations

Enough Resources. Figure 47 documented the outcome of the information technology
department having enough resources to support an organization. All 67 participants responded to
this question. According to the 59 anonymous engineers who participated, their information
technology department had enough resources to help business needs. The 59 engineers
represented 88.1% of the participants. The other eight anonymous engineers experienced the
issues of their IT departments not having enough resources to support their organization’s
business needs.
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Figure 47
Enough Resources

Hiring an Experienced IT Support Team. Figure 48 illustrates the outcome of
organizations experiencing difficulties hiring a professional IT support team. A majority of the
participants experienced the issue of their organization having problems in hiring an experienced
IT support team. A total of 39 anonymous participants had experienced this challenge in their
organization. The other 28 had not witnessed their organization struggling to find qualified IT
professionals.
Figure 48
Hiring an Experienced IT Support Team
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Latest Network Design Frameworks. Figure 49 depicts the outcome of IT departments
keeping up with the newest network design frameworks on the market. All 67 participants
responded to this question. A total of 60 anonymous participants acknowledged that their
departments kept up with the latest technology trends. On the other hand, 10.4% of participants
who completed the anonymous survey experienced the issue of IT departments not keeping up
with the newest network design frameworks on the market.
Figure 49
Latest Network Design Frameworks

Skillset Gaps. Figure 50 illustrates the outcome of skill set gaps. Organizations
experienced skill set gaps. All 67 anonymous participants responded, and a majority of
participants, 52.2%, had witnessed this issue at their organization. On the contrary, 32
anonymous participants had never experienced dealing with the problem of skill set gaps in their
organization.
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Figure 50
Skillset Gaps

Outsourcing. Figure 51 shows how participants responded to the question of outsourcing
services to a third-party company. The majority of the participants had lived an experience of
their organizations outsourcing services to third parties. A total of 38 anonymous participants
had seen their organization outsource some services. However, 43.3% of the anonymous
participants had not experienced any aspect of their campus network outsourced to a third-party
organization.
Figure 51
Outsourcing
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Hardware Malfunctioning. Figure 52 shows the outcome of hardware malfunctioning in
the campus network infrastructure. All 67 participants responded to this question, and 48
(71.6%) anonymous engineers had experienced hardware malfunctioning in their campus
network. The other 19 engineers had never experienced hardware malfunctioning in their campus
network.
Figure 52
Hardware Malfunctioning

Outdated Software. Figure 53 displays the outcome of an installed software not living
up to its expectations. All 67 participants responded to this question, of which 45 anonymous
participants had experienced software not living up to its expected purpose. The other 32.8% of
the participants had not experienced issues with the software.
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Figure 53
Software is not Living up to its Expectations

Hardware Incompatibility. Figure 53 illustrates how network engineers responded to
the issue of hardware incompatibility. A majority of anonymous network engineers had
experienced the problem of hardware incompatibility in their campus network. Forty-four
participants, who denoted 65.7% of the network engineers, had come across hardware
incompatibility in their campus network. The other 23 (34.3%) of the anonymous participants
had not experienced the issue of hardware incompatibility in their campus network.
Figure 54
Hardware Incompatibility
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Brand Name. Figure 55 demonstrates the outcome of the specific brand name of
deployed hardware equipment preference. We had a total of 67 responses. Most participants did
not have a particular brand of hardware name that they had to install on their campus network. 34
(50.7%) of the participants indicated that was not the case. The other 33 people had experienced
issues where their organizations preferred certain brands on their campus network.
Figure 55
Hardware Brand Name

Standardized Change Control Action Plan. Figure 56 shows how network engineers
responded to the standardized change control plan. All 67 anonymous participants responded to
this question. The majority, 86.6%, acknowledged that their organizations had a standardized
change control action plan. However, 13.4% of the anonymous participants confirmed that their
organizations had no formal stand process for change management.
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Figure 56
Standardized Change Control Action Plan

Rework After Completing Configuration Change Management. Figure 57 depicts
how network engineers responded to the question of rework after completing configuration
change management. All 67 participants responded to this question. A good number of
participants, 64.2%, agreed to have redone work after completing the initial scope. However,
35.8% of the anonymous participants had no experience of having to redo configuration changes.
Figure 57
Rework after Completing Configuration Change Management
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Network Configuration Change Approval Procedure. Figure 58 displays the outcome
of organizations having a network configuration change approval procedure. According to 83.6%
of the anonymous engineers who responded, their universities have a network configuration
change approval procedure. The other 16.4% of the anonymous selected no, meaning their
institutions did not have an official network configuration change approval procedure. All 67
anonymous participants responded to this question.
Figure 58
Network Configuration Change Approval Procedure

Problems During Change Implementation. Figure 59 illustrates the outcome of
organizations experiencing problems during change implementation for the last five years. All 67
participants responded. Of which 64.2% had experienced problems during change
implementation, and the other 24 participants had not experienced any issues during change
implementation for the last 5 years.
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Figure 59
Problems during Change Implementation

Problems After Change Implementation. Figure 60 illustrates the outcome of
organizations experiencing problems after change implementation over the last 5 years. A total
of 67 participants responded. In particular, 55.2% of the anonymous participants experienced
issues after implementing configuration changes. The other, 44.8%, had not experienced
problems after change implementation over the last 5 years.
Figure 60
Problems after Change Implementation
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Leadership Objecting to Network Change Implementation. Figure 61 illustrates how
participants responded to the question: Has your organization's leadership opposed any network
change implementation? For this question, 17 anonymous participants experienced resistance
from the leadership team. On the contrary, 50 participants had not experienced any form of
objections from their leadership team. All 67 participants responded to this question.
Figure 61
Leadership Objecting to Network Change Implementation

Challenges Keeping up with Rapid Technological Advancements. Figure 61
illustrates the out-of-network engineers experiencing the challenges of keeping up with rapid
technological advances. A total of 67 anonymous participants responded to this issue. A majority
of them, at 53.7%, had experienced challenges keeping up with rapid technological
advancements, and the other 46.3% had not had problems keeping up with the latest
technological rendering on the market.
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Figure 62
Challenges Keeping Up with Rapid Technological Advancements

Taking Stock of Technical Skills. Figure 63 shows how all 67 participants responded to
the issue of taking stock of technical skills when considering what is currently on the market.
The last 6 months had 23 responses, and the previous year had 40 answers. Lastly, more than 3
years ago, there were only four responses.
Figure 63
Taking Stock of Technical Skills
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Lack of Specific Skill Sets. Figure 64 depicts the network engineers experiencing
difficulties configuring a network device due to a lack of specific training or skill sets. We had a
total of 67 anonymous responses. A majority of participants had experienced the problem of not
configuring devices due to a lack of skills, and the other 29 participants had not experienced this
issue at their workplace.
Figure 64
Lack of Specific Skill Sets

Collecting Standard Network Infrastructure Metrics. Figure 65 represents how
network engineers responded to organizations' having proper means of collecting standard
network infrastructure metrics. The last question had 67 responses. From 67 anonymous
participants, 60 indicated that their organizations had appropriate means of collecting standard
network infrastructure metrics. The 60 anonymous participants represented a majority outcome.
Seven anonymous participants had come across the issue of their organizations not having proper
means of collecting standard network infrastructure metrics.
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Figure 65
Collecting Standard Network Infrastructure Metrics

Relationship of the Findings
According to Yin (2018), case study research findings can create a built-in tension when
considering preplanned work before field study. To diffuse that tension, Yin (2018) encouraged
case study researchers to consider new insights, try not to disrupt predefined research
procedures, and consider taking a middle-ground approach when analyzing research findings. Is
should consider both the big and small surprises from the fieldwork. In this section, I discuss the
relationship of the results by providing a detailed discussion of how the findings relate to crucial
areas from the research proposal. I discuss how the findings addressed each of the research
questions. I outline how the results relate to each of the elements in the conceptual framework. I
discuss the anticipated themes and how the findings relate to the expected themes, focusing on
differences, unanticipated, or missing themes. Furthermore, I discuss how the results relate to the
literature, focusing on similarities and differences. Lastly, I discuss how the findings relate to the
studied problem.
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The Research Questions. The phrasing of the research questions aligned well with the
case study research design of using how and why questions (Yin, 2018). The research questions
allowed I to explore the impact of network engineers' configuration on campus network
performance. The questionnaire and the survey questions addressed the research questions. The
first five interview questions addressed the research question of how network engineers failed to
use the correct network design frameworks. Interview questions six to eleven addressed the
research question: How are network design choices different from other change initiatives? The
interview questions 13 to 17 assisted in answering the research question: How does
implementing network design frameworks impact network performance?
Network Engineers Fail to use the Correct Network Design Frameworks. Network
engineers divulge lived experiences, such as not using the proper network design frameworks.
The participants shared their real-life understandings of how they interacted with the campus
network. The network engineers shared their lived experiences of designing, maintaining and
configuration as their main actions on the campus network. The network engineer actions
contributed to failure to use the correct network design frameworks. Other actions contributed to
success in using correct network design frameworks. The research question RQ1 touching on
how network engineers fail to use the correct network design frames had two sub-questions. The
first sub-question RQ1a considered the actions that contribute to failure to use the correct
network design frameworks. The second sub-question RQ1b concerned the actions contribute to
success in using correct network design frameworks.
RQ1a. The network engineers shared actions that contributed to failure to use the correct
network design frameworks. P01’s team spent much time researching technical solutions for the
network design framework supported. P01’s team lacked enough technical documentation for the
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network design framework supported. It required the expertise of seasoned IT engineers to help
solve technical issues. P02’s campus network had different network SSIDs that confused end
users. The network engineers configured multiple SSIDs without proper explanations to the endusers. As a result, P02’s team used much time ensuring students connected to the correct SSID.
P03 experienced mandatory challenges relating to government regulations and compliances
required for the proper functioning of a network design framework. P03’s university grappled
with network outages as configured by P03 predecessors. The network outages generated
inefficiencies and unwarranted downtime for the entire campus network. In the case of P03, the
previous network engineers did not document the campus network. Lack of documentation by
network engineers caused troubleshooting problems for the current network engineers. P04
experienced network security issues in their implemented network design framework. For this
instance, the network engineers misconfigured devices that resulted in IP conflicts within the
campus network. Furthermore, the P04 campus network had mislabeled devices which had
additional overheads of maintaining the implemented network design framework. The network
engineers who did not have the right tools found monitoring their network performance difficult.
For example, the network engineers could not detect failing devices within the implemented
network design framework.
The implemented network framework for P05 had challenges related to the campus
network reliability. The configured virtual private network (VPN) dropped connection most of
the time. In this case, the configured VPN tunnel resulted in additional troubleshooting to
establish network connectivity. The network engineer had not configured the network well to
sustain VPN connectivity. Furthermore, software updates done on the core servers caused slow
connectivity. The end-users could not access databases after change management took place. The
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designed network framework could not function properly, with many people logging in
simultaneously.
As a network engineer and as a system administrator for the university, P06 configured
Juniper systems on the campus network without prior knowledge. In this instance, P06 learned
new network design configurations during the implementation of configuration changes on the
campus network, and P06 did not have an in-depth understanding of the deployed network
design framework. In addition, cloning of network switches by P06 caused configuration
problems on the campus network.
P07 encountered hardware and software incompatibility issues on the campus network.
Furthermore, deployed applications by network engineers faced usability challenges on the
campus network. The campus network users had varied hardware. In this case, the software
applications required seamlessly working with different hardware on the campus network. In
some cases, the end users’ devices could not work with the deployed campus network
infrastructure. P08 dealt with different user requirements. The user requirements required correct
design frameworks to ensure the campus network performed well. The designed network
framework suffered from capacity issues. The campus network did not scale well with increased
users during peak season and experienced vulnerability attacks.
The actions by network engineers that contributed to failure to use the correct network
design frameworks related to different aspects of the campus network. Network engineers did not
use backup mechanisms in some cases. Established change management procedures were not
followed leading to reworks. The communication breakdown among the network engineers
working in teams contributed to failure to use the correct network design frameworks. The
network engineers failed to use the correct network design frameworks as a result of following
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ambiguous requirements from the end-users. The network engineers dealt with hardware
incompatibilities not conforming to established network design frameworks. The legacy systems
posed challenges for the network engineers in using the correct network design frameworks.
Network engineers lacked specialized skills needed for using the correct network design
frameworks.
RQ1b. The network engineers attributed to different actions that contributed to success in
using correct network design frameworks. For example, P01, as an information systems
manager, had the responsibility of performing quality assurance for all network configuration
changes on the campus network. P02, an information technology specialist, configured and
maintained computer systems on the campus network. P03 performed the daily activities of
configuring and maintaining the campus network. P04 designed the campus network,
implemented configuration changes, and supported devices on the campus network. P04
monitored the campus network activities. P05 developed systems on the campus network. P05
created and integrated applications on the campus network. P05 ensured that applications on the
university network design framework functioned well for both the employees’ and students’
communities. P06 worked as a network engineer and as a system administrator simultaneously.
P06 overhauled critical devices on the campus network after every three years. P06 assisted with
the lifecycle of all aging devices on the campus network. P07 ensured that the industry standards
got followed for all applications deployed on the campus network. P07 ensured industry-specific
network design frameworks were followed for all deployed applications on the campus network.
As an information systems analyst, P08 analyzed the campus network performance. Also, P08
monitored all internal and external data flow within the campus network. P08 searched for
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vulnerabilities on the campus network. P08 recommended configuration changes to secure the
campus network infrastructure.
The network engineers’ action of maintaining an up-to-date backup contributed to
success in using correct network design frameworks. Using established change management
procedures resulted in network engineers using correct design frameworks. A good
communication plan among all stakeholders led to successful use of correct network design
frameworks. The network engineers who maintained updated documentation succeeded in using
correct network design frameworks during subsequent configurations. Seasoned engineers who
kept up with latest technology on the market assisted others in using the correct network design
frameworks.
Network design choices are different from other change initiatives. The network
engineers configured the network design choices, which had different impacts on the campus
network than other change initiatives. In relation to RQ2a, these differences manifested
themselves in the ability of the network engineer to use the correct network design frameworks.
For example, P01 was the only person in charge of quality assurance for all change initiatives at
the university, and P01 did not have any additional person to oversee the change control. The
network design at P01’s university suffered network connection issues when too many people
accessed services simultaneously. Backups were required before P01’s team could do any
change initiatives. P01 used documentation as a form of a change management plan. The
configuration changes were managed well at P01’s university. Hence, change management
initiatives did not lead to any network outages.
P02’s campus network experienced performance degradation during software updates.
The change initiatives happened in batches at P02’s university. Unlike the P01 change approval
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process depending on an individual, P02’s university required approval from the senior
managers. In a similar case, P03’s university had a strict protocol for all network engineers to
follow before making any configuration changes. Software security patches were the leading
cause for change initiatives for P03’s university. A detailed documentation process must be in
place explaining the step-by-step procedure for the intended change at P03’s university. Critical
factors for successful change initiatives were tied to proper configuration changes and
documentation reviews. P03’s university experienced a network outage after a change
management initiative, and the network engineers misconfigured network ports. The change
management process at P03’s university was manual, which will need an automated process in
the future.
The change initiatives performed by the ISPs impacted the campus network performance
according to P04. The configured network design for P04’s university experienced a network
outage due to routine maintenance performed by ISPs. Furthermore, the configured network
design framework for P04’s university could not handle big files and uploading and downloading
of big files slowed the network performance. The change management board authorized all
configuration changes at P04’s university. Most change initiatives were done due to code
upgrades and frequent software updates. The change initiative to upgrade the firmware on the old
network design framework resulted in a network outage at P04’s university.
P05’s university mandated the system administrators to dedicate time and monitor server
performance during the change initiatives. Early change management planning remained a
critical success factor for P05’s team. The various stakeholders touching on different aspects of
the campus network collaborated for successful change management. Constant communication
among all team members aligned well with the change initiatives. The change management
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process required a layered communication approach for P05’s university. The layered approach
created bureaucracy, and as a result, it created inefficiencies for executing configuration changes.
All change initiatives required approvals from the appointed change advisory board.
P06 acknowledged differing and sometimes conflicting needs for change initiatives from
different departments within the university. Each department had specific requests for change
initiatives, and it took longer to approve change initiatives at P06’s university. The university has
a change advisory board tasked with overseeing change initiatives. However, board members are
not technically savvy. In that case, network engineers take much time explaining and providing
justification for the intended changes. P06 dealt with the change initiative of adding more users
to the campus network. The network engineer added more users to the campus network while the
campus network capacity remained unchanged. As a result, the university experienced network
performance degradation while adding more people to the existing campus network
infrastructure.
For P07, the change initiatives required the detachment of the network engineer from the
product during configuration. The engineer should focus on how the end-user will interact with
the new system. The implemented network design framework had different hardware, which
required customized considerations for each hardware on the campus network during change
initiatives. Frequent software updates contributed to new change initiatives on the campus
network. P07 acknowledged better planning as a critical factor for successful change initiatives.
The change initiatives happened in different environments for deployment on the campus
network. Furthermore, the network engineers performed changed initiatives due to security
lapses on the campus network.
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P08 performed change initiatives as a result of malfunctioned devices. The newly
configured devices were not compatible with the existing network design configuration. The
addition of new equipment resulted in the depletion of IP addresses. The latest change initiatives
always required peer reviews. P08’s university uses the lifecycle mode for change initiatives.
The network engineer must follow all the stages of the lifecycle model to complete change
initiatives on the campus. The critical factor for successful change management required the
involvement of users at all the stages of the new configuration changes.
Network Design Choices are Different from Other Change Initiatives. The network
engineers configured the network design choices, which had different impacts on the campus
network than other change initiatives. In relation to RQ2a, these differences manifested
themselves in the ability of the network engineer to use the correct network design frameworks.
For example, P01 was the only person in charge of quality assurance for all change initiatives at
the university, and P01 did not have any additional person to oversee the change control. The
network design at P01’s university suffered network connection issues when too many people
accessed services simultaneously. Backups were required before P01’s team could do any
change initiatives. P01 used documentation as a form of a change management plan. The
configuration changes were managed well at P01’s university. Hence, change management
initiatives did not lead to any network outages.
P02’s campus network experienced performance degradation during software updates.
The change initiatives happened in batches at P02’s university. Unlike the P01 change approval
process depending on an individual, P02’s university required approval from the senior
managers. In a similar case, P03’s university had a strict protocol for all network engineers to
follow before making any configuration changes. Software security patches were the leading
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cause for change initiatives for P03’s university. A detailed documentation process must be in
place explaining the step-by-step procedure for the intended change at P03’s university. Critical
factors for successful change initiatives were tied to proper configuration changes and
documentation reviews. P03’s university experienced a network outage after a change
management initiative, and the network engineers misconfigured network ports. The change
management process at P03’s university was manual, which will need an automated process in
the future.
The change initiatives performed by the ISPs impacted the campus network performance
according to P04. The configured network design for P04’s university experienced a network
outage due to routine maintenance performed by ISPs. Furthermore, the configured network
design framework for P04’s university could not handle big files and uploading and downloading
of big files slowed the network performance. The change management board authorized all
configuration changes at P04’s university. Most change initiatives were done due to code
upgrades and frequent software updates. The change initiative to upgrade the firmware on the old
network design framework resulted in a network outage at P04’s university.
P05’s university mandated the system administrators to dedicate time and monitor server
performance during the change initiatives. Early change management planning remained a
critical success factor for P05’s team. The various stakeholders touching on different aspects of
the campus network collaborated for successful change management. Constant communication
among all team members aligned well with the change initiatives. The change management
process required a layered communication approach for P05’s university. The layered approach
created bureaucracy, and as a result, it created inefficiencies for executing configuration changes.
All change initiatives required approvals from the appointed change advisory board.
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P06 acknowledged differing and sometimes conflicting needs for change initiatives from
different departments within the university. Each department had specific requests for change
initiatives, and it took longer to approve change initiatives at P06’s university. The university has
a change advisory board tasked with overseeing change initiatives. However, board members are
not technically savvy. In that case, network engineers take much time explaining and providing
justification for the intended changes. P06 dealt with the change initiative of adding more users
to the campus network. The network engineer added more users to the campus network while the
campus network capacity remained unchanged. As a result, the university experienced network
performance degradation while adding more people to the existing campus network
infrastructure.
For P07, the change initiatives required the detachment of the network engineer from the
product during configuration. The engineer should focus on how the end-user will interact with
the new system. The implemented network design framework had different hardware, which
required customized considerations for each hardware on the campus network during change
initiatives. Frequent software updates contributed to new change initiatives on the campus
network. P07 acknowledged better planning as a critical factor for successful change initiatives.
The change initiatives happened in different environments for deployment on the campus
network. Furthermore, the network engineers performed changed initiatives due to security
lapses on the campus network.
P08 performed change initiatives as a result of malfunctioned devices. The newly
configured devices were not compatible with the existing network design configuration. The
addition of new equipment resulted in the depletion of IP addresses. The latest change initiatives
always required peer reviews. P08’s university uses the lifecycle mode for change initiatives.
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The network engineer must follow all the stages of the lifecycle model to complete change
initiatives on the campus. The critical factor for successful change management required the
involvement of users at all the stages of the new configuration changes.
Implemented Network Design Frameworks Impacting Network Performance. The
network engineers shared how implemented network design frameworks impacted network
performance. For instance, P01’s university used a cloud-based network design framework. The
design was seamless easy to use, and all devices on the network stayed connected at all times.
The cloud-based network design served P01’s university well when considering the current
university services. P01’s university experienced a significant network outage related to
information system security. The information technology security team reconfigured the network
devices and eliminated software vulnerabilities. Additionally, P01 stated that the university
experienced trouble granting access to the users.
P02’s university uses a cloud-based network design configuration. P02 experienced
network performance degradation. For example, the factor contributing to degraded network
performance at the university included the influx of users. Teamwork proved a significant
success factor for any change management at P02’s university. The current network
configuration became way too slow than usual during rush hour.
The campus network for P03’s university used the traditional three-tier network design
framework. P03’s university experienced network degradation. The power outage was the
primary factor for campus network degradation. The implemented network design lacked power
backup systems for all the devices on the campus network. The users had to deal with frequent
software updates.
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P04 supported a hybrid network design framework because the university migrated some
services to the cloud. The university dealt with security breaches for the implemented network
design framework. The implemented network design framework experienced service disruptions
due to a hurricane. The campus network suffered from power outages. Not all devices on the
campus network were connected to power backup systems. The implemented design framework
for P05’s university does not have a single point of failure. The network design has a distributed
server backup on the campus network. A loss of one server always resulted in automatic safe
failure. However, it costs more to sustain multiple servers. The university uses old network
design infrastructure, and the underlying network infrastructure is outdated. The technical knowhow remained a challenge for network engineers as the university tried modernizing the network
infrastructure.
The implemented network design framework for P06’s university impacted network
performance. P06 experienced a section of the campus network losing connectivity. The
implemented network framework lacked a monitoring system for all the devices on the campus
network. As a result, a monitoring system was cooperated, which assisted in the proactive
identification of failures. The implemented network design framework required a multiplexor to
prioritize network traffic and enhance performance. The network engineer configured MPLS,
which improved the network performance.
The cloud-based network design framework for P07’s university impacted network
performance differently. All deployed devices and services on the campus network did not work
with an efficiency of 100%. The servers on the campus network were crushed in some instances.
Configuration changes caused critical showstoppers, and it took more time to update remote
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databases. The network engineers had to share one port for remote configurations, and the single
port slowed down the work for network engineers.
P08 had different lived experiences relating to how implemented network design
framework impacted network performance. P08 supported a meshed network design framework.
The network did not have redundancy for the main fiber backbone from the ISP. The campus
network experienced a network outage as the fiber line became unavailable. The deployed
network framework could not keep up with high users’ demands. The meshed network design
framework utilized a lot of IP addresses. However, the interconnectivity of all the devices always
ensured the increased availability of the intranet.
The Conceptual Framework. The conceptual framework had a different research
element relating to the study. Two concepts were used, the garbage in, garbage out, and a chain
is only as strong as its weakest link. Three theories grounded the study: the Swiss Cheese Model,
competitive parity, and The SWOT analysis. Actors: The actors for the concluded study included
network engineers and public universities. Constructs: The study's results included network
engineer actions and network design frameworks.
Garbage in, Garbage out. Garbage in, garbage out (GIGO) concept predicates the impact
of network engineers' configuration on the campus network based on the premises of input,
process, and outcome. Three things, namely the network engineer actions, deployed network
design framework, and the campus network performance, come into play when considering the
concept of GIGO. In essence, when the network engineers use flawed premises such as
configurations on a perfect network framework, it will degrade campus network performance.
Alternatively, the network engineers may apply corrective actions on a flawed network design
framework leading to degraded performance. However, the campus network will not experience
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degraded services when the engineers use correct configurations with proper network design
frameworks.
Different engineers shared their lived experiences when considering the concept of
GIGO. For example, P01’s university used a cloud-based network design framework. The
campus network experienced degraded services when too many people accessed services
simultaneously. The network engineers experienced trouble granting access to the users. The
campus network performed well when a sufficient number of users were connected. Regardless
of using a cloud-based network design framework, the campus network still suffered from
software vulnerabilities configured by the network engineers.
The campus network infrastructure for P02’s university depended on the cloud-based
network design framework. The engineers had different challenges designing, configuring, and
maintaining the campus network. For instance, students could not authenticate on the campus
network without assistance from the network engineers. The network engineers experienced
challenges identifying users regardless of using the cloud-based network design framework. The
campus network performance degraded during software updates. Furthermore, an influx of users
on the campus network degraded network performance.
P03 grappled with network outages. The inherited campus network had flaws. The
servers experienced IP address conflicts. The designed network framework experienced security
gaps. The network engineer-initiated configuration changes to mitigate cyber security risks. The
campus network performance experienced degradation due to flawed designs that did not include
power backup systems.
P04 experienced misconfigured devices on their campus network. The backbone for the
campus network depended on the software-defined network framework. The devices could not
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be easily identified on the campus network. Some of the devices were not labeled, leading to
prolonged hours of troubleshooting. Although P04’s university had a monitoring system
installed, the network engineers lacked skills for utilizing it efficiently. Furthermore, the
university experienced a network outage depending on a single ISP. The campus network did not
need redundancy for wide-area connectivity. In addition, the campus network did not scale well
with an influx of users uploading and downloading files.
P05 dealt with network reliability. The configuration for the VPN caused issues for the
end-users. The network engineers configured VPNs that could not sustain connectivity. The
network engineers implemented change management that resulted in the unavailability of the
database servers. The university used an old network design infrastructure that experienced
software and hardware incompatibility issues with the latest technologies. The system
administrators deployed flawed configuration changes in the production environment. As a
result, a rollback procedure had to be done to restore services on the campus network.
The action performed by P06 included a network infrastructure refresher after every three
years. P06 cloned a switch that caused conflicts with another switch on the campus network. The
network engineers added more users to the campus network; however, as a result, the network
performance degraded. The designed network framework lacked monitoring systems which
meant the network engineer could not foretell failing devices or services on the campus network.
Installing a multiplexer assisted in prioritizing traffic on the campus network. In addition, P06
configured VLANs on the campus network. In one instance, P06 used the wrong IP arrange,
resulting in camera systems not functioning correctly on the campus network.
P07 explained the need for network engineers to ensure deployed applications were
compatible with existing systems during the design phase. The usability aspect of deployed
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network design framework required different considerations. For P07’s university, a lousy code
throttled up the system. It caused performance issues, and the deployed network design
framework could not keep up with high network traffic. The network engineers had to configure
load balancers to reroute traffic to different servers to remediate that issue. Furthermore, the
cloud-based network framework led to system slowness when accessing remote databases.
P08 configured and monitored the information security aspects of the campus network.
However, the deployed network design framework experienced a lapse of the domain name
services. The deployment of new equipment was not compatible with an existing system. The
network engineers interfered with wireless connection during configuration, and the mesh-based
network framework ran out of IP addresses. The addition of new devices on the campus network
by network engineers impacted the current bandwidth. The campus network experienced service
degradation due to proper maintenance standards. The network engineers did not configure
monitoring systems to monitor unhealthy spikes of the network traffic and activities. The
designed campus network had only one fiber run to the university. Hence, the university
experienced a network outage due to a failed fiber cable.
A Chain is Only as Strong as its Weakest Link. I considered individual components and
applications deployed on the campus network. That is the case when considering that a chain is
only as strong as its weakest link. According to Stallings and Case (2013), a component on the
campus network can become a single point of failure. For the concluded study, network
engineers shared their experiences dealing with the weakest links within their campus network.
Universities that had only one ISP experienced Internet service disruptions. P02’s university
could not withstand a tornado. A failure of one server at P05’s university resulted in databases
inaccessibility. The old technologies used at the university resulted in cyberattacks, and conflict
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of IP addresses compromised the campus network performance. Flawed codes in the software
degraded the network performance.
The Swiss Cheese Model. A layered approach of mitigating accidents defines the
fundamental principle behind the Swiss cheese model (TSCM) theory. The applicability of
TSCM concerns total blackouts and slip-ups mistakes that the network engineers may have
made. A network engineer may have committed a real error while carrying out the wrong
process. The blackout mistake could have been attributed to a network engineer forgetting part of
the configuration and design process. Moreover, a slip-up mistake could have occurred when
network engineers incorrectly used the proper technique or design framework. Furthermore, the
TSCM theory investigates the engineers' different skillsets and knowledge bases, such as skillbased, rule-based, and knowledge-based.
Therefore, for the concluded study, the network engineers explained how they impacted
the campus network performance concerning the theory of TSCM. For example, new hires had to
spend much time researching issues due to a lack of a knowledge-based repository at P01’s
university. The university suffered from network connection issues when too many people
simultaneously accessed services as a slip-up mistake. The network engineers used the proper
design framework that could not scale well with many users in this instance. The university
experienced an information systems breach because the hackers succeeded in penetrating all the
configured security layers of the campus network.
Furthermore, network engineers used correct processes of updating software. However, it
caused slip-up mistakes that degraded the campus network performance at P02’s university. A
tornado at P02’s university resulted in a network outage. The campus network risk mitigation
measures were not good enough to overcome the effects of a tornado. P03 had to reconfigure the
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entire network dealing with real and blackout mistakes committed by previous network
engineers. P03 had to make different configuration upgrades to make the campus network more
efficient. Configuration of new servers resulted in the IP addresses conflicts leading to blackout
mistakes because the network engineer forgot about the existing network configurations.
The network engineers followed the theory of TSCM during change management. For
instance, P03 followed a strict protocol before making any configuration changes. The network
engineers were required to use a checklist before implementing any configuration changes,
which ensured the successful implementation of new configuration changes. The layered
approach at different universities incorporated a change review board. In some cases, the change
initiator and implementer were all different engineers.
Competitive Parity. Rumelt (2017) explained that organizations could use the theory of
competitive parity to achieve golden standards. In this instance, the network engineers use best
practices while designing, configuring, and maintaining the campus network. The goal for the
network engineers relates to implementing the best business practices as a critical component of
CP. For the concluded study, the network engineers documented configuration changes to
enhance the success of configuration changes. The network engineers proposed alternative
solutions when considering the existing campus network configuration. All engineers
participated in continuous process improvements to mitigate any potential issues on the campus
network.
The SWOT Analysis. According to Gamble et al. (2019), the SWOT analysis theorem
focuses on four primary areas of an organization or any undertaking that network engineers can
evaluate. The four regions include strengths, opportunities, weaknesses, and threats. For
example, the network engineers evaluated the concerns of the most secure campus network
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infrastructure. During change management, the network engineers fixed any threats and
weaknesses of the campus network infrastructure. The network engineers explored available
opportunities in updating software on the campus network. The engineers used the SWOT
analysis theorem to develop and use correct network design frameworks and mitigate network
performance issues.
P01 ensured all computer systems at the university were functional. P01 ensured the
configuration changes were of high-quality assurance. P02 configured campus network devices
floor by floor as a mitigation strategy to avoid a wide-scale downtime for the entire campus
network at the same time. Teamwork proved to be a significant success factor for P02’s team.
All stakeholders at different universities reviewed proposed change configurations better to
understand the campus network's benefits and potential risks. For P03, government regulations
as external factors required proper evaluation when considering any aspects of designing,
configuring, and maintaining the campus network. P04 used monitoring systems to identify any
threats on the campus network. P05 used standardized backup systems as an opportunity for
restoring the databases server after completing a configuration change. P06 had to deal with the
threat of overhauling Cisco devices to Juniper hardware without prior training. The danger
presented itself in difficulty from migration from one platform to another new venue. P07
ensured software deployed on the campus network complied with the industry standards. P08
analyzed the campus network flow. P08 performed penetration testing to detect vulnerabilities
within the campus network.
Network Engineers. Network engineers shared their lived experiences as actors. Rondeau
et al. (2017) defined network engineers as people who manage the campus networks or
information and communications technology for an organization such as a university. The U.S.
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Bureau of Labor Statistics (2020) provided a more comprehensive classification of how different
organizations use different business titles for identifying network engineers. The business titles
include Information Analyst, Information Systems Manager (IS Manager), Information
Technology Specialist (IT Specialist), LAN Specialist (Local Area Network Specialist), Local
Area Network Administrator (LAN Administrator), Network Administrator, Network
Coordinator, Network Manager, and Systems Administrator. Network engineers participated in
interviews, answered questionnaires, and formed the sampling population. The network
engineers had to be at least 20 years. The engineers were required to have at least one year of
experience interacting with computer network design, configuration, and maintenance and
experience supporting one of the available network design frameworks. Sixty-seven engineers
completed the anonymous questionnaire, and ten participated in the interview. The eight
engineers included P01, P02, P03, P04, P05, P06, P07, P08, P09, and P10.
Network Engineer Actions. The network engineers performed different activities on the
campus network. The network engineer actions ranged from designing, deploying equipment,
configuration, and maintaining the campus network. P01 configured information systems. All
network engineers performed configuration changes on the campus network. P02 provided
technical support for issues relating to the campus network performance. P03 dealt with the daily
activities of configuring campus networks. P04 designed, configured, and maintained campus
network. P05 developed systems on the campus network. P06 actions included network
engineering and system administration. P07 tested software deployed on the campus network.
P08 analyzed the traffic flow on the campus network.
Network Design Frameworks. Preece et al. (2015) defined design frameworks as the
concepts, principles, tactics, and dimensions applied in information systems. The network design
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frameworks provided the network topology used on the campus network. The network engineers
used different network design frameworks. The network design frameworks included the
traditional three-tier campus network design, the mesh-based design, the software-defined
network, and the cloud-based design framework. The majority of participants used the cloudbased design framework.
Anticipated Themes. The anticipated themes from the literature reviewed included
different challenges that may lead to engineers not using the correct network design frameworks.
The expected challenges included lack of proper documentation, budget constraints, resource
limitations, change management, lack of adequate training, business needs, and misconfiguration
of devices. However, the themes discovered from discussions with the network engineers
included backup, change management bureaucracy, communication, frequent software updates,
low bandwidth, faulty network connections, outdated documentation, skillset gaps and
specialized training, standard network infrastructure metrics, and time constraints for change
management. Therefore, the discovered themes were related to the anticipated themes as they
touched on different challenges that may lead to network engineers not using the correct network
design frameworks as detailed from the literature reviewed.
Findings Relating to Expected Themes. Lack of proper documentation resulted in
reconfiguring of the campus network equipment. It took more time for network engineers to
troubleshoot where lack of appropriate documentation was an issue. Budget constraints were an
issue for some engineers. The campus network continued to use outdated technologies due to
funding. Resource limitations became an issue where specialized skills were needed to manage
the campus network. The network engineers used approval methods for change management.
The engineers experienced time constraints for change management when all configuration
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changes occurred during the maintenance window. Lack of adequate training was evident among
new employees. The new employees had to depend on seasoned engineers for more technical
aspects of the campus network. Business needs varied from different departments. The
differences slowed down the progression required for a more modern campus network.
Misconfiguration of devices resulted in reworking after completion of change management.
In some instances, the campus network experienced IP conflicts due to
misconfigurations. The network engineers encountered issues with backup. The campus network
experienced degraded network performance where load balancers, redundant ISPs, UPSs, and an
alternative electric power source were lacking. The network engineers used data backups to
restore services if the configuration change management did not go as planned. The network
engineers dealt with change management bureaucracies. The layered approval approach for
change management delayed the push for new configurations on the campus network. Poor
coordination among all stakeholders resulted in miscommunication, which impacted how the
network engineers designed, configured, and maintained the campus network. Frequent software
updates slowed down network performance.
In some cases, additional training was needed after completing software updates on the
campus network. The campus network experienced degraded performance due to low bandwidth
and faulty connections. The bandwidth lacked elasticity of adjusting to the influx of more users
on the campus network. The campus network users required instructions concerning connecting
to different SSIDs. The standard network infrastructure metrics assisted the network engineers in
performing predictive maintenance.
Unanticipated Themes. The unanticipated themes included end-user requirements,
legacy systems, low bandwidth, wrong network connections, natural disasters, standard network
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infrastructure metrics, and technology life span. The end-user requirements varied from different
universities. The engineers dealt with different aspects of the end-user requirements that
impacted the network performance. The network performance degraded when multiple users
downloaded big files. Different departments required specialized network connectivity. In some
instances, the end user requirements were unclear to the network engineers. The network
engineers had to configure legacy systems. The aging devices required frequent patching. As
more users logged into the systems bandwidth became an issue. Users connected to wrong SSIDs
and they could not receive needed services on the campus network. Natural calamities such as
tornados interfered with campus network performance. The standard network infrastructure
metrics assisted engineers to monitor the campus network performance. The network engineers
attributed technology life span as a factor affecting the campus network performance. The
network engineers had to perform technology lifecycle programs to boost the campus network
performance.
The Literature Review. The questionnaire assisted in validating the literature review.
The literature review findings included campus network design documentation, resources
constraints, hardware and software issues, change management, network engineers’ training, and
troubleshooting. Hence, I anticipated finding that network engineers directly impacted campus
network performance. I expected to find experienced engineers who managed campus networks
well and assisted new engineers at the university (Ogata et al., 2020). To that effect, 36 (53.7%)
of the anonymous participants had not encountered a situation where coworkers were unwilling
to share undocumented configurations.
Network engineers struggled to keep up with campus network design and configuration
(Mushi & Dutta, 2018). Maintaining campus network design and configuration was evident as 39
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(58.2%) of the anonymous participants experienced difficulties hiring an experienced IT support
team. Furthermore, 35 (52.2%) anonymous participants acknowledged that their department
experienced some form of skill set gaps relating to network design and management. In addition,
38 (56.7%) of the anonymous participants had some services relating to their network that had
been outsourced to a third-party company to assist in implementation. Also, 36 (53.7%) of the
anonymous participants had experienced challenges keeping up with rapid technological
advancements.
Network engineers misconfigured devices that led to poor network performance
(Loureiro, 2021). For example, 45 (67.2%) of the anonymous participants experienced installed
software that did not live up to its expectations. Deployed campus networks lacked proper
documentation, leading to prolonged network outages (Shafiee et al., 2021). On the contrary, 59
(88.1%) of the anonymous network engineers who participated indicated they kept manuals or
notes for all network equipment they supported. Network engineers struggled to keep up with
frequent changes required on the network (Nakayama et al., 2021). Network engineers lacked
proper training to handle new technological advancements on the market, such as SDN (Gijrath,
2021). In this instance, 38 (56.7%) of the anonymous network engineers had experienced
technical difficulties configuring a network device due to a lack of specific training or skill sets.
Furthermore, 6.0% of the anonymous participants took stock of their technical skills more than 6
months ago when considering what is currently on the market.
The 67 anonymous network engineers who completed the questionnaire validated the
reviewed literature from the gathered and analyzed data. A majority of the anonymous
participants (94.0%) agreed that they documented all changes done on their campus network. A
total of 64 members acknowledged having all documentation current and up to date for their
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campus network. It was confirmed by 56.7% of the anonymous participants who reconfigured
campus network equipment due to outdated documentation. Therefore, 56.7% of the anonymous
participants had different experiences than 95.5%, who indicated that all documentation was
current and up to date on their campus network.
The Problem. The specific problem to be addressed was the failure of network engineers
to use correct network design configuration frameworks within the public universities in the
Midwest United States, potentially resulting in poor network performance. This flexible design
multiple case study aimed to add and find the factors why network engineers failed to use the
correct network design configuration frameworks in public universities. The network engineers
designed, configured, and maintained the campus network. Different actions were performed by
the network engineers on the campus network. The network engineers were responsible for
maintaining proper documentation of the campus network. The network engineers had a duty of
ensuring configuration changes were done according to an approved change management plan.
The engineers’ skill set and training impacted how they managed the campus network. The
configuration accuracy of the devices on the campus network depended on the network
engineers’ thoroughness and attention to detail. The network engineers were responsible for
ensuring backups existed on the campus network. The network engineers had to coordinate the
change management activities for proper configuration changes.
Summary of the Findings
A campus network comprises numerous fundamental components that network engineers
must carefully select and integrate (Stair & Reynolds, 2018). The network engineer must
understand that a secure network is only as strong as its weakest link (Cisco, 2018). The study
focused on the impact of networking engineer configuration on campus network performance.
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Three research questions were used in understanding how network engineers failed to use the
correct network design frameworks. The second question dealt with how network design choices
differed from other change initiatives. The last question focused on how implemented network
design frameworks impacted network performance. I discussed findings from the demographic
data collected from the anonymous survey and further discussed the different responses from the
cases studied. Themes discovered from data collected included backup, change management
bureaucracy, communication, end user requirements, frequent software updates, legacy systems,
low bandwidth and wrong network connection, misconfiguration, natural disasters, outdated
documentation, skillset gaps, specialized training, standard network infrastructure metrics,
technology life span, and time constraints for change management.
Backup systems assisted in the successful implementation of change management. The
campus networks without backup power systems experienced network outages. The network
engineers had to deal with change management bureaucracy. Communication among network
engineers assisted in avoiding configuration rework. Frequent software updates slowed down
network performance. Network engineers-initiated configuration changes on the campus network
due to recurring software and firmware updates. The campus network experienced degraded
performance due to an influx of more people using the available services simultaneously. The
campus network bandwidth did not scale well during peak hours. The end-users connected to the
wrong SSID. The network engineers experienced degraded campus network services while
connecting to remote servers. Network engineers dealt with outdated documentation, which often
resulted in prolonged troubleshooting. The new network engineers lacked needed skill sets and,
as a result, escalated issues to experienced colleagues for assistance. Specialized training was
necessary for designing, configuring, and maintaining the campus network. A team of engineers
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with different expertise had to complete configuration change management on the campus
network. The engineers advocated for the standard network infrastructure metrics. The standard
network metrics while using monitoring systems assisted in troubleshooting. The engineers were
more proactive in using the monitoring systems. The network engineers experienced time
constraints for change management. The engineers had to schedule configuration changes during
the maintenance window.
Network engineers’ actions of designing, configuring, and maintenance was found to
impact campus network performance directly. The actions performed by the network engineers
determined the overall performance of the campus network. It was established that network
engineers could compromise network performance by using outdated and inaccurate network
design documentation. The network engineers confronted the challenges of resource constraints.
Organizations experienced poor network performance as a result of outdated hardware and
software and incompatibility issues as designed, configured, and maintained by the network
engineers. Network engineers performed reworks for not following established change
management protocol during change management configuration. Rapid advancement in
technology resulted in a widened gap for engineers with latest needed skillsets for supporting the
campus network. Experienced network engineers could quickly identify and fix network
problems.
Application to Professional Practice
I added knowledge on how engineers can optimize their actions for improved campus
network performance. The benefits to society included understanding network engineers' actions
relating to designing, integrating, configuring, and maintaining all aspects of an enterprise
network. Understanding engineers' actions may benefit business communities by helping them
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know how the campus network performance degrades. The study may help in aligning structures
by preventing and reducing network downtime. The findings can also help higher learning
institutions better understand the impact of network engineer configuration on campus networks
as they continue to adopt the asynchronous and synchronous learning mode. Organizations may
find themselves well prepared to make recommended findings as more things get enabled to
connect to the Internet of Things (IoT; Cisco, 2018). This research may assist professionals with
sound guidance on implementing campus networks while viewing information systems from the
perspective of business and organizational needs. The network engineers must recognize that
users expect content to be immediately available when using campus networks. The categories of
potential application to professional practice include change management, documentation,
hardware and software, training and troubleshooting.
Change Management. Network engineers dealt with multilayered change management
approval processes. The engineers struggled to schedule configuration changes for the systems
that were in high demand and required continuous uptime. Some network engineers experienced
challenges finding all the change management board members to approve configuration changes.
The technical know-how of change management board members became a barrier. The board
members lacked the in-depth technological know-how concerning the technical work done by the
network engineers. Change management required proper coordination that resulted in the
successful deployment of new configurations on the campus network. Network engineers
performed reworks for not following established change management protocol during change
management configuration. For potential application to professional practice, the universities
should consider automating change management protocols. All stakeholders should pull in the
same direction to remove any hurdles for configuration changes on the campus network.
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Network engineers should ensure configuration changes are done according to an approved
change management plan. The change management reviewers should diligently vet all proposed
configuration changes thoroughly before the implementers can execute them. The network
engineers should ensure all configurations are baselined and backups are available before making
any changes to the campus network. The backup systems should assist in restoring services
during the rollback procedures for change management.
Documentation. The network engineers compromised network performance by using
outdated and inaccurate network design documentation. Documentation repository for the
current configuration on the campus network did not exist in some universities. Network
engineers using undocumented configurations resulted in misconfiguration of devices on the
campus network. Lack of enough technical documentation for the supported network design
framework resulted in prolonged hours of network engineers researching for solutions. The
network engineers did reworks and reconfiguration because of using outdated documentation. To
enhance professional practice, network engineers should keep updated documentation that
depends on the implemented configurations. The universities should have a living document with
current configuration status for their campus network. The network engineer should consider
keeping an end-system configuration file. The documentation should have a logical topology
diagram and a physical topology diagram. All the devices on the campus network should be
clearly labeled.
Hardware and Software. Outdated hardware caused errors on the campus network
during configuration changes. Engineers dealt with archaic campus network infrastructure. The
legacy systems started failing and degraded the campus network performance. Frequent
software updates and hardware incompatibility increased workload and disrupted services for the
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end users. Aging devices experienced backward incompatibility issues with newer firmware for
the core devices such as network switches. To have an optimal performing campus network, the
universities should consider using current industry standards. The university management can
implement a technology lifespan policy. The lifespan policy should outline measures of
upgrading hardware and software on the campus network. The network engineers can consider
implementing an automated process of updating software on the campus network. The
universities should use the latest software patches on the market to enhance information security
on the campus network.
Training. The engineers’ skill sets and training impacted how they managed the campus
network infrastructure. Rapid advancement in technology resulted in a widened gap for
engineers with latest needed skillsets for supporting the campus network. Successful change
management required the involvement of engineers with diverse and specialized skills. Network
engineers worked in teams of which they shared knowledge and any configuration changes that
required specialized training. For application to professional practice, universities should
implement a continuous training program for all engineers to assist with gaps in the existing
skillsets. The network engineers should persistently learn new technologies to help an
organization implement the latest technologies. The network engineer should document explicit
knowledge and align all processes to achieve game-changing campus network performance. The
universities should consider pairing new network engineer and seasoned engineer as an
onboarding buddy.
Troubleshooting. The campus network had mislabeled devices that prolonged
troubleshooting efforts. Lack of enough documentation resulted in newer engineers waiting on
seasoned employees for tactic knowledge. Network engineers could not proactively detect failing
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devices on the campus network in some of the universities. For improving the application to
professional practice, the universities should consider having standard network infrastructure
metrics. The standard network infrastructure metrics should assist in maintaining the campus
network. Network engineers configuring and implementing monitoring system should help in
pinpointing the bottlenecks within the campus network. The university should consider engaging
different stakeholders and people with different expertise simultaneously in shortening the time
taken to restore the campus network services during outages.
Improving General Business Practices
This section discusses how to apply the study findings with emphasis on the impact of
network engineer configuration on campus network performance. The campus network
performance is directly interrelated to how it can assist decision-makers in achieving the
business's goals (Stair & Reynolds, 2018). The network engineers' design, configuration, and
maintenance actions to an organization's IT infrastructure may affect the entire organization's
business model. Similarly, the network engineer's design, configuration, and maintenance actions
may affect different attributes and aspects of an organization, such as goods and service delivery
(Turban et al., 2018). As a result, the campus network performance influences strategic thinking
for decision-making in the modern business world (Gamble et al., 2019). For instance, the
actions completed by the network engineers can force a change in the organization structure
reporting due to information technology rendering. The chosen campus network design
framework can create a new market niche. The network design framework can redefine an
organization's geographical boundaries of operations when considering intranet and extranet
configurations (Stallings & Case, 2013). The campus network performance can improve the
supply chain and business collaboration in the logistics sector (Simchi-Levi et al., 2008).
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Therefore, the network engineers for any organization must carefully assemble and integrate all
information systems components on the campus network to improve general business practices.
The themes discovered that could help in improving general business practices included backup,
change management bureaucracy, communication, end-user requirements, frequent software
updates and hardware incompatibility, legacy systems, low bandwidth and wrong network
connections, misconfiguration, natural disasters, outdated documentation, skillset gaps, and
specialized training, standard network infrastructure metrics, technology life span, and time
constraints for change management.
Backup. The research participants denoted that backup systems as configured by the
network engineers played an integral role in the campus network's overall performance. Nine
interviewed participants used backup systems in their campus network. P03 stated, “For
example, if you plan to reconfigure a router, you must make sure you have backups in place.”
The designed, configured, and maintained backup systems assisted in eliminating malfunctioning
software and hardware issues. The backup systems enhanced the campus network reliability. As
a result, to improve general business practices, the network engineers should include backup
systems in their campus networks. A backup system that works well within the context of an
organization while supporting its fundamental business goals and strategies. The backup systems
should include redundant power sources, spare pool of core devices such as switches, routers,
servers and the current configuration files. Furthermore, the backup systems should provide fault
tolerance by having redundant systems in the designed and configured campus network. The
network engineers can consider implementation of failover strategies for all the core devices on
the campus as a way of improving general business practices. Similarly, Stair and Reynolds
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(2018) explained, a network engineer should ensure that an organization has implemented a
campus network properly with backup systems for business continuity and recovery.
Change Management Bureaucracy. According to Plenert (2012), the campus network
must support routine day-to-day activities for process improvement. The change management
approval process should work as an added value chain to the organization's production
environment while facilitating the needed configuration changes on the campus network.
Network engineers experienced issues with change management bureaucracy while working on
routine configuration changes. At least, eight interviewed network engineers shared their
experiences dealing with change management bureaucracy. The network engineers performed
configuration changes by submitting a change management procedure. The proposed changes
underwent a layer of scrutiny done by the change advisory board of the university before
network engineers implemented configuration changes. According to P08, some change
management board members were not readily available to approve proposed configuration
changes. For improving general business practices, universities should consider implementing an
automated change management approval process to simplify the layered approach of the change
management approval process. The change management board members can consider having a
designated office hour for reviewing and approving all proposed configuration changes.
Communication. Seven interviewed network engineers shared lived experiences relating
to communication. P02 praised teamwork and collaboration among all stakeholders as a success
factor for implementing the configuration changes on the campus network. The network
engineers experienced communication breakdown among different stakeholders. The
communication breakdown resulted in configuration reworks and rescheduling of proposed
campus network configuration changes. The network engineers working on different shifts
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lacked well-harmonized means of communication. In some cases, the network engineers failed to
understand the business needs. Better communication channels are needed for improving general
business practices. The universities can consider identifying the best communication strategies
that will work for their engineers. The universities can consider using instant messaging or
collaboration applications for members to share their ideas. The network engineers should keep
peers informed on how different configuration changes are progressing by providing frequent
status updates. Similarly, Hendon et al. (2017) recommended a need for IT professionals to
express their expertise using positive emotional intelligence and communication effectiveness to
improve general business practices.
End-User Requirements. Nine interviewed participants had to deal with the end-user
requirements. For example, P10 worked with a decentralized team where they did not have direct
interaction with end users. Ambiguous end-user requirements resulted in prolonged hours of
network engineers researching the campus network issues before providing a solution. The
network engineers should consider asking more questions for clarity and work with the end-users
during data gathering to improve general business practices. The remote teams should consider
having a better way of understanding of how their implemented configuration changes impacts
end users. Network engineers may think of understanding the context of the business before
jumping to conclusions. Equally, the external vendors and all major organizations collaborators
should have better means of accessing an organization's IT infrastructure as deployed by the
network engineer. A network engineer of an organization may consider the proper end user
infrastructure that can support employees and collaborators. This allows for various business
partners to share information easily. In addition, universities should consider the different levels
of IT maturity in assisting the network engineers in aligning business processes with the end user
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systems. Leaders of an organization can determine the cost implication and benefits correlating
to the end user systems as a strategic improvement for the general business practices. Similarly,
Gamble et al. (2019) explained, as part of the strategic executives, the Chief Information Officer
must look at different levels of IT maturity while evaluating the performance of the campus
network. In this instance, the robustness of the campus network infrastructure and the solutions
provided should provide needed services for internal users (Basco & Mestieri, 2017).
Frequent Software Updates and Hardware Incompatibility. According to P01, the
campus network experienced degraded performance when multiple users updated software
applications simultaneously. Uploading and downloading of big files slowed the campus network
performance. Frequent software updates consumed more time for some of the network engineers.
Universities and network engineers can consider different ways of improving general business
practices relating to frequent software updates and hardware incompatibility issues. The network
engineers can consider updating software during non-busy operation hours of the university.
They can consider updating software floor by floor or by department without disrupting the
campus network functionality for all users at the same time. The universities can consider
automating software and firmware updates for the core devices and reduce the manual workload
for the network engineers. Jaouhari and Bouvet (2022) shared additional views about
implementing a secure firmware over-the-air update process for frequent firmware updates. In
addition, Kachman et al. (2019) documented using a universal framework for remote firmware
updates of low-power devices to reduce campus network congestion.
Legacy Systems. Network engineers were confronted with legacy systems at different
universities. The legacy systems degraded the overall performance of the campus network. For
example, P04 upgraded aging devices as a means of improving the campus network
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performance. In some instances, the network engineers used cloud-based systems to improve the
campus network performance. Improved business processes must remain the goal for the
network engineer while designing, implementing, and maintaining the campus network. The
implemented campus network infrastructure should have robust capabilities as a competitive
advantage. The universities should use appropriate network design frameworks and
technological advancements for the campus network. The network engineer can assist by
upgrading campus network infrastructure as a means of creating a competitive edge among
organizations. Similarly, an organization can use current optimized network design frameworks
to venture into areas other competitors have not tried. The universities should consider
overhauling legacy systems to enhance network performance. Universities can improve business
practices by having lifecycle policies for all devices on the campus network. The stipulated
policies frameworks can assist in ensuring aging devices or applications on the campus network
are replaced after a given timeframe. In the same way, Gamble et al. (2019) explained that an
organization continuously invest in state-of-the-art technology to outperform competitors.
Low Bandwidth and Wrong Network Connections. Ten interviewed network
engineers shared their lived experiences relating to low bandwidth and wrong network
connections. P01 explained, that the campus network performance degraded with an influx of
more users. According to P02, the users connected to the wrong SSID. The designed campus
network should have elasticity for handling more traffic volume, explained P06. P08 proposed
configuring a campus network that can scale up well with demand. As a result, to improve
general business practices network engineers should consider implementing traffic shaping to
prioritize packets on the campus network and enhance the quality of service. Network engineers
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should consider implementing capacity planning for bandwidth elasticity as a means of
improving general business practices.
Misconfiguration. Network engineers experienced misconfigurations in their campus
network. The misconfigurations impacted university operations. Using a checklist during
configuration changes was a success factor for P10. Universities can improve business practices
by adopting the zero-touch network and service management for their campus network. The
zero-touch network and service management allow for automation of the manual processes
configured by network engineers. The automated processes will improve general business
practices by enabling autonomous network systems. Silva et al. (2021) supported these views by
explaining that automating actions completed by network engineers resulted to an optimized
network performance. Also, the autonomous systems will have self-configuration, selfmonitoring, self-healing, and self-optimization based on service-level policies and rules without
human intervention (Liyanage et al., 2022).
Natural Disasters. The campus network experienced degraded services as a result of
natural disasters according to seven interviewed network engineers. Some universities had only
one Internet service provider, and others lacked suitable measures for dealing with natural
disasters. According to P04, the universities opted for a cloud-based network design framework
blended with a traditional three-tiered network design framework while dealing with natural
disaster issues. The network engineers should consider implementing redundant systems to
improve general business practices. A hybrid network design of having cloud-based systems and
local on campus systems will improve general business practices relating to natural disaster
issues. Similarly, Zhu et al. (2017) encouraged institutions to consider remote backups for the
continuous operation of data centers during natural disaster incidences.
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Outdated Documentation. Network engineers dealt with the issues of outdated
documentation for their campus networks. The outdated documentation resulted in the
misconfiguration of devices on the campus network, explained P03. P01 and P03 explained the
importance of maintaining current documentation of the campus network. A network repository
containing all the details about a campus network will assist in improving general business
practices. A network repository will aid in providing quick restoration of disrupted services by
network engineers. The network engineers should make a habit of leaving paper trail of all
configurations done on the campus network as a means of improving general business practices.
Stallings and Case (2013) encouraged network administrators to have updated network topology
documentation.
Skillset Gaps and Specialized Training. According to P01, new network engineers
relied on seasoned employees to complete their work successfully. In some universities, the
network engineers designed and configured network devices without prior knowledge or training
as explained by P06. A continuous learning and development program for all network engineers
can assist in bridging the gap for the skillset gaps. A proper onboarding process for all new
employees is a requirement for improving general business practices. The training of new
network engineers should equip them well in handling configuration changes on the campus
network. The new employees should be allowed to shadow seasoned employees for some time
before handling major configuration changes on the campus network. Similarly, Stair and
Reynolds (2018) explained a need for network engineers to have onboarding buddies to enhance
mechanism of sharing tacit knowledge.
Standard Network Infrastructure Metrics. Six networking engineers explained the
importance of establishing standard network infrastructure metrics. The universities with proper
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standard network infrastructure metrics detected issues on the campus network before they could
impact the network performance, explained P04. According to P08, the monitoring systems
alerted the network engineers of potentially problematic issues on the campus network. The
defined metrics should have preset thresholds for triggering alarms when breached (Poulin &
Kane, 2021). Therefore, for improving general business practices the universities should
implement monitoring systems for all devices on the campus network. The monitoring systems
should potentially assist network engineers in proactively identifying failing devices on the
campus network.
Technology Life Span. Simchi-Levi (2008) noted that organizations using best-in-class
IT systems have 75% higher profitability. Furthermore, the impact of network engineer
configuration on the campus network can be a linchpin for supply chain management, enterprise
resource planning, and customer relationship management systems when proper network design
frameworks are used (Simchi-Levi, 2008; Stair & Reynolds, 2018; Stallings & Case, 2013).
According to P07, network devices experienced wear and tear, and the overused devices started
impacting network performance after some time, explained P05. The network engineers
experienced improved network performance after replacing aging devices. Replacing aging
devices and software applications on the campus network improved network performance for
P04. Hence, universities should have lifecycle policies as a mechanism of improving general
business practices. The universities can have budgetary allocation of replacing existing
technology per the manufacturers recommended life span. For example, the hard disks can start
failing after reaching the total expected life-time. At that point the core servers performance start
degrading. The engineers should keep an accurate inventory database for tracking when
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components on the campus network are due for lifecycle as a method of improving general
business practices.
Potential Application Strategies
Campus networks are the fabric of business enterprises and thus continue to shape the
global marketplace (Stallings & Case, 2013). A need arises for the network engineers to use the
correct network design frameworks that best satisfy the business needs. Therefore, I documented
information that could potentially assist an organization in managing its campus network
infrastructure. The network engineers should review the study findings and apply them in their
daily activities. The results of this study can improve general business practice. The outcome of
understanding the impact of network engineer configuration on campus network performance
has different potential application strategies. The information technology practitioners should
review these potential application strategies and determine their appropriateness concerning their
business entities. I identified five potential application strategies. The categories of potential
application strategies include change management, hardware, and software, network
documentation, training, and troubleshooting.
Change Management. The participants experienced change management bureaucracy,
and the bureaucracy presented itself in the form of multilayered change management approval
processes. The study found that network engineers dealt with time constraints for change
management. However, the participants denoted properly coordinated change management
resulted in the successful deployment of new configurations on the campus network. Plenert
(2012) supported the need for network engineers to develop proper standards and procedures for
continuous process improvement within their campus networks. Furthermore, participants
provided different reasons for what contributed to errors during configuration change
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management. For example, some network engineers failed to embrace change management
planning. The engineers can consider automating change management processes and using
established change management protocols as a potential application strategy. Stair and Reynolds
(2018) suggested different change management tools that information technology practitioners
can use to standardize configuration changes on the campus network. The network engineers can
opt for different change management models such as Lewin's change model, Leavitt's diamond
model, TAM, or diffusion of innovation theory (Stair & Reynolds, 2018).
The participants explained that change management involved different groups and
expertise. The network engineers implemented configuration changes successfully and on time,
where the different stakeholders came together and pulled in the same direction. Oliveira and
Rabechini (2019) had similar views of encouraging the network engineers to bring together all
stakeholders for a successful change management implementation. Furthermore, the participants
explained the importance of baselining and having backups before making any changes to the
campus network. A network engineer should establish a network baseline to lead to needed
change management. The change management could assist in determining the effects of network
changes and any subsequent troubleshooting efforts (Cisco, 2018).
Hardware and Software. The participants experienced errors due to outdated hardware
that failed to keep up with new cloud servers during configuration changes on the campus
network. I documented how frequent software updates and hardware incompatibility increased
the workload for the network engineers and their impact on the campus network performance.
The participants encouraged universities to use the latest software patches on the market to
enhance information security on the campus network. Automation of software updates assisted in
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reducing the workload for the network engineers. ,The universities can consider the need for
having policy frameworks for hardware and software lifecycle as a potential application strategy.
Different scholars shared their suggestions that information technology practitioners can
implement when considering the findings relating to hardware and software. For example, a
campus network requires specific hardware and software to perform well (Oppenheimer, 2010).
In addition, network engineers should consider clustering the hardware and software systems.
Clustering will enhance system availability by establishing loosely coupled computers on the
campus network, increasing computing power, enabling load balancing, and establishing scalable
systems and redundant systems that provide safe failover (Englander, 2009). Network engineers
must understand that the computer hardware industry changes rapidly. The network engineers
must carefully select network hardware and software to meet the organization's ever-evolving
needs (Stair & Reynolds, 2018). The network engineers should keep up with the latest trends and
issues in the software industry to boost network performance (Tomassilli et al., 2021). The
network engineers must investigate implementing operational technology to keep power plants
running and manage factory process lines (Cisco, 2018).
Network Documentation. The participants had different issues relating to
documentation of their campus network. The network engineers explained reworks and
reconfiguration because of using outdated documentation. Documentation for the campus
network did not exist in some instances. In some cases, new network engineers had to wait for
directions from experienced colleagues. The participants fixed network issues well where
universities had current and well-maintained network documentation repositories. The network
engineers should keep updated IT documentation that depends on the implemented
configurations as a potential application strategy for network documentation.
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Oppenheimer (2010) explained that documentation is vital for campus network
management. Shafiee et al. (2021) added that a well-documented campus network is a unique
tool for supporting network configuration. Several different documentations allow network
engineers to troubleshoot network issues quickly. Network engineers should ensure an
organization has accurate and current campus network documentation (Cisco, 2018). The
documentation should contain the campus network configuration files for each device on the
network. The network engineer should consider keeping an end-system configuration file. The
end-system file should contain the hardware and software used in end-system devices (Cisco,
2018). A network engineer should maintain a network topology diagram that keeps track of
device location, function, and status. The documentation should have a logical topology diagram
and a physical topology diagram as a potential application strategy for network documentation.
Training. Participants shared technical shortcomings as some of the reasons why
network engineers misconfigured devices on the campus network. The network engineers needed
specialized skills for configuring firewalls on the campus network. Another network engineer
lacked training for Juniper systems. Successful change management processes need different
people with different training backgrounds. Experienced network engineers acted as a point of
escalation while training new employees. The university should consider implementing a
continuous training program for all employees to assist with gaps in the existing skillset as a
potential application strategy for training network engineers.
Furthermore, different scholars recommended different application strategies for training
employees. An organization can benefit when knowledge management becomes part of its core
culture for the campus network sustainability (Hunt & Weintraub, 2017). An organization
benefits if its network engineers have hands-on experience (Cisco, 2018). The organization
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should establish best practices that increase awareness, foster learning, and accelerate
collaboration among stakeholders (Stair & Reynolds, 2018). The network engineer should
document explicit knowledge and align all processes to achieve game-changing campus network
performance (Starbird & Cavanagh, 2011). An organization should consider aspects such as
shadowing to enhance tacit knowledge (Stair & Reynolds, 2018). The network engineers should
persistently learn new technologies to help an organization implement the latest technologies as a
potential application strategy for continuous learning and development.
Troubleshooting. The participants shared different experiences relating to
troubleshooting their campus network. For example, the network engineers who did not have the
right tools found monitoring their network performance difficult. The network engineers could
not detect failing devices within the implemented network design framework. Furthermore, it
took longer troubleshooting network issues where appropriate documentation never existed. The
standard network metrics assisted in troubleshooting, and accurate documentation of the campus
network facilitated troubleshooting efforts. As a potential application strategy, universities
should consider the simultaneous engagement of different stakeholders and people with different
expertise in shortening the time taken to restore the campus network services.
According to Mushi and Dutta (2018), troubleshooting is a significant action performed
by network engineers on the campus network. Furthermore, Kim and Feamster (2013)
acknowledged that network engineers offer better visibility and control over network diagnosis
and troubleshooting tasks. Therefore, an organization must have a network engineer who can
quickly and efficiently resolve network problems (Cisco, 2018). Inexperienced network
engineers can create a collaborative problem-solving group that significantly assists in capturing
tacit knowledge (Stair & Reynolds, 2018).
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Summary of Application to Professional Practice
The application to professional practices focused on improving general business practices
and potential application strategies. Gamble et al. (2019) stated that businesses should recognize
the role of enterprise network infrastructure in enabling employees to perform their work
proficiently. In this instance, the network engineers should find the value of benchmarking and
using the best practices for campus networks to improve performance. The network engineer
should strive to instill a corporate culture that promotes best practices for designing, configuring,
and maintaining a campus network. Preece et al. (2015) encouraged network engineers to
develop usable systems envisioned for businesses. For example, according to Preece et al.
(2015), the network campus should have the needed capacity to support how employees
communicate and interact in their day-to-day activities.
Potential application strategies highlighted the aspect of change management, hardware,
and software, network documentation, training, and troubleshooting. Network documentation
assists inefficient diagnosis while correcting network problems (Cisco, 2018). The network
engineers should ensure that all accurate network documentation exists. The documentation
should include backups and maintain soft and hard copies where possible. Stair and Reynolds
(2018) stated that hardware and software selection played a significant role in determining the
performance of the campus network for an organization. The network engineers should select
scalable hardware and software that can be upgraded to meet the unexpected influx of user traffic
on the campus network. Stallings and Case (2013) explained that standards play an integral part
in data communications. Therefore, network engineers should find it prudent to use established
standards for change management on the campus network. Lastly, highly skilled network
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engineers with efficient troubleshooting abilities for the campus network are sought-after in IT.
These are skills that any organization should be cognizant of (Cisco, 2018).
Recommendations for Further Study
This flexible, multi-case study design revealed gaps based on the findings for future
research. Readers may identify potential additional areas for further study. Future researchers can
explore specific themes discovered to understand better the impact of network engineer
configuration on campus network performance. Future studies can explore why network
engineers never designed, configured, and maintained backup systems. Future scholars can focus
on the impact of the change management review board on campus network performance. A
better understanding of improving the change management board functionality may help provide
solutions to bureaucratic issues experienced by network engineers. Further study on enhancing
communication among all stakeholders will assist network engineers in avoiding unnecessary
reworks. Investigators can explore the best approaches for gathering end-user requirements.
Using the best approaches for gathering end-user requirements will reduce time spent on
researching ambiguous requirements by network engineers. Further study on how network
engineers can stay motivated in learning new technologies will be needed. How network
engineers can quickly learn new technologies may work well with the issues of skillset gaps and
a need for specialized training.
I recommend that future researchers consider different demographics and research
methodology. For example, a future study could focus on private universities and determine the
impact of network engineer configuration on their campus network. In addition, universities are
not the only institutions that use campus networks, but other entities such as government offices,
retail, logistics, healthcare, manufacturing, and finance depend on information systems for
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business intelligence and analytics (Stair & Reynolds, 2018). Therefore, future studies can
document lived experiences of network engineers working for different organizations. Future
researchers can consider using fixed methods and expand the scope of the study to all the
universities in the United States. Many interested participants did not pass the screening survey
because they worked for universities in states not found in the Midwestern part of the United
States. In the future, researchers can think of collecting data via observation methods such as
ethnographic research and collecting data through artifacts to help determine study patterns
(Creswell & Poth, 2018). Future researchers can visit the universities and document their
findings. It was impossible to visit sites since the study occurred during a global pandemic
(COVID-19). Most institutions followed the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
recommendations for social distancing. Quantitative researchers can use the collected data for a
correlational study and analyze different variables.
Reflections
It was a long and strenuous journey to complete a doctorate. My desire to complete the
program remained steadfast as I pondered why I enrolled in the DBA program in the first place.
My passion for understanding why network engineers failed to use the correct network design
frames kept me going. The desire to document network engineers' lived experiences was
fascinating and formed further encouragement to research and understand those experiences. The
study findings reaffirmed my understanding of how a campus network provides a highly
effective infrastructure that organizational stakeholders can use to access and deliver information
and services.
Consequently, campus networks have changed how modern society works, lives, plays,
and learns as technology changes (Cisco, 2018). Campus network infrastructure has proven
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essential in modern business operations' strategies (Gamble et al., 2019). Therefore, the network
engineers require a deep understanding of how their actions in designing, configuring, and
maintaining the campus network directly impact the campus network performance of an
organization (Stallings & Case, 2013). As a challenge, I struggled to complete interview
recordings for the 30 participants as initially planned in the proposal. Despite the challenge, the
study reaffirmed my conviction about cybersecurity as an information technology practitioner.
As part of the study paradigm, I had to reach participants via email. I randomly emailed the
Midwestern public university employees. The employees were listed on their websites as
working for the information technology department and met the study definition of a network
engineer. Ironically, from my workplace, I often instruct employees and other team members to
avoid clicking any suspicious links as they may be phish-related. Phishing emails and social
engineering have resulted in cyber breaches (Gregory, 2014). The recruitment process was timeconsuming but rather a worthy endeavor. Weekly feedback and encouragement from the
dissertation chair kept me going. Additionally, emboldened by my religious faith, I persisted and
trusted God for his divine guidance.
Personal & Professional Growth
First and foremost, completing this research project was a dream come true. It reignited
my thirst for more knowledge as I reflected upon my personal and professional trajectory. I
started working with computer systems immediately after high school. Before then, I had never
interacted with any computer device or had seen a computer. My sister and brother wondered
what computer hardware was about as they contemplated my academic expedition. Enrolling in
computer classes allowed me to define a professional trajectory. I dedicated time to reading
different books and literature touching on information technology. As a result, I grasped what
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computer networks were all about and became interested in knowing more about data
communications. The enterprise network architecture remained something fascinating in my
mind. More so, how individuals successfully transmitted data from one location to another.
Mainly, having a better understanding of the impact of network engineers on the campus
network dominated my subconscious mind. I wondered why organizations experienced poor
connectivity if the campus networks were adequately designed, configured, and maintained by
the network engineers. I encountered many new experiences throughout the research process.
It was captivating listening to the lived experiences of network engineers. The field study
was more rewarding, and I had an opportunity to document real-world happenings. The
documented literature by other scholars widened my understanding of the real-world problems
that many organizations confront in the era of technology. The discovered themes aligned well
with the literature review findings. Overall, the network engineers as human factors have a
significant role in safeguarding an organization's critical infrastructure. When it comes to
managerial implications, the network engineers must understand that a good IT infrastructure
should have a good hierarchy, redundancy, modularity, protected perimeters, and well thought
out entries and exits (Stallings & Case, 2013). In this instance, the modular design approach
implemented by the network engineers minimizes bandwidth domains and enhances network
performance (Cisco Press, 2014).
Biblical Perspective
God, the creator of heaven and earth, bestowed different gifts upon human beings,
talents, and skillsets as co-creators in the divine economy for work cultivation (Keller & Alsdorf,
2016). As the custodians of the campus network performance in the divine economy, the network
engineers have a noble obligation to do excellent work for the glory of the almighty God. Hardy
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(1990) encouraged all Christians to consider their work as a vocation. The work completed by
human beings should be exercised for the good of the human community (Hardy, 1990). Apostle
Paul's first letter to the Corinthians encouraged them to excel in their daily undertakings while
reverencing God. So, whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for the glory of God
(New International Version, 1978/2000, 1 Corinthians 10:31).
Consequently, to have a well-designed and maintained campus network, the full potential
of the network engineers requires redesigning internal and external environments to match the
desirable strategic framework implementation of a campus network (Warner & Zhu, 2018). The
starting point will encompass network engineers discerning the purpose of their very own
creation. According to St. Paul the Apostle, Paul, in his letter to the Ephesians, encourages
Christians to do good work they were preordained to accomplish. For we are God's handiwork,
created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in advance for us to do (New
International Version, 1978/2000, Ephesians 2:10). Hence, the purpose of our very own creation
is a fundamental concept in our daily life and optimistic endeavors as it goes hand in hand with
network engineers' strategic decision-making process (Hardy, 1990).
A well-designed and properly functioning campus network is significant for advancing
God's purposes for business on earth. Faith, performance, and design trace root in God's early
days in creating the universe. Campus network design and configuration occur in organizations
managed by God's creation. In the book of Genesis, God created all creatures under the sun. God
gave humankind the authority to dominate all living things. God blessed them and said to them,
"be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish in the sea and
the birds in the sky and over every living creature that moves on the ground" (New International
Version, 1978/2000, Genesis 1: 28). Reading Genesis chapter 1, verse 28, God instructs
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humankind to fill the earth and subdue it. God bestowed stewardship to Adam and humankind in
the Garden of Eden to take charge of all creatures until the end of times. As a result, network
engineers should take care of the campus network until the end of its lifecycle.
Alsdorf and Keller (2016) encouraged all humankind to connect their daily assignments
to God's purpose of creation and work. Glorification of God should remain the sole aim of
network engineers while aiming for perfection as Christian workers (Keller & Alsdorf, 2016). By
connecting work with divine intentions, humankind creates an environment of orderliness as
depicted in the creation story and the sole aim of human existence. The orderliness of network
engineers in designing, configuring, and maintaining the campus network infrastructure while
using proper network design frameworks leads to good network performance (Stallings & Case,
2013). Reading the book of Genesis and Psalms, God created the earth and all things in an
orderly fashion. In equal measure, the network engineers should create the campus network
orderly. He created them perfectly and uniquely. I praise you because I am fearfully and
wonderfully made; your works are wonderful, I know that full well (New International Version,
1978/2000, Psalm 139:14).
Moreover, the God we worship is a God of providence and cultivator in his craftsmanship
of the world. As his co-creators, network engineers should ensure organizations use proper
frameworks as they go hand in hand with God's vision of a beautiful city. In the divine kingdom,
competency plays an integral role in aligning God's purpose of creation for humankind. Hardy
(1990) explained that all humankind has different talents for ingenuity. Similarly, during the
lifecycle of a campus network, ingenuity by network engineers becomes handy to reinvent and
simplify processes for value addition (Plenert, 2011). Consequently, the call of all Christians
entails creative participation to improve the quality delivery of services and products by
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organizations. A good-performing campus network adds value to the benefit of the organization
and the general God's economy where humankind resides.
Keller and Alsdorf (2016) encouraged campus network design practitioners to trust in
God like Esther in the bible fully. For example, Esther used her personal and cultural capital to
create a more just social order (Keller & Alsdorf, 2016). Network engineers may work in an
institution that has not impressed proper campus network design practices. In this instance, the
network engineer has to rise to the occasion. Become the champion of using good network
design frameworks as Esther, a Jewish queen of the Persians, did. As God's representatives in the
divine economy, network engineers must strive for good campus network performance. The
network engineers must challenge the status quo in organizations. They should unceasingly
pursue better ways of improving the campus network infrastructure. Embrace and be the
champions of using proper network design frameworks in an organization. As God's stewards,
the network engineers should ensure organizations have executed and standardized their
processes for the entire value stream (Tezel et al., 2017).
Summary of Reflections
Paul the Apostle came into mind as I pondered completing the DBA program. In his letter
to Timothy, The Apostle Paul reflected upon his life by writing: "I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have kept the faith (New International Version, 1978/2000, 2 Timothy
4:7). It has been a strenuous journey, but the Epistle to the Philippian states it well, "being
confident of this, that he who began a good work in you will carry it on to completion until the
day of Christ Jesus (New International Version, 1978/2000, 2 Philippians 1:6). The good Lord
was faithful and gracious enough throughout this entire journey. The hours and energy consumed
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in completing the DBA program were worth it. The influence of the faculty members, research
participants, friends, and family meant a lot throughout.
Summary of Section 3
Section 3 provided a detailed synopsis of the completed research. Section 3 consisted of
the overview of the study and the professional practices and implications for change. I discussed
the presentation of the findings: Application of professional practices and implications for
change overview of the study, presentation of the findings, and application to professional
practice. I provided a descriptive analysis of the demographic data gathered, followed by the
results of the multiple case studies. Based on those results, recommendations were provided for
professional practice and action applications. Lastly, Section 3 also included suggestions for
further research, reflections, and an overall study summary.
Ten engineers from different universities described their lived experiences designing,
configuring, and maintaining the campus network. In addition, 67 engineers volunteered to
complete the anonymous questionnaire. Interviews and questionnaires formed the avenue for
data collection. The predefined theoretical framework guided the research work. Seven different
types of triangulation enhanced the research validity and credibility. The triangulation
approaches included bracketing, data, iterative, observer, reflexive, methodological, and theory.
The demographic questions assisted in prescreening of participants. The participants
worked in a public university in the Midwest United States. The age of research participants
ranged between 20 and 65. This study's supported network design framework included the cloudbased design framework, the traditional three-tier campus network design, the mesh-based
design, and the software-defined network design. The participants had at least one year of
experience designing, configuring, and maintaining campus networks.
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As explained by Robson and McCartan (2017), the recommended approach for
discovering themes was used. NVivo software assisted in data analysis and coding of discovered
themes. The documented themes encompassed backup, change management bureaucracy,
communication, end-user requirements, frequent software updates and hardware incompatibility,
legacy systems, low bandwidth and wrong network connections, misconfiguration, natural
disasters, outdated documentation, skill set gaps and specialized training, standard network
infrastructure metrics, technology life span, and time constraints for change management.
Backup systems assisted in restoring services on the campus network. Change management
bureaucracy resulted in long delays in completing configuration changes on the campus network.
The lack of a coherent communication system resulted in reworks of configurations and poor
customer experiences. The ambiguity of end-user requirements occasioned a need for network
engineers to do additional research before solving the campus network issues. Frequent software
updates throttled the campus network bandwidth. Network engineers reconfigured devices on the
campus network because of hardware incompatibilities issues. Some newer firmware could not
work with legacy systems on the campus network. The campus network bandwidth did not scale
well with an influx of users on the campus network. The campus network users connected on the
wrong SSID, which necessitated additional help from network engineers. The network engineers
misconfigured devices on the campus network leading to outages. Natural disasters disrupted the
expected functionalities of the campus network. Outdated documentation resulted in
misconfiguration of equipment. It took more time for network engineers with a skill set gaps to
restore services, especially where documentation was unavailable. Network engineers needed
others with specialized training to complete change management on the campus network. The
standard network infrastructure metrics assisted network engineers in troubleshooting and
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identifying problems on the campus network. Network engineers shared their challenges dealing
with aging devices. Universities that had implemented a lifecycle program assisted in handling
issues relating to technology life span. The interviewed network engineers had to deal with time
constraints for management. The maintenance window was not enough for any major campus
network configuration changes that required extended hours for completion without impacting
business operations.
Network engineers designed, configured, and maintained the campus networks for
different universities. The actions completed by network engineers impacted the performance of
the campus network differently. In some instances, network engineers failed to use the correct
network design frameworks, which resulted in malfunctioning devices on the campus network.
Much time was used researching technical solutions for the network design frameworks that
network engineers had limited technical know-how. The lack of documentation by previous
network engineers working for the same university caused troubleshooting problems for the
newer network engineers. The absence of appropriate monitoring systems and tools made it
difficult for network engineers to monitor their campus network performance. Network engineers
did not implement backup systems or follow standard change management protocols in some
universities. A communication breakdown among network engineers and other stakeholders
impacted configuration changes on the campus network.
Implemented quality assurance measures for change management led to success in using
correct network design frameworks. Monitoring all devices on the campus network notified
stakeholders of any potential failures on the campus network. Using established industry-specific
standards enhanced the campus network performance. The network engineers taking time to
analyze the network performance activities assisted in preventive maintenance. Using strictly
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established change management procedures assisted in successfully deploying new
configurations. The change management board played an essential role in reinforcing and
ensuring only authorized configurations happened on the campus network.
Flawed configurations by network engineers resulted in the interruption of the campus
network services underpinning the theory of GIGO. A failure of one device on the campus
network, such as the default router configured by an ISP, disrupted Internet connectivity. In this
instance, the default router represented the weakest link on the campus network. As explained by
the theory, a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. In this study, the TSCM theory was
evident by network engineers having different skillsets, using wrong procedures,
misconfiguration of devices, and applying the correct network design frameworks. The best
practices used by the network engineers aligned well with the competitive parity theory. Network
engineers used the SWOT analysis theorem to identify, monitor, and fix problems on the campus
network.
Benchmarking and using the best approaches to designing, configuring, and maintaining
the campus network added value to improving general business practices. This study's potential
application strategies focused on change management, hardware and software, network
documentation, training, and troubleshooting. The interviewed network engineers applauded the
importance of using change management procedures. Replacing aging hardware and keeping up
with software updates improved the overall network performance. Network documentation plays
an integral role in all areas of designing, configuring, and maintaining a campus network by
network engineers. Seasoned and well-trained network engineers used less time to troubleshoot
issues on the campus network.
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Summary and Study Conclusions
This flexible multiple case study was done to explore the impact of network engineer
configuration on campus network performance. The general problem addressed was the failure
of network engineers to use correct network design configuration frameworks, potentially
resulting in poor performance. The purpose of the study was to add and find the factors as to why
network engineers fail to use correct network design configuration frameworks in public
universities. I used three research questions for the study, and pragmatism as the research
paradigm. Seven triangulation approaches were used to advance the research study. The
triangulation approaches included bracketing, data, iterative, observer, reflexive, methodological,
and theory.
The conceptual framework had the research objectives and all activities related to the
study. Two concepts were used, namely GIGO, and a chain is only as strong as its weakest link.
Theories included the SCM, CP, and SWOT analysis. The actors included network engineers and
public universities. Two constructs were used, namely network engineer actions and network
design frameworks. I contributed to filling literature gaps that signified the missing elements of
data concerning the impact of network engineer configuration on campus network performance. I
used a questionnaire and survey to study lived experiences of network engineers in designing,
configuring, and maintaining a campus network. The study targeted public universities in the
Midwest United States. The themes discussed included backup, change management
bureaucracy, communication, end-user requirements, frequent software updates, hardware
incompatibility, legacy systems, low bandwidth, wrong network connections, misconfiguration,
natural disasters, outdated documentation, skillset gaps, specialized training, standard network
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infrastructure metrics, technology life span, and time constraints for change management that
influenced the actions taken by the network engineers on the campus network.
I interviewed 10 participants using the Zoom platform. A total of 67 engineers completed
the anonymous survey. I used convenience, multi-stage, and systematic sampling techniques to
reach the targeted participants. Primary data were collected using interviews. Archival records
from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics assisted in determining engineers' demography. I
categorized themes based on the research questions and literature review. The theories used for
data analysis included the SCM, the CP, and the SWOT analysis. Predefined protocol,
questionnaire, and interview guide assisted in achieving reliability. Data saturation and data
triangulation formed the basis for validity. Furthermore, multiple cases and literature reviews
contextualized reliability and validity.
I discovered the impact of network engineer configuration on campus network
performance using this flexible multiple case study. Network engineers performed different
actions that influenced the campus network performance. The actions included designing,
configuring, and maintaining the campus network. The failure of network engineers to use
correct network design configuration frameworks, potentially resulting in poor performance,
manifested itself in the actions completed by network engineers on the campus network.
Network engineers shared their experiences as to why they failed to use correct network design
configuration frameworks in public universities.
The research questions defined the research work. Research question RQ1 focused on
network engineers as human factors that failed to use the correct network design configuration
frameworks. Research question RQ2 aided in discovering how network design choices differed
from other change initiatives as completed by network engineers. The outcome of RQ3 helped
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discover specific recommended solutions for optimal network performance. The network
engineers shared lived experiences that contributed to their failure to use the correct network
design frameworks. It was discovered that the lack of enough technical documentation for the
supported network design framework resulted in prolonged hours of researching for solutions.
The absence of documentation by network engineers caused troubleshooting issues for the newer
network engineers. The inexperienced network engineers misconfigured devices on the campus
network. Network engineers using outdated documentation resulted in network outages.
Some network engineer actions contributed to the successful use of correct network
design frameworks. For example, the universities that had configured monitoring systems on the
campus network restored disrupted services quickly. The monitoring systems assisted in
detecting failing devices on the campus network. It required the expertise of seasoned IT
engineers to help solve technical issues. Backup systems configured by network engineers
enhanced the campus network reliability and availability. In addition, following established
change management protocol assisted in designing, configuring, and maintaining the campus
network with minimal risks to the business. Using industry-specific network design frameworks
mitigated potential problems on the campus network.
Network design choices differed from other change initiatives in how network engineers
interacted with the campus network. These differences manifested themselves in the ability of
the network engineer to use the correct network design frameworks. Network engineers had the
obligation of configuring the campus network design choices. The network designs with backup
and redundant systems worked well in supporting business needs. Network engineers completed
change initiatives successfully where network designs of the campus network were well
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documented. Universities experienced less downtime where network design choices had
scheduled software updates or automated software update processes on the campus network.
Furthermore, implemented network design frameworks impacted network performance
differently. According to interviewed network engineers, a cloud-based network design
framework had high reliability. The network devices remained connected for the cloud-based
network design most of the time. In some instances, it took more time for network engineers to
update remote databases. Universities without backup systems experienced network outages for
the traditional three-tier network design framework. Universities grappled with security breaches
in a hybrid network design framework. Network design framework with MPLS configured
experienced improved network performance. The meshed design framework utilized more IP
addresses on the campus network. The network engineers had more administrative duties
configuring and mapping individual IP addresses. Multiple paths in meshed network design
framework reduced single points of failure on the campus network.
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Appendix A: Recruitment Letter
November 20, 2021
Dear Network Engineer:
As a graduate student in the School of Business at Liberty University, I am conducting research
as part of the requirements for a Doctor of Business Administration. My research project is titled
The Impact of Network Engineer Configuration on Campus Network Performance. I will seek to
explore the impact of network engineer configuration on campus network performance. This
study aims to address this challenge by investigating the differences in network design choices
and change initiatives among Midwestern public universities. I am writing to invite eligible
participants to join my study.
Participants must be 20 years of age or older and a network engineer, information analyst,
information systems manager, information technology specialist, network manager, or systems
administrator. You must be working for a public university found in the Midwest United States.
You must have at least one year of experience interacting with computer network design,
configuration, and maintenance and experience supporting one of the available network design
frameworks. Participants, if willing, will be asked to take a survey (15 minutes) and participate
in an interview (60 minutes). The survey will be completely anonymous, and no personal,
identifying information will be collected; however, names and other identifying information will
be requested as part of this interview, but the information will remain confidential.
To participate, please click here https://survey.alchemer.com/s3/6653743/The-Impact-ofNetwork-Engineer-Configuration-on-Campus-Network-Performance-Preliminary-copy to
complete the screening survey by February 18, 2022. If you meet my study criteria, I will contact
you with information about the survey and to schedule an interview.
Two consent documents will be provided after you have passed the screening. One consent
document will apply to the anonymous survey, and the other will apply to the confidential
interview. The consent documents contain additional information about my research. After you
have read the anonymous consent form, please proceed to the survey. If you choose to participate
in the interview, you will need to sign the confidential consent document and return it to me at
the time of the interview.
Sincerely,
Ralph Odima
Liberty University doctoral candidate
xxxxxxxx@liberty.edu
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Appendix B: Statement of Consent Form (Survey)
Title of the Project: The Impact of Network Engineer Configuration on Campus
Network Performance
Principal Investigator: Ralph Odima, doctoral candidate, Liberty University.
Invitation to be Part of a Research Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. To participate, you must be 20
years of age or older and a network engineer, information analyst, information
systems manager, information technology specialist, network manager, or systems
administrator. You must be working for a public university found in the Midwest
United States. You must have at least one year of experience interacting with
computer network design, configuration, and maintenance, and experience
supporting one of the available network design frameworks. Taking part in this
research project is voluntary.
Please take time to read this entire form and ask questions before deciding whether
to take part in this research.
What is the study about and why is it being done?
The purpose of the study is to explore the impact of network engineer configuration
on campus network performance. This study aims to address this challenge by
investigating the differences in network design choices and change initiatives among
Midwestern public universities. I am researching as part of the requirements for a
Doctor of Business Administration degree.
What will happen if you take part in this study?
If you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to do the following things:
1.
Completion of a fifteen-minute electronic survey.
2.
A face-to-face or remote interview involving a videoconferencing
application such as Amazon Chime, Google Meet, Microsoft teams, Slack, or
Zoom. A 60-minute time estimate will be expected, and the interview will be
recorded.
How could you or others benefit from this study?
Participants should not expect to receive a direct benefit from taking part in this
study.
Benefits to society include understanding network engineers' actions relating to
integrating and configuring all aspects of an enterprise network. This study may add
knowledge on how engineers can optimize network performance for improved
business practices. Understanding actions taken by an engineer may benefit business
communities by helping them to avoid unnecessary network outages. The proposed
study may help in aligning structures by preventing and reducing network downtime.
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What risks might you experience from being in this study?
The risks involved in this study are minimal, which means they are equal to the risks
you would encounter in everyday life.
Liberty University
IRB-FY21-22-265
Approved on 11-19-2021

How will personal information be protected?
The records of this study will be kept private. Research records will be stored
securely, and only the researcher will have access to the records.
•
Participant responses will be anonymous.
•
Data will be stored on a password-locked computer and may be used
in future presentations. After three years, all electronic records will be
deleted.
Is study participation voluntary?
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate
will not affect your current or future relations with Liberty University. If you decide
to participate, you are free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time
without affecting those relationships.
What should you do if you decide to withdraw from the study?
If you choose to withdraw from the study, please exit the survey and close your
internet browser. Your responses will not be recorded or included in the study.
Whom do you contact if you have questions or concerns about the study?
The researcher conducting this study is Ralph Odima. You may ask any questions
you have now. If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him at
xxxxxx@liberty.edu. You may also contact the researcher’s faculty sponsor, Dr.
Mike Kipreos, at xxxxxxx@liberty.edu.
Whom do you contact if you have questions about your rights as a research participant?
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to
someone other than the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional
Review Board, 1971 University Blvd., Green Hall Ste. 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515
or email at irb@liberty.edu.
Disclaimer: The Institutional Review Board (IRB) is tasked with ensuring that human
subjects research will be conducted in an ethical manner as defined and required by federal
regulations. The topics covered and viewpoints expressed or alluded to by student and
faculty researchers are those of the researchers and do not necessarily reflect the official
policies or positions of Liberty University.

Your Consent
Before agreeing to be part of the research, please be sure that you understand what
the study is about. You can print a copy of the document for your records. If you
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have any questions about the study later, you can contact the researcher using the
information provided above.
Liberty University
IRB-FY21-22-265
Approved on 11-19-202
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Appendix C: Statement of Consent Form (Interview)
Title of the Project: The Impact of Network Engineer Configuration on Campus Network
Performance
Principal Investigator: Ralph Odima, doctoral candidate, Liberty University.
Invitation to be Part of a Research Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. To participate, you must be 20 years of age or
older and a network engineer, information analyst, information systems manager, information
technology specialist, network manager, or systems administrator. You must be working for a
public university found in the Midwest United States. You must have at least one year of
experience interacting with computer network design, configuration, and maintenance, and
experience supporting one of the available network design frameworks. Taking part in this
research project is voluntary.
Please take time to read this entire form and ask questions before deciding whether to take part in
this research.
What is the study about and why is it being done?
The purpose of the study is to explore an in-depth study of the impact of network engineer
configuration on campus network performance. This study aims to address this challenge by
investigating the differences in network design choices and change initiatives among Midwestern
public universities. I am researching as part of the requirements for a Doctor of Business
Administration degree.
What will happen if you take part in this study?
If you agree to be in this study, I will ask you to do the following things:
1. A face-to-face or remote interview involving a videoconferencing application such as
Amazon Chime, Google Meet, Microsoft teams, Slack, or Zoom. A 60-minute time
estimate will be expected, and the interview will be recorded.
How could you or others benefit from this study?
Participants should not expect to receive a direct benefit from taking part in this study.
Benefits to society include understanding network engineers' actions relating to integrating and
configuring all aspects of an enterprise network. This study may add knowledge on how
engineers can optimize network performance for improved business practices. Understanding
actions taken by an engineer may benefit business communities by helping them to avoid
unnecessary network outages. The proposed study may help in aligning structures by preventing
and reducing network downtime.
What risks might you experience from being in this study?
The risks involved in this study are minimal, which means they are equal to the risks you would
encounter in everyday life.

How will personal information be protected?
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Liberty University
IRB-FY21-22-265
Approved on 11-192021

The records of this study will be kept private.
Published reports
will not include any information that will make it
possible to
identify a subject. Research records will be stored securely, and only the researcher will have
access to the records.
•
Participant responses will be kept confidential through the use of a random
alphanumeric code. Interviews will be conducted in a location where others will not
easily overhear the conversation.
•
Data will be stored on a password-locked computer and may be used in future
presentations. After three years, all electronic records will be deleted.
•
Interviews will be recorded and transcribed. Recordings will be stored on a
password locked computer for three years and then erased. Only the researcher will have
access to these recordings.
Is study participation voluntary?
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect
your current or future relations with Liberty University. If you decide to participate, you are free
to not answer any question or withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships.
What should you do if you decide to withdraw from the study?
If you choose to withdraw from the study, please contact the researcher at the email address
included in the next paragraph. Should you choose to withdraw, data collected from you will be
destroyed immediately and will not be included in this study.
Whom do you contact if you have questions or concerns about the study?
The researcher conducting this study is Ralph Odima. You may ask any questions you have now.
If you have questions later, you are encouraged to contact him at xxxxxxx@liberty.edu. You
may also contact the researcher’s faculty sponsor, Dr. Mike Kipreos, at xxxxxxxx@liberty.edu.
Whom do you contact if you have questions about your rights as a research participant?
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone
other than the researcher, you are encouraged to contact the Institutional Review Board, 1971
University Blvd., Green Hall Ste. 2845, Lynchburg, VA 24515 or email at irb@liberty.edu.
Disclaimer: The Institutional Review Board (IRB) is tasked with ensuring that human subjects research
will be conducted in an ethical manner as defined and required by federal regulations. The topics covered
and viewpoints expressed or alluded to by student and faculty researchers are those of the researchers
and do not necessarily reflect the official policies or positions of Liberty University.

Your Consent
Before agreeing to be part of the research, please be sure that you understand what the study is
about. You can print a copy of the document for your records. If you have any questions about
the study later, you can contact the researcher using the information provided above.
I have read and understood the above information. I have asked questions and have received
answers. I consent to participate in the study.
The researcher has my permission to audio-record me as part of my participation in this study.
Date _________________________ Signature __________________
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Appendix D: Screening
Demographic
1. What is your age?
(1) Under 20 (2) 20-34 (3) 35-44 (4) 45-54 (5) 55 - 65 (6) 66 +
2. Do you work for a public university found in any of the following States?
(1) Illinois (2) Indiana (3)Iowa (4) Kansa (5) Kentucky (6) Michigan (7) Minnesota (8)
Missouri (9) Nebraska (10) North Dakota (11) Ohio (12) South Dakota (13) Wisconsin (14)
Other
3. What type of network design framework do you support?
(1)Traditional three-tier campus network design (2) Mesh-based design (3) Softwaredefined network (S.D.N.) (4) Cloud-based design framework (5) Other
4. For how long have you been interacting with computer networks design, configuration
and maintenance?
(1) For more than one year (2) For less than one year.
5. What job title best defines your work?
(1) Network Engineer (2) Information Analyst (3) Information Systems Manager (4)
Information Technology Specialist (5) Network Manager (6) Systems Administrator (7)
Other
6. Please provide your contact details.
(1) First name:______(2) Last name Initial:____(3) Email address:_______
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Appendix E: Questionnaire
Campus Network Design Documentation
1. Do you document all changes done on your campus network? (1) Yes (2) No
2. Is all documentation current and up to date? (1) Yes (2) No
3. Has outdated documentation ever resulted in reconfiguration of network equipment? (1)
Yes (2) No
4. Do you keep manuals or notes for all network equipment supported? (1) Yes (2) No
5. Are all devices on your network labeled clearly? (1) Yes (2) No
6. Have you ever experienced the problem of not finding appropriate documentation for the
equipment that you support? (1) Yes (2)No
7. Have you come across a situation where coworkers were not willing to share
undocumented configurations? (1) Yes (2) No
Resources Constraints
8. Does your information technology department have enough resources to support your
organizations' business needs? (1) Yes (2) No
9. Has your organization experienced difficulties in hiring an experienced IT support team?
(1) Yes (2) No
10. Has your IT department kept up with the latest network design frameworks on the
market? (1) yes (2) no
11. Does your department experience any form of skill set gaps relating to network design
and management? (1) yes (2) no
12. Do you have any services relating to your network that have been outsourced to a thirdparty company to assist in implementation?
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Hardware and software
13. Have you ever experienced hardware malfunctioning in your network? (1) yes (2) no
14. Has an installed software not lived up to its expectations? (1) yes (2) no
15. For the last five years, have you experienced any hardware incompatibility issues? (1)
Yes (2) No
16. Do you have a specific hardware brand name that you must only deploy on your
network? (1) Yes (2) No
Change Management
17. Do you have a standardized change control action plan? (1) Yes (2) No
18. Have you ever had to redo a configuration after completing the initial scope of work? (1)
Yes (2) No
19. Do you have a network configuration change approval procedure at your organization?
(1) Yes (2) No
20. Has your organization experienced problems during change implementation for the last
five years? (1) Yes (2) No
21. Has your organization experienced problems after change implementation over the
previous five years? (1) Yes (2) No
22. What contributed to errors during your Change management?
23. Has the leadership of your organization objected to any network change implementation?
(1) Yes (2) No
24. If you answered yes, please explain the reasons why your organization's leadership
objected to network change implementation.
Training
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25. Have you experienced challenges keeping up with rapid technological advancements? (1)
yes (2) no
26. When was the last time you took stock of your technical skills considering what is
currently on the market? (1) Six months ago (2) One year ago (3) More than three years
ago
27. Have you experienced technical difficulties configuring a network device due to a lack of
specific training or skill sets? (1) yes (2) no
Troubleshooting
28. What have been the most prolonged hours you took to troubleshoot a failed network?
29. Does your organization have proper means of collecting standard network infrastructure
metrics?
(1) Yes (2) No
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Appendix F: Interview Guide
Interview Questions: The Impact of Network Engineer Configuration on Campus Network
Performance
This interview will involve the interviewer and network engineers: Individuals entrusted
with designing, configuring, and maintaining a campus network. Information obtained in this
interview will be kept confidential. The interviewer will record the interview proceeding. The
interviewer will ask the following questions: The questions align with the research questions and
problem statement.
Date:__________________________________________________________
Location:_________________________________________________________________
Interviewee Code:_______________________________________________________________
Time of Interview: Start: ________________ End:_____________________________
Thank you for creating time and agreeing to participate in this interview. Qualitative
researchers often view the interview process as a focused conversation about the subject of
interest they are studying. I intend for this session to be a dialog and want you to feel
comfortable throughout our interview and feel free to ask questions as we go.
Do you have any questions before we move forward and start our conversation?
Before we get started with the interview questions, I want to know if you have any
questions about the informed consent form or how this interview process will be conducted.
As part of this interview session, I will be recording our conversation.
Turn on Recorder
Interview Questions
Section 1: Network engineers fail to use the correct network design frameworks
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1. How would you describe your role?
2. What challenges do you usually face when designing your campus network?
3. What challenges do you usually face when configuring your campus network?
4. What challenges do you usually face when maintaining a campus network?
5. How does network performance degrade in your organization?
Section 2: Network design choices different from other change initiatives
6. How are network configuration changes implemented at your university?
7. What are some factors that contribute to degraded campus network performance?
8. How do you implement configuration changes within your campus network?
9. What factors contribute to the successful implementation of configuration changes for
your network?
10. Have you experienced a network outage after performing a configuration change?
11. What was the root cause of your network outage after performing configuration changes?
Section 3: Network design frameworks impact network performance
12. What type of network design framework do you support at your university?
13. How would you define campus network performance at your university?
14. How has your deployed network design affected network performance?
15. What factors contribute to network outages for your implemented network design
framework?
16. What network design configuration would you recommend for your university?
17. Why is that the case?
This concludes our interview. I want to thank you for your participation in this study.
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Appendix G: Institutional Review Board Approval

November 19, 2021
Ralph Odima
Mike Kipreos
Re: IRB Exemption - IRB-FY21-22-265 THE IMPACT OF NETWORK ENGINEER
CONFIGURATION ON CAMPUS NETWORK PERFORMANCE
Dear Ralph Odima, Mike Kipreos,
The Liberty University Institutional Review Board (IRB) has reviewed your application
in accordance with the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP) and Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) regulations and finds your study to be exempt from further IRB review.
This means you may begin your research with the data safeguarding methods mentioned in your
approved application, and no further IRB oversight is required.
Your study falls under the following exemption category, which identifies specific
situations in which human participants research is exempt from the policy set forth in 45 CFR
46:104(d):
Category 2. (Ii). Research that only includes interactions involving educational tests
(cognitive, diagnostic, aptitude, achievement), survey procedures, interview procedures, or
observation of public behavior (including visual or auditory recording) if at least one of the
following criteria is met:
The information obtained is recorded by the investigator in such a manner that the
identity of the human subjects can readily be ascertained, directly or through identifiers linked to
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the subjects, and an IRB conducts a limited IRB review to make the determination required by
§46.111(a)(7).
Your stamped consent form(s) and final versions of your study documents can be found
under the Attachments tab within the Submission Details section of your study on Cayuse IRB.
Your stamped consent form(s) should be copied and used to gain the consent of your research
participants. If you plan to provide your consent information electronically, the contents of the
attached consent document(s) should be made available without alteration.
Please note that this exemption only applies to your current research application, and any
modifications to your protocol must be reported to the Liberty University IRB for verification of
continued exemption status. You may report these changes by completing a modification
submission through your Cayuse IRB account.
If you have any questions about this exemption or need assistance in determining whether
possible modifications to your protocol would change your exemption status, please email us at
irb@liberty.edu.
Sincerely,
G. Michele Baker, MA, CIP
Administrative Chair of Institutional
Research Ethics Office

